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Strike up the band 
The Thornhill Jr. Second- 
ary band will be going all 
the way to the nationals\ 
COMMUNITY B3 
Team Canada? 
One Terrace ringette player 
takes the first step to 
trying out for the nation's 
top team\SPORTS B6 
Sprucing up 
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appearance in children!s 
hospital roomskNEWS 
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City could aid sportsplex with taxes 
By JEFF NAGEL consider a very minimal taxpayers' don't have to ultimately repay the $50,000 commitment over fiveyears. The aluminum giant has been steadily 
THE CITY could top up what's needed contribution." 
to build a sportsplex here should the "We have said there would be zero 
drive fall short to raise the $4 million or very, very minimal local taxpayers' 
that's needed, money in this thing," Talstra said. 
Nobody connected to the project Afederal-provincialgrantwillprovide 
likes to talk about hat option for fear of $2 million. .: 
undercutting the efforts to raise money Officials hope local donations and 
that are now underway, but mayor Jack other big corporate contributions will 
money. 
He said further short-term borrowing 
might be palatable if local organizers 
pledge to continue to raise money to 
cover the city's payments. 
"If that means it's not taxpayers' 
money, then it would be an option," 
Taistra said. 
Talstra has confirmed some short-term make up theother $2 millionleading toa He said the same thing was done 
borrowing by the city could be done spring 2004 construction start., several years ago with the library 
without going to a referendum. So far just over $250,000 has been expansion project, when proponents 
Terrace's limit on short-term pledged locally, leaving the project $1.75 
borrowing, which doesn't require a vote, million short. 
is a maximum of $605,450 and must be ' The mayor absolutely rules out 
repaid over five years, borrowing on that magnitude. "There 
"We don't even hope to use that," will not be seven-figure borrowing,'" 
Talstra said. "If we're $50,000 short or Talstra pledged. 
$100,000 short and couldn,t go back to But he did open the door a bit wider to 
the donors for the top up then we might short-term city borrowing - i f  taxpayers 
raised more .money after the fact, 
offsetting loan payments by the city. 
"In a sense we're doing it already," 
Talstra said. 
He noted some of the pledges coming 
in for the sportsplex are promises of 
money over a period of several years 
- such as the Terrace Rotary Club's 
That means the city will have to come 
up with the money for the construction 
from other sources while it waits for 
those pledges to be fulfilled, he said. 
"Obviously we're going to have to be 
creative to get this thing going," he said. 
As it sits now, Talstra admits the 
sportsplex ishighly dependent on a major 
corporate contribution. 
"We are going to have to look at 
the larger corporations for substantial 
amounts," he said. 
Potential donors might include banks, 
soft drink companies or the NHL, Talstra 
said. 
Aican is also a much rumoured 
contributor that locals hope might put 
up a large sum in exchange for having its 
name on the facility. 
giving money to Terrace groups this year, 
at the same time it is embroiled in a major 
dispute with Kitimat over the future of its 
electricity sales. 
',They've been known to give big 
gifts before," Talstra said. "Maybe it's 
our turn." 
Big contributors want to see. a deep 
commitment from local people first 
before putting in their money, he said. ' 
"That's why we have things like 
the auction and 50/50 ticket draws and 
smaller donors coming in with letters of 
'support." 
The push for major contributors i  just 
beginning, he added. 
"We don't expect an answer from 
them for another month," he said. ? ' 
Cont 'd Page A2 
i l Kids stuff 
CITY EMPLOYEE Greg Merritt works away at the new playground being installed at Lower Little Park, It is 
replacing the old one behind the library and like its predecessor, comes courtesy of the local Kinsmen Club. 
The club has put up the $25,000 for the equipment and is contributing labour on the weekends, 
SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
Harris in fight to 
keep log exports 
Gov't considering 
new restrictions 
By JEFF NAGEL 
LOG EXPORTS in the 
northwest will continue if 
Skeena's MLA has anything 
to do with it. 
Roger Harris is urging his 
govermnent not to put the 
brakes on raw log exports. 
"If you do that all you do 
is just lay off a bunch more 
people - with no gain," he 
said. 
Forests minister Mike 
de Jong has indicated the 
government is examining 
options to tighten log 
exports - from an outright 
ban to an increased levy to 
discourage high volumes of 
exports. 
The province has come 
under increasing pressure 
from critics over the log 
export policy, which 
includes a cabinet order 
allowing the export of up to 
35 per cent of logs cut in the 
northwest. 
"We've heard concerns 
that government is not 
getting proper value for logs 
exported," said ministry 
spokesperson Rena Kendall- 
Craden. "So we may need 
to take another look at the 
existing system. We are 
studying the options." 
Harris says the critics 
are wrong in targeting log 
exports as a cause of the 
industry's woes. 
"Log exports aren't 
stopping mills from 
running," he said. "What's 
stopping mills from running 
is the economics of those 
facilities." 
He says exports 
are a symptom of an 
underperforming industry 
-which the province is 
trying to fix with its broad 
forest policy reforms. 
"For us log exports 
are essential," Harris 
said. "They're a critical 
component tbr the 
northwest." 
Exports help keep 
logging contractors afloat 
while mills are shut down, 
he said. 
And he said it could 
prove a useful ongoing tool 
to harvest old pulp-grade 
NAFTA @10 
II See A5 for more from 
our series on trade. 
timber to nlake way for 
second-growth stands. 
"It's better than letting 
it rot on the stump or have 
it burn down at some future 
time," Harris said. 
Everyone would like to 
see all B.C. timber processed 
in B.C. mills, he said. 
"Are we in a position to 
do that today? The answer 
is no." 
Another factor driving 
exports is the softwood 
lumber dispute and the 
tariffs the U.S. has slapped 
on Canadian, lumber. That 
has shut down mills and 
created more incentive to 
export logs, which are not 
• subject,to U.S. tariffs, 
"If there's a 27 per 
cent tax on lumber, people 
will try to get around it by 
exportifig logs," Kendall- 
Craden said. 
Export logs are 
increasingly being processed 
at mills in the northwest 
U.S. 
While government 
officials say 95 per cent of 
B.C. logs are milled in the 
province, opponents say 
exports have increased to the 
point where the logs leaving 
B.C. would have employed 
3,700 B.C. workers feeding 
several sawmills. 
Unity B.C. leader Chris 
Delaney says Canada's 
position in the softwood 
lumber dispute is being 
undermined by the flow of 
B.C. logs to feed U.S. mills. • 
Continued page A5 
Lunch crunch 
fine, say trustees 
SCHOOL TRUSTEES have abandoned a plan to change 
school bus schedules again to ensure all schools have a 
minimum 45-minute lunch break. 
The suggestion came from the school district's edu.cation 
committee. 
The proposal would ha,,;e lengthened lunchtime at five 
schools, most of them high schools, by three tO: 10 minutes. 
But it turns out those students like their present lunch 
crunch just fine, Terrace trustee Diana Penner said. 
"They were actually very happy with their lengths, " she 
said, adding students ay their breaks are long enough to 
recharge their batteries. 
"They were not tired in the afternoons," Penner said. "It 
was a sufficient break." 
Lunch and recess breaks were shortened at schools across 
the district this fall as part of the new, four-day school 
week. 
A recent proposal to shorten lunch times further to ease 
school bus scheduling complaints was abandoned.'• 
Help us and help us now, mayor urges 
Talstra said he's also prepared to explore ways to 
offer property tax relief to encourage new industry 
to set up here. That was one of the ideas that sprang 
from the September forum. 
"We are prepared to deal with incentives, 
investments - [enterprise minister] Rick Thorpe 
doesn't like the word subsidies o I can't use that 
word any more." 
Talstra's idea is to cap the amount of taxes 
collected from heavy industry, That~way a new 
valu~e-added plant would spread the payments of 
the same amOia~t Of tax across more companies. The 
Scl~eme would in ess~nceoffer reduced taxes. 
Workers then got a top up to their unemployment 
insurance payments to go out and plant trees and 
work on various projects in teams. 
':You can't go planting trees in the middle of the 
winter," Talstra noted. "But there are some things 
you can do." 
Committee chair lan Smith said pruning of 
lower limbs to promote clear lumber can be done 
effectively by workers on a snowpack. 
"Maybe there's a similar type of program 
that could be set up to create some silviculture 
Opportunities out there,"Smilh said, _ i 
The mayor said he Sees money for that plan coming 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A PUSH is on for some kind of short-term ake- 
work program to ease unemployment while Terrace 
waits for the forest industry to revive itself. 
Mayor Jack Talstra says he will advance that 
idea on the recommendation f a city-organized 
committee which sprang out of the Communities in
Crisis forum the city hosted in September. 
Talstra said the program might be a new 
incarnation of the old federal EBAP (Employment 
Bridging Assistance Program) that helped 
unemployed forest workers during th e big recessl0n 
of the early 1980s. 
out of the federal aid package for communities hit 
by the softwood lumber dispute. That's the same 
program that's given the city $800,000 for its new 
tourist-friendly railway station project. 
"What I'm going to do is go back to the softwood 
initiative people and see if something like that could 
be done very quickly," Talstra said. "Just to try to 
see what can be done in the short erm." 
He said the committee also wants the ministry of 
forests to release more wood sales thatare ready to 
go to get more loggers woi'king The planned restart 
of West Fraser's awmill in January means there 
~'will soon be localbuyers again for Sawlogs. ...... 
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IqlSGA'A LEADER Frank Calder, left, meets with Jean Chretien, centre, and 
Pierre Trudeau in this photograph taken several decades ago. Calder this 
week received a degree from the University of Victoria for his work in advancing 
native land claims. A key 1973 court decision bears his name. 
Nisga'a leader Calder 
gets honourary degree 
THE MAN who has his name attached to 
the Supreme Court decision which ul- 
timately lead to the Nisga'a land claims 
treaty has been made an honourary Doc- 
tor of Laws by the University of Victoria. 
, Frank Calder was bestowed with the 
degree at convocation ceremonies held 
Nov. 10 at the university. 
A founding member of the Nisga'a 
Tribal Council, the predecessor to the 
Nisga'a Lisim., Government, Calder was 
one of' several Nisga'a who took their 
case Ibr aboriginal title first to the provin- 
Cial Supreme Court and ',hen to the Su- 
preme Court of Canada in the late 1960s 
lind early 1970s. 
Calder and the others lost in the pro- 
yincial Supreme Court but achieved a 
~plit decision among six federal Supreme 
Court justices. 
That decision featured six justices rul- 
ing that aboriginal title existed prior to 
the arrival of Europeans but they dis- 
agreed as to whether title was extin- 
From front 
guished or continued to exist. 
The decision laid the groundwork for 
treaty negotiations and ultimately to the 
2000 Nisga'a treaty providing self-govern- 
ment powers, land and money. 
In addition to his aboriginal title work, 
Calder also went into provincial politics, 
becoming the first aboriginal cabinet 
minister in the country. 
"The degrees are based on distinguish- 
ment and achievement in a number of 
fields and in Mr. Calder's case, it is in 
the field of public service," said UVic of- 
ficial Mike McNeney. 
It is also significant Io note that 2003 
is the 30th anniversary of the Calder 
case, McNeney added. 
i l l i i l  
UVic also plays host this week to a 
conference based on the Calder case and 
to note the 30th anniversary of the deci- 
sion and its impact on land claims. 
Scholars from four countries are taking 
part in the conference. 
City could aid sportsplex 
"By early in the new year we'll see That would allow more tinge to raise 
what's in the pot," he "said. "Then we'll 
see ir it requires another push or what." 
He maintained the project is still aim- 
ing lbr a spring construction start. 
"The next three months will be crucial 
to this complex being built," he added. 
But Ron Peele, the city's top adminis- 
trator, says the city will have to look 
seriously at holding the project back a 
year if the $4 million is not yet in place 
early in the new year. 
more money, he noted. The $2 million 
grant would still be available for a spring 
2005 construction start. 
What if the project is short $I million 
at around the end or January? 
Peele says he can see a scenario in 
which'the city borrows $600,000, makes 
deeper spending cuts in 2004 to save 
$200,000 for the project ' and then pus!~es 
user groups to raise the remaining 
$200,000 that year. 
IWA,  compan ies  ta lk  
HOPES OF Skeena Sawmills re-opening 
in January hinge on talks this week bet- 
ween the IWA and coastal forest compa- 
nies, including mill owner West Fraser. 
Despite months of negotiations, the 
companies and the IWA have failed to 
agree on ways to cut costs. 
The companies claim IWA contract 
demands would cost an additional $140 
inillion a year while the union says it 
does have ways to give the industry a 
more flexible wage and cost structure. 
Compames last week voted 98 per 
cent to officially reject the latest IWA 
contract proposal. 
But the companies and the union 
agreed ate last week to meet again. 
Those ineetings began yesterday. 
IWA members earlicr approved going 
on strike to back their demands. Skeena 
Sawmills workers were aot in favour of a 
strike, but their votes were overridden 
when counted with all of the others. 
The mill closed in June, not because 
of the IWA, but because workers at West 
Fraser's Eurocan pulp mill went on strike, 
meaning there was no place lor Skeena 
Sawmills to send its chips. 
That strike is now over, but the mill 
here remains closed because o1" a surplus 
of chips from other sources. A January re- 






in BC than 
rainy days. 
• NscOAR T H E R N VINGS 
DIT  U N I O N  
Terrace Prince Rupert Masset Queen Charlotte City 
4702 Lazelle 138 Third Ave W, 1663 Main 106 Causeway 
As our member, you can use any of the 465 credit union banking 
machines across the province, Better still, you.can make all 
the cash withdrawals you need without being surcharged,* 
Wherever you are in B.C., there's a credit union ATM near you. 
Just look for the Acculink e or Exchange ® symbols shown below. 
EFFECTIVE FITNESS 
(Your Family Fitness Centre) 
Interested in the ultimate fitness program? 
Contact Virginia, Certified Personal Trainer, 
Nutrition and Wellness Specialist 
call 635-4130 today 
I II .ous,, OF n,:l,ii,RS Stoves- I 
i i 14637 Lazelle Ave., Terrace TV's- I 
"Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
• Harry Potter 
,Flexon 
,Silhouette 
• Eqsy Clip 
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......... ~ GLASSES and CONTACTS 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP"  
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
For vour convenience & auick service. 
ROYAL LEPAG E 
Royal LePage Terrac~ 
: congratulates 
.--" J im 
Du l ly  
on obtaining the 
National Royal LePage 
I I I I I!1111111111111111 
i "Platinum 
:~ Award" 
il i for October 2003. 
i All Realtors at Royal LePage contribute to the RLP Shelter foundation. 
: 635-2404 : 
More & more people are coming i 
!i2i to Royal LePage o ti 
IF THE SHOE FITS I 
I1'S A RED WING. 
Comfort on Concrete 
WE ALWAYS MEASURE 
YOUR FEET. BECAUSE THE 
MOST COMFORTABLE 
SHOES MADE DESERVE 
A COMFORTABLE FIT 
~.  TO MATCH. 
MADE IN USA' ~ i  
Treat Your Feet To Red Wings.  
Available in: B 10-14, D 6-15, E 6-13, EEEE 7-15 
635 -6703 
Men - Sat  9 -6  




The King Cat, 900 
for 2004. is engineered 
expressly for the intense 
mountain rider. 
Featuring: 
• 162x2V, track 
,150  hp twin 
with light wetght 
chassis of 490 Ibs, 
WEAR OR ACCESSORIES OR A FREE 
2" YEAR EXTEHDED WAERAHTY COHTRACT! 
DOWN 






SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 
has lost 35 students ince 
the start of the school year 
in September. 
That brings the number 
of students enrolled in the 
Coast Mountains district to 
6,213 - down from 6,248 
when school began. 
Assislant superintendent 
Rob Greenwood has also 
been tracking withdrawals 
to see where students are 
going something the 
board asked him to do last 
year. 
on average, the district 
has lost 350 students each 
school year as part of a 
declining enrolment rend 
caused by families moving 
out of the district - and an 
overall population decline 
seen in every corner of the 
country. Since the mid- 
1990s, this district's enrol- 
mcnt has dropped by five 
per cent. 
Greenwood's latest re- 
port shows 24 students 
have left since Sept. 30. 
Of those, 19 were stud- 
ents in the Terrace area. 
The rest were from Ste- 
wart, Kitimat and the Ha- 
zeltons. Three students in 
the Terrace area who have 
withdrawn enrolled at in- 
dependent schools. 
The drop in enrolment 
and the number of with- 
drawn students doesn't add 
up because new students 
also come into the district, 
Greenwood said. 
"We have students who 
move into the district as 
well as students who move 
out." he said. 
The drop in enrolment 
is making a budget crunch 
worse: student enroiment 
determines how m'uch 
money the education min- 
istry allocates to school 
district budgets. 
The enrolment drop has 
major budget implications. 
Secretary-treasurer Marcel 
Georges said he will have 
a better picture of the'dis; 
trict's budget situation at 
next month's board meet- 
ing. 
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II Brrrrrrr 
LAST WEEK'S blue skies and sunshine were something to enjoy - even if you work outside. Flagger Ula 
Ewald said she prefers the cold over rain, as long as she wears appropriate outdoor clothing. Ewald and 
other flaggers were on the 4500 block of Park Ave. last week, directing traffic while Twin River crews were 
doing work on hydro poles and lines. 
Kincolith welcomes paving 
of its road for next spring 
PUTTING SEAL coating on the new road to Kincolith 
and paving the steep hilly portions is welcome, says the 
chief councillor of the village at the mouth of the Nass 
River. 
"It's really good news, a big benefit for us," said Nel- 
son Clayton of the project which will cost between $1.3 
million and $1.5 million and to take place next year. 
The $33 million, 29km road was completed last De- 
cember, connecting Kincolith for the first time with the 
rest of the Nass Valley by land. Access had been limited 
to boat and ferry trips south to Prince Rupert or by air. 
Transportation mimstry officials said putting a hard 
surface on the road makes long term sense in terms of 
maintenance. They had otherwise faced spending an ad- 
ditional $200,000 to lay down gravel to make the road 
easier to maintain. 
"With the heavy rains, there are deep puddles and a 
lot of washboard," said Clayton. "People have had to 
spend extra dollars for extra ply tires - and that can get Nelson Clayton 
he said. 
Residents continue to be 
worried about some sections 
of the road, particularly 
where it runs alongside the 
Nass River, Clayton added. 
"There are places where 
there are concrete barriers, 
but places where there 
aren't any. We're waiting 
and seeing if there is a plan 
for that," he said. 
The new road meant an end 
to regularly scheduled ferry 
service south to Prince Ru- 
pert. But the .village council 
has bought a small passeng- 
er vessel both to journey to 
Prince Rupert when enough 
pretty expensive," he added, people have booked to cov- 
A hard surface"will ftirther attract visitors toK inco-  'o r  costs and to use as a fishing and sightseeing charter. 
lith, bolstering plans the village has to create a tourism The village council used its boat two weeks ago to 
industry, Clayton continued, ferry supplies in from Prince Rupert when floods from 
"We already have n lot of people "taking the drive," heavy rains knocked out road access east of Greenville. 
News In Brief 
They're coming to town 
SIXTEEN WOMEN from Stewart have been 
booked so far to come to Terrace by bus Nov. 15 
for marnmography exams at Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital. 
Popularly known as the Boob Bus, the service is 
being paid for by the provincial mammography 
screening program. 
"It won't be a school bus, it'll be our regular 
bus," said Darlene Cornell of Stewart-based Sea- 
port Limousine. 
This could very well be the last run for the Boob 
Bus now that Mills Memorial Hospital has a new 
mobile mammography unit. 
The bus trip south from Stewart had become a 
regular part of that community's life. 
The mobile mammography unit is to change all 
that but a plan was to take the unit on the road this 
fall and to be cancelled because the provincial 
mammography screening program could not find an 
experienced technician to spend as much as a 
week on the road visiting northern locations. 
Dangerous necklace 
FEDERAL HEALTH officials are warning parents 
their children may be exposed to lead if they 
chew, suck on or swallow a "Runic" pendant 
necklace sold in vending machines and possibly in 
retail stores. 
The necklace, which has been available since 
2002, is also small enough to be swallowed and 
thus is a choking as well as a strangulation hazard 
for small children, say Health Canada officials. 
Leai:l is a toxic heavy metal which can produce 
harmful effects on the behaviour and development 
of children even at very low levels of exposure. 
Items made from lead are greyish in colour and 
will leave a grey mark when rubbed against white 
paper. 
Forestry giant visits 
Terrace this month 
IRVING "IKE" Barber, the man who founded SIo- 
can Forest Products and who recently gave the 
University of British Columbia $20 million for a 
learning centre, visits Terrace Nov. 28 to see how 
the northwest can fit into the learning centre's pur- 
pose. 
He'll be meeting with Northwest Community 
College's board and native advisory group, with li- 
brarians from around the ~orthwest and with repre- 
sentatives fi'om economic development groups 
such as the local chamber of commerce. 
"He really wants to give the opportunity to peo- 
ple outside of "the lower mainland for access to 
learning resources," says Northwest Community 
College librarian Patti Barnes who is helping'to r- 
ganize the meeting here. 
She said ideas such as permitting libraries from 
the interior and north to tap into UBC's data bases 
would be highly beneficial. 
Construction of the Irving K. Barber Learning 
Centre at UBC has already started. 
• - , .  ; . '~ ,~ ~: !  ~ ~ i  ~ ~;~ 
Irene wins a Power Smart 
Programmable Digital 
Thermostat valued at 
$150.00. She entered at 
Terrace Co-op. Other 
winners of Power Smart products and BC Hydro Power 
Smart T-shirts are: D. Boivin who entered at Terrace Co-op; 
Wendy Merrit who entered at: Canadian Tire and Balinda 
Pastershank who entered at Terrace Builders Do-it Center. 
Thank you to everyone who 
entered the Terrace Standard STANDARD 
Power Smart Contest. 
I I I 
*First 7 customers e( of these days 
14 I. stock pot Reg. s298 Sale s89.40 
*First 12 customers each of these days 
s126 Sale s39.99 
38 cm Roaster 
24 cm non-stick Fry Pan 
L. Casserole .... 
All Paderno Cookware 
Paderl o gadgets, bakeware 
¢ 
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Too much? 
BY ALL accounts, unionized workers at the 
Insurance Corporation of B.C. (ICBC) have it 
pretty good. 
They have the kind of public sector benefits 
package that is superior to those of the private 
sector. And they have a work week that is less 
than 40 hours, again something superior to the 
private sector. 
Employees also have a flexible work week 
which is at the heart of the current labour dispute 
at the provincial crown corporation. 
In simple terms, ICBC employees can work 
longer each day, building up time to take off later. 
It means employees can take Fridays off and it 
means additional vacation time over and above 
regular holiday allotments. As they say in the cof- 
fee shops, nice work if you can get it. 
What ICBC wants is the flexibility to expand its 
office hours beyond the current Monday to Friday 
daytime hours to include nights and weekends. 
The current labour provisions, says ICBC, pre- 
vents it from expanding its service. 
Members of the Office and Professional Em- 
ployees' International Union oppose any such 
move, regarding changes to theii" work week 
scheduling as dramatic oncessions. 
They also somehow view any such change to 
their work week as the slippery slope to privatiza- 
tion of the publicly-owned corporation. 
But here's the thing. ICBC is owned by the 
people of British Columbia. If there is a way to 
increase office hours for night and weekend open- 
ings, turning the corporation into a better service 
provider for its shareholders, ie. the people, then 
bring it on. 
For decades, ICBC has existed through a bi-oad 
acceptable arrangement with the people of B.C. 
In return for a virtual automotive insurance mo- 
nopoly we've asked for - and have received - in- 
surance rates lower than other places in Canada. 
ICBC has also become a market leader in areas 
such as accident and theft prevention, returning 
additional benefits to British Columbians. 
And since ICBC exists in a monopoly cocoon 
its employees, by definition, have been relatively 
sheltered, allowing them to accumulate generous 
provisions uch as a flexible work week. 
This is not to suggest that ICBC employees are 
overly pampered or that their contract should be 
gutted. ICBC would not be able to do what it does 
without heir efforts and their work should be rec- 
ognized. 
Yet they should recognize that an ICBC that 
is open at nights and on weekends would only 
strengthen it in the eyes of British Columbians, 
making it less acceptable as a privatization tar- 
get. 
The ICBC union's web site contains the slogan, 
"Good people deserve a good contract." Very 
true. And its owners deserve good service. 
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Energy crisis looms in years aheao 
VICTORIA - We have all heard 
the doonlsday scenarios that 
may result if climate change is 
allowed to continue unabated. 
Hence the Kyoto Accord. 
Well, now a team of Swedish 
scientists released a study that 
says we needn't worry about the 
potentially catastrophic results of 
climate change because the world 
will run out of oil much sooner 
than thought. 
Of course, we also have all 
heard that oil reserves are go- 
ing to last until at least 2050, 
by which time, hopefully, we've 
developed alternative sources of 
energy. 
Not so, say the scientists from 
Sweden's Uppsala University. 
The world's oil reserves, they 
claim, are up to 80 per cent less 
than predicted. 
Production levels will peak 
in about ten years, according to 
Professor Kjell Alekett, one of 
the scientists who released the 
report . . . . . .  
Oil production levels will hit 
their maximum soon after 2010 
with gas supplies peaking not 
long afterwards, the Swedish 
geologists ay. 
At that point prices for petrol 
and other fuels will reach disas- 
trous levels. The team published 
its findings last month in the 
magazine New Scientist. 
Alekett says he and his fellow 
scientists examined data on oil 
-'ROM THE CAPITAl 
HUBERT BEYER 
and gas reserves from all over 
the world and found that we are 
"facing a very critical situation 
globally" 
"The thing we are surprised 
about is that people in general are 
not aware of the decline in sup- 
plies and the extent to which it 
will affect production," he says 
The decline ofoil and gas will 
affect the world population more 
than climate change. 
According to the Uppsala 
team, nightmare •predictions of 
melting ice caps and searing 
temperatures will never come to 
pass because the reserves of oil 
and gas just are not big enough to 
create that much carbon iioxide 
(CO2). 
Alekett says his team came to 
the conclusion that countries in 
the Middle East had exaggerated 
the amount of reserves they had. 
Coal-burning, he says, could 
easily make up the shortfall. 
But burning coal would be even 
worse for the planet~ as it would 
create ven more CO2. 
Predictions of global melt- 
down by the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
sparked the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, 
an agreement obliging signatory 
nations to cut CO2 emissions. 
Canada has bought into the 
concept. The United States, by 
far the greatest consumer of oil 
and the greatest polluter in terms 
of CO2 emissions, has not. 
The Uppsala team estimates 
the amount of oil and gas left to 
be equivalent o around 3,500 
billion barrels of oil - the IPCC's 
estimate is between 5,000 and 
18,000 billion barrels. 
Which of the two estimates 
is the right one? Take you pick. 
Nebojsa Nakicenovic, of the Uni- 
versity of Vienna who headed the 
IPCC team said it was standing 
by its figures. 
He said they had factored in 
a much broader and internation- 
ally accepted range ofoil and gas 
estimates then the "conservative" 
Swedes. 
If  Nakicenovic is right, we 
may have until 2050 to find ways 
of fuelling our economies other 
than with oil IfAlekett. The con- 
servative Swede is right, trouble 
will come our way much sooner. 
But do we want to bet the farm 
on the more optimistic figure'? I 'd 
be very reluctant o do so. It" a 
bit like the guy who fell from a 
60-storey building, saying, "so 
far, so good," as he passed the 
40th floor. 
The alternatives are there: 
wind power, hydro-electric 
power, thermal power, fuel cell 
technology. 
But is seems that the world is 
wearing rose-coloured glasses. 
Progress in the development of 
alternative fuel sources is far too 
slow to even meet the optimistic 
2050 deadline. 
Meanwhile, even those of us 
who might admit that running out 
of fossil fuel without anything to 
take its place would be utterly 
catastrophic, onfine ourselves to 
hoping that somehow, someone 
will fix the problem. 
It's time we tell our politi- 
cians to devote a little less time to 
questions uch as whether Sheila 
Copps will quit the race for Lib- 
eral leader or Paul Martin, the i 
prime minister in waiting, might 
' face p0t&itial conflicts of iiiteresi: 
because of his shipping empire, 
and instead start beating the drum 
for awareness of problems that 
have global implications. 
The exhaustion of oil reserves 
is one such problem, and an in- 
evitable one at that, whether it 
will catch up with our children or 
grandchildren. Catch up with the 
world it will. 
Beyer can b# reached at: E- 
mail: hbeyer@coolcom.com. 
Filling up on Dr. Phil's diet plan 
WHEN DR. Phil began his 
second season by launching Iris 
Ultimate Weight Loss Challenge, 
he aimed to show viewers how to 
lose weight effortlessly and keep 
it lost. 
He also aimed to start a move- 
ment oward healthier weight and 
eating for life. 
After two months, the 13 par- 
ticipants in his Challenge have 
dropped a total of more than 300 
pounds without feeling hungry. 
And independently owned eater- 
ies are changing their menus to 
accommodate customers keen to 
eat healthier and reduce weight. 
Jim, a 350 pound disc jockey, 
has lost 53 pounds by driving 
a different route to and from 
work. Before, he drove past fast 
food outlets where he always 
pulled in for burgers, fries, and 
other quickly eaten high calorie 
snacks. 
He now drives a route bor- 
dered by trees. His trip takes five 
minutes longer but avoids food 
temptations. 
Tina owes her 38.2 Ib. loss to 
changing her eating habits. She 
THROUGH B IFOCALS 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
now eats only while sitting at the 
dining room table. She no longer 
mindlessly stuffs herself in the 
car, watching TV, or parked be- 
fore her computer. 
The construction contractor 
has lost only two pounds. She 
failed to proof her environment. 
Instead of clearing her kitchen of 
tempting snack foods, she's kept 
indulging her tbndness for peanut 
butter. Dr. Phil estinmtes he's 
eaten 31 pounds of peanut butter. 
In a week or two she may well 
be voted off her team. In Novem- 
bet, each of thetwo teams has a 
chance to vote off one member 
they feel isn't contributing to 
the success of the team. Because 
only the team, not an individual, 
can win unknown fabulous 
prizes, it's important every team 
member tries hard to live by the 
seven keys. 
The seven keys are: Believe 
you can lose weight to a healthy 
level. Heal the feelings that drive 
you to overeat. Rid your environ- 
ment of junk foods. Curb impulse 
eating. Buy foods that take lon- 
ger to prepare and to consume. 
Exercise daily. And keep com- 
pany with folks who support your 
weight loss efforts, 
Even Dr. Phil's goal of per- 
suading the Country to eat health- 
ier is catching on, The 400 pound 
owner of a pizza place, no doubt 
worried he would lose customers, 
set up a Dr. Phil lunch and dinner 
menu. Each lunch choice totals 
about 400 calories, an average 
lunch for a lean customer. Each 
dinner choice totals about 800 
calories, including dessert. Or the 
equivalent of a cheeseburger. 
His lean cuisine menus are 
attracting weight conscious 
customers. He still cooks high 
calorie fries and burgers for his 
regulars, but he himself eats lean 
now. By adhering to Dr. Phil's 
seven keys, the proprietor has 
lost more than 80 pounds. He 
intends losing 100 more. 
Will other fast food eateries 
follow his example? Not likely. 
Franchises exist to entice people 
to eat more, more often. They're 
unlikely to push smaller portions 
of healthier foods that take longer 
to consume. People like food they 
can shove in with one hand while 
they drive with the other. 
I must admit I watch Dr. Phil 
with the dedication of a Days 
of Our Lives fan. For the first 
time in 30 years of running my 
business, I catch myself asking 
customers to come after 1 p.m. 
instead of during the lunch hour. 
Dr. Phil's program ends at 1:00. 
I get as much joy out of the 
challengers' success as they do 
from their achievement. Each 
healthier weight saves health care 
dollars. ,. 
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The North American Free Trade 
Agreement turns loin January. The 
Terrace Standard's Jeff Nagel and 
eight"other Canadian reporters at- 
tended trade policy briefings in Ot. 
tawa and Washhzgton D.C. last 
month on the effects of NAFTA. 
Go to the Standard's web site at 
www, terracestandard.com to find 
all Nagel's tories from that trip, as 
well as some stories front other re- 







government may not 
be able to cut off all 
raw log exports to 
the U.S. even if Victoria de- 
cides that's a good idea. 
Trade experts in Ottawa say 
the province would be violating 
Canada's obligations under the 
North Amer ican Free Trade 
Agreement.  
The province is studying ways 
to. tighten exports. The forests 
minister has said options include 
an increased export tax or even an 
Outright ban. 
In U.S eyes, logs that are trap- 
ped in B.C. by export controls 
amount to yet another way the 
province artificially lowers the 
cost of logs to subsidize B.C. lum- 
ber producel:s. 
Tightening existing rules there- 
fore risks further inflaming the 
softwood lumber dispute. 
And an outright ban on log ex- 
ports is impossible, according to 
Bill Dymond, who was one of Ca- 
nada's advisors at the NAFTA ne- 
gotiating table. 
"You can't do it,'; says Dy- 
mend, executive director of Car- 
leton University's Centre for 
Trade Policy and Law. "That 
would be a clear violation of the 
WTO and the NAFTA." 
"You can clobber the Japanese 
log buyers to your heart's content. 
But you couldn't ouch the Ameri- 
cans. You'd be in violation." 
Even before NAFTA was 
signed nearly 10 years ago, log 
export restrictions were touchy. 
They. were technically permit- 
ted under the original 1989 Cana- 
da-U.S, free trade agreement. But 
even with that allowance, the U.S. 
used our log export restrictions as 
an excuse to slap countervailing 
duties on B.C. lumber, 
It's easy to understand the mo- 
tives of those who want to block 
THE CREED Forest Products yard next to the Kalum River is one local spot where logs are sorted 
by grade for sale to both domestic and foreign buyers. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
MICHAEL HART and Bill Dyrnond of the Centre For Trade Policy 
and Law address reporters in Ottawa. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
NAFTA @ 10 
Second in a series marking 10 
years of North American free trade 
A special report by Jeff Nagel 
the flow of logs south. 
Critics see raw logexports as a 
drain of logs and jobs to the U'.S. 
While mills here are crippled and 
closing, American ones are ex- 
panding, fed by B.C. logs. 
Fair is fair, the export critics 
say. If the Americans want to use 
27 per cent tariffs to keep our 
lumber out of the U.S., we,should 
add our own hefty tax to log ex- 
ports and price raw logs out of ex- 
istence south of the border. 
"It would be the start of trying 
to control the issue a little bit," 
says IWA local 2171 president 
Darrel Wong. ..... 
"This government has allowed 
a tremendous volume of logs to 
leave B.C. from Crown lands." 
But Canada has already lost si- 
milar fights under NAFTA. 
In one case, regulators truck 
down a Canadian-imposed ban on 
the export of hazardous waste to 
the U.S. - put in place to aid an 
Alberta waste incinerator that was 
losing business to an Ohio-based 
competitor. 
It's not unusual for govern- 
ments to try to restrict the export 
of raw materials to protect pro- 
cessing jobs at home. 
Mexico wants to ban the bulk 
export of its tequila to the U.S. 
and is seeking approval for a ban 
from NAFTA regulators. 
It's not so different from raw 
logs. 
At stake is whether Mexicans 
or Americans get the jobs bottling 
the tequila. 
A pure protectionist case would 
be thrown out, however, so the 
Mexicans are arguing the bulk te- 
quila is getting watered down or 
blended on the way to U.S. bot- 
tlers, and therefore a ban on bulk 
exports is needed to protect qual- 
ity. 
Trade expert Dymond says 
agreeing to give up those sorts of 
restrictions are part of the price of 
securing free trade ,agreements 
and the broader economic gains 
they deliver. 
"Under NAFTA, we have said 
we will not do this," he said. "Has 
that constrained your sovereignty? 
You're damned right it has." 
Peter Pearse, B.C.'s leading re- 
source policy specialist and au- 
thor of a major study on the plight 
of the coastal forest industry, says 
the solution does not rest in find- 
ing, ways to force B.C. logs to stay 
, in B.C. 
,The  question is how can we 
make British Columbia producers ~ 
able to pay as much or more for 
logs than foreigners," Pearse said. 
Until the ailing coastal industry 
is fixed, there's little short term 
alternative to exports. 
And he says it hasn't been hard 
to prove the logs aren't needed by 
B.C. mills. 
"We've got surplus logs and 
companies have not been cutting 
their full allocation," Pearse said. 
"It's not as if these logs would 
still be used by local mills." 
From front 
Critics. say it's time to cut off log flow to U.S. 
"Every log they ship only delays a resolu- 
tion to the softwood dispute, and creates un- 
employment and mill closures," Delaney said. 
"Either they haven't got the guts to call the 
Americans' bluff, or they are doing this deli- 
berately to appease their big American suppor- 
ters like Weyerhaeuser, who want to 
feed large sawmills in the U.S." 
The province only allows exports if there's 
proof the logs are surplus to the needs of B,C. 
mills and can't be economically used here. 
But Delaney charges the Liberal forest re- 
tbrms are creating conditions that satisfy the 
rules permitting exports. 
"The end of appurtenancy ensures the clo- 
sure of mills," he said; "The closure of mills 
ensures the logs cannot be processed in the 
harvesting area, or be shipped economically to 
a mill. This ensures the closure of more 
mills. More mill closures creates a surplus of 
logs, and thus increased exports." 
Log exports ramped up in the northwest 
under the NDP on the recommendation f the 
year and a ha l f -  less than half of what could 
have been exported under the order, 
The cabinet order expires in February 2005 
and Harris wasn't expecting a debate on its re- 
newal until sometime next year. 
But the forests ministry's rethink of the 
issue raises the possibility policy change could 
come sooner. 
former job protection commissioner. If export opponents don't win through politi- 
The Liberal cabinet order 18 months ago .cal pressure theymay succeed in the courts. 
broadened export approval to more companies, The order allowing northwest exports is also 
throughout thenorthwest and set a limit of 35 "being attacked under a challenge mounted in 
per cent of timber cut. B.C. Supreme Court by the Sierra Legal De- 
Ministry stats show companies here expor- fence Fund. A decision in the case is expected 
ted 366,000 cubic metres of logs in the first to be handed down soon. 
U.S. road map to softwood peace 
mirrors contentious B.C. reforms 
IF ANYONE-ever doubted that 
B.C. forest policy is changing to 
meet American demands, they 
need only read the U.S-drafted 
road map to peace in the woods. 
The draft policy bulletin pro- 
• pared Ihis summer by the U.S. 
commerce department would ex- 
empt provinces from countervail- 
ing duties once they meet the U.S. 
definition of a fair, unsubsidized 
tbrest system, 
That definition lays out all the 
most controversial spects of B.C. 
forest reform - all the changes 
that critics say .wipe out the social 
compact hat long tied timber ac- 
cess to local jobs. 
It demands Canadian govern- 
ments eliminate rules that timber 
be processed in nearb.y mills, re- 
strictionson how long a mill can 
lily of. logging towns, by prevent- 
ing a company from logging five 
years worth of wood in one year 
when markets are high and then 
shutting down for four years. 
To U,S eyes, that rule forces 
companies to go logging even 
when prices are low, distorting 
markets. In the words, of the policy 
bulletin, cut control is "the most 
extreme interference with market 
forces." 
B.C.'s plan also mirrors U.S. re- 
quirements that forest licences 
become freely transferrable, 
The second section of the do- 
cument lays out the requirement 
for market-based pricing. It, too, is 
a very close fit with B.C,'s plan to 
auction timber, 
The province is taking back 20 
per cent of timber held by major 
be closed, and requirements hat companies, which, when corn- 
companies log a minimum btned with existing Crown hold- 
amount each year, ings, will make up to 45 per cent 
That last one -known as cut of B.C. timber available for sale 
control -used to ensure the stabi- in wide-open auctions. 
The stumpage companies pay 
on their remaining timber holdings 
will be pegged to prices paid on 
auctioned timber. 
Environmentalists may find an 
unlikely ally in the U.S. com- 
merce department. 
One section of the document 
indicates American trade officials 
will closely monitor the govern- 
dian sovereignty. 
"Canadians citizens should 
have the right to make any deci- 
sion they want on how this coun- 
try should look," says Ken Geor- 
getti, head of the Canadian La- 
bour Congress. "And nothing 
should be able to interfere with 
that process." 
' To others the reforms are sire- 
ment-set allowable annual cut to ,.ply necessary to get what we want 
ensure provinces don't let compa- 
nies overeut beyond sustainable 
limits for the purpose of  
."increasing supply and thereby ar- 
tificially lowering the amount 
charged on provincial stumpage." 
Imagine U,S. lumber firms, arm 
in arm with coo-activists, de- 
manding new U,S. tariffs because 
B.C. is overcutting its endangered 
rainforests or unsustalnably cut, 
ling beetle-infested forests. 
To critics of free trade, it's all 
more evidence that our increas. 
ingly intertwined markets are trig- 
genng a forced surrender of Cana- 
. access to the U.S. market, 
.... i'L~i~s be blunt;" says Bob 
Keyes, president of the Canadian 
Chamber of Commerce, "We're 
being forced to change by market 
power." 
B.C, officials are hoping the 
U.S. formalizes the policy bulle- 
tin, which is pre~[ently only a~ 
draft. 
It would create a mechanism 
by which the U.S: government 
could approve a deal with Canada' 
over the objections of the U,S. 
lumber industry - which must give 
its consent in any other scenario. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
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The fix is in here 
Dear Sir: 
Following the recent release of what can only be 
characterized as the pathetic language and arithmetic 
proficiency scores attained by District 82 students, I 
attended the school board's November meeting to 
learn first-hand how the trustees • propose alleviating 
the gross deficiencies in the ed6cation of our students 
that this testing documents. 
I was relieved to hear that the board's abject 
failure to deliver merely adequate ducation to the 
students entrusted to their care will be addressed this 
very year. The board has entered into an 
"accountability contract" with the Ministry of 
Education, and we should all now relax. 
For our Grade 4 students, who have exhibited a 
district-wide decline in reading success from 70 per 
cent in 2001 to 67 per cent in 2002 to 64 per cent in 
2003, the board promises a rocketing, rise to a target 
of 66 per eenl in 2004. 
Great! In other words the 
"The boardfinds board finds it fully 
it fully satisfactory satisfactory that "only" 
that  'Sort/y" 34 per  34 per cent of our Grade 
cent  o f  our  Grade  4 graduates will be 
4graduates willbe illiterates next year. 
That's progress to be 
i l l i terates next  proud of! 
year." But how are the schools 
going to achieve it? No 
clues were forthcoming 
at the November board 
meetin[~, leading to the conclusion that more of more 
of the same is the remedy being contemplated. 
I was a trifle vexed by one trustee's assertion that, 
in establishing such "stringent" targets, "we are 
fixing the numbers" ergo: end of problem. I thought 
that the mission of the board was (in the words of the 
accountability contract) "Supporting all learners." 
Not "fixing the numbers." The "fix" may be in, but 
our kids are still not being adequately educated and 
nothing that I heard at the November board meeting 
allows me to hope that the district's dismal delivery 
record will soon be improved. 
Perhaps what is needed is an accountability 
contract between the Ministry of Education (at whose 
feet the ultimate blame for the downward spiral in 
public education lies) and District 82 students, 
guaranteeing them the delivery of a first-class 
education. 
John How, 
Lakelse Lake, B.C. 
A road to where? 
Dear Sir: 
In response to Mayor Danuser of Stewart's letter of 
two weeks ago, here are some observations and 
thoughts on the building of roads for the sake of 
building roads. 
My first job when I came to B. C., in 1967 was on 
Hwy16 between Prince George and,McBride. This 
road was supposed to: 
1) Provide a link between Alberta and northern B, 
C. to facilitate the movement of goods and people. 
2) Stimulate economic growth in the area it 
served. 
I just returned from a trip to Banff. On the section 
of Hwyl6 between Tete:Jaune and Prince George 1 
could count the number of vehicles encountered per 
hour with out taking off my shoes and socks, This is a 
fair representation of the traffic volume observed 
there over the past several years. : 
Growth in the area Tote Jaune to McBride, which 
had road access prior to construction of the present 
highway, has been fairly consistent with the rest of 
the province. The section of highway between Prince 
George and McBride now has two ski hills and a 
provincial park, Not what I would call significant 
economic growth for the 35 years since the road was 
completed. 
In 1968 1 moved to the Stewart - Cassiar road, now 
known as Hwy37 North It too was intended to 
stimulate growth in the area it served. Stewart then 
had a population in excess of 6000. It has since 
imploded by 95 per cent. Cassiar, well basically, it no 
longer exists. The rest of the towns on that' highway 
have fared about the same as those on the Tote Jaune 
to McBride section of Hwy 16 
Locally there is the road into that thriving 
community of Kitsault. It has been used to facilitate ~ 
brief raw log export (now there's a long term job 
creator if ever there was one) and to dismantle and 
remove whatever could be hauled over tile road for a 
possible profit. 
Other towns in the north enjoying long term 
economic stability due to the existence of road 
access are Tumbler Ridge and Granisle. Not! 
Granted, there are success stories attributable to 
road building. The government of Bennett the Elder 
thrived on it. But they took over a badly under funded 
road system at the beginning of unprecedented 
economic growth. Hwy37 A from Terrace to Kitimat 
is one example of their accomplishments. Most of 
their success was in upgrading existing roads such as 
Highway 16 between Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
Anybod.y who has driven the old road built during 
WW II will attest o the vast improvement the present 
road represents. Circumstances .are significantly 
different now, 
Building a road for the sake of building a road is 
foolishness. There has to be sufficient real potential 
for eeonomtc benefit from its existence once 
completed. Even then things can go wrong, as was the 
ease with the Stewart-Cassiar road, It had all the 
hallmarks of an economic ertainty when construction 
began in the 1950s,.By the time it was completed in 
1972, things had begun to take a turn for the worse. 
Ted Wilson, 
i Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638.8432 or e-mail 
us at necvsroom@terracestandard.corn. No 
attachments, please. We need your name, 
address and .phone number for verification, Our 
deadline is noon Friday or noon Thursday if it's a 
long weekend, • 
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Check your scriptures, please 
Dear Sir: 
The Alpha program is 
a popular witnessing too l  CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
amongst both Evangeli- 
cals and Catholics. 
Seeing as this is so I 
decided to do some re- 
search. I, as a funda- 
mentalist Christian, was 
looking at a Catholicwebsite and found some things that 
concerned me. 
Such as this statement: 
"Alpha is compatible with Catholic teaching, but 
does not present veholly Catholic issues. It assumes that 
follow up teachings will be offered to Catholics and 
those wishing to become Catholic." 
Another troubling statement I found was: 
"The Alpha program is ... ecumenical in that it covers 
the basic Christian truths shared by all traditions.'" 
If the Alpha program is compatible with Catholic 
teaching and covers basic truths shared by all traditions 
i.e. Catholics, Protestants, etc. then does it deal with es- 
sential teachings to salvation such as salvation by grace 
through faith alone which, by the way, is in direct con- 
tradiction to the teachings of the Catholic church? 
Here is another statement I found in the Catholic site: 
"Church membership is growing, attendance is in- 
creasing, and many attendees are joining RCIA (Rite of 
Christian Initiation for Adults) and small faith communi- 
ties." 
The Alpha program is winning converts to Catholi- 
cism. Such will be taught that they are saved by grace 
and the sacraments ie. the Eucharist, penance, baptism 
etc. They will be taught o pray to Mary and the saints 
and to say prayers for the dead and so on. These teach- 
ings are contrary to God's word and must be opposed. 
I found more interesting things on this site: 
"When Catholic's hear about Alpha, they often ask, 
"Why doesn't someone just create a Catholic version of  
Alpha?" England's Rt Reverend Ambrose Griffiths offers 
this response: "If we look at the teaching of Vatican II, 
we are clearly told that we should seek whatever is good 
and true wherever we find it. I think we should have the 
humility to learn from our fellow Christians and realize 
that they have a great deal to teach us, and we have 
riches to share with them." 
This Ambrose Griffiths wants Evangelicals to be in- 
fluenced by Catholics. Yet the true believer is not to as- 
sociate with false teachers. 
The apostle John in his second letter wrote: 
"9 Whosoever transgreseth, and abideth not in the 
MANZANILLO LOS CABOS 
It was Roy C., not Roy E. 
Dear Sir: 
Upon reading the letter entitled "This is about Ro- 
bert" in the Oct. 29 issue of The Terrace Standard, fami- 
ly discussion ensued about the probability of receiving 
fan mail or letters of opinion over the topic by eldest son 
had passionately written about. 
Sure enough. A few days later some mail arrived from 
a lady calling herself Linda, no surname given. To avoid 
any further confusion as to whom or where comments 
should be directed to, I would appreciate it if you would 
make it dleaf that"the letter you received was from my 
son, Roy C. Atrill, and not from me. 
Roy E. Atrill, Terrace, B.C. 
The Mail Bag 
doctrine of Christ, hath not god. He that abideth in the 
doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father and the son. 
10 If there come any unto your, and bring not this 
doctrine, receive him not into 'your house neither bid him 
Godspeed: 
11 For he that biddeth him Godspeed is partaker of 
his evildeeds?' 
And 2 John 1:9-11. "I urge my fellow believers not to 
be too hasty to jump into anything but to approach eve- 
rything with caution. God's word, I Peter 5:8, say.s: "Be 
sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a 
roaring lion, walketh abut, seeking whom he may 
devour." 
There is much talk of unity these days, but it is not a 
biblical unity. Nowhere is scripture are we told to set 
aside biblical doctrine for the sake of unity. But rather 
we are to be committed to it. 
Paul said to Timothy: "Till I come give attendance to 
reading to exhortation to doctrine; continue in them: for 
in doing this thou shalt both save thyself and them that 
hear thee." 
Real unity is that which has its foundation firmly 
rooted in the unchanging truths of God's work and 
doesn't make compromises. ] would like to urge believ- 
ers to carefully search out the scriptures to make sure 
that what they are doing is of God. 
Do not assume something is good simply because 
your pastor or someone you respect says it is. 
'" Andrew Westerhof, Terrace B.C. 
" __ ~t~ 
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2001 F150 Supercrew S~ ..... 
Tan, 23674A s2~.~88 
Aquamarlna Beach Hotel  
ALL INCLUSIVE, Super=or ~oanvle~' ro~rn 
I week 2 weeks 
December 7 $1359 $1849 
December 19 $1884 ~""~" 
December 26 $2014 $2449 
D~.em1~r 28 $2184 ~"":' 
Club El Mandar in Resort 
ALL INCLUSIVE, Slandard Iooin 
I week 2 weeks 
oecom~, z $1429 $1989 
December 19 $2064 1 "k"~' 
December 26 $2309 $2859 
December 28 $2439 =~0~ 
Karmtna Palace 
ALL INCLUSIVE, Junior suilo 
I WOok. 2 weeks 
* November 22 $1299 $2199 
November 29 $1299 $2199 
December 6,13 $1379 $2179 
December 27 $2009 $2719 
Presidente InterContinental. .  
ALL INCLUSIVE, Deluxe gardenvtsw teem 
t week 2 weeks 
November 29 $1099 $2029 
December 6,13 $1099 $2099 
December 20 $1559 :~o~,,,, 
December 27 $1519 $2259 
TRYP Peninsula Varadero 
ALL INCLUSIVE, Junior suite 
I week 2 weeks 
Oecember I, 8 $1399 $2079 
December 15 $1459 ,,,,"~:' 
Cecember 21(Sld. rm) $2199 ~.~0 °~' 
December 28 (Std. tin} $2129 $2929 
Bahia Pr lncipe San Juan 
ALL iNCLUSIVE, Standard room 
.t week 2 weeks 
November 20, 27 $1359 $1729 
December 4 $1359 $1729 
December11(I wk, 13nts) $1349 $1459 
December 24 $1999 $2539 
Vancouver dsplllures. "Minimum purchase of $2500 per couple, 
excluding laxee New bookin s only Press are perlon based on dou- I ~le ~o~ ~ re~t'~,v ~oo~ln~ ~.." .nd "s .... , ..... BONUS OFFER! Iorlg" dlscounls. Deparlure taxes. Irenspoeation fees, GST I 
(whereapplJc;Ible) supplamen s fue sucha ges andinsu anceeam I Receive a PC CAM or MP3 Player not included Ptices shown are the minimums avallab[e at press lime, 
PC Cam and MP3 Player quantities are llmit~ arid we reserve he 
¢ightlowllhdrawthisofferalanytimeF~llterrris&cond seee i Book and pay in fult by December15, 2003. 
the All Transal Holidays Winter Sun 2003.2004 brochure. Air Tlansat I Holidays is a division el Tran~t Tours Canada Inc. Air Tlansa end Az °MJrlimum purchase required, please inquire, 
,snsat H0ffdays are members of Transat A T. Ittc BC REG# 2454-4 
iil ° 
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2001 Windstar Sport ,~ '~ 
White, 23893A '1 ~1 98 
ct proud sponsor of  
I 
Terrace Crirnestoppers are asking for help to 
solve a break and enter to a business on 
Lakelse Avenue in Terrace. 
On Sunday, October 26th, 2003, employees at 
Kalum Kabs found the cabstand had been 
broken into. The front door window had been 
smashed out. Some interior glass doors were 
a lso  smashed and entered. •Various 
denominations of rolled coin were stolen from 
the office, including a metal box with loose 
change and an envelope with some receipts. 
Terrace Crimestoppers wants your 
information, not your name. Any information is 
valuable and may lead to the arrest and 
conviction of the offenders. 
Cr ime Stoppers  o f fe rs  a cash  reward  o f  up  to  
$1 ,000 .60  fo r  In fo rmat ion  lead ing  to  an  ar res t  and/or  con-  
v ic t ion .  I f  you have any  in fo rmat ion  ca l l  "Cr ime Stoppers"  
at 635-T IPS  that ' s  635-8477.  Ca l le rs  wi l l  NEVER be 
requ i red  to  revea l  the i r  name or  tes t i fy  in  cour t .  Cr ime 
Stoppers  does  NOT subscr ibe  to  cal l  d i sp lay .  
Call 635.TIPS 
~ Home & Tenant- v¢~fll ' lO,~.~| 
. . . .  ~'~i . C Comrnerc,als L,ab,hty ~ ? |  
~O Mobile Homes • Travel . . ,~ 
. . . . .  
www.keenleyside.com @ U~"~I I~ 
. . . . .  . . . . . .  
W~" P' - - ' ' ' "  .... L.'~ - ~ -..-~.,..+~ .. . .  ~,l l , ,k~,~.j~.,, l ,~ll~ ........ 
..... ~ ~'i~ ....... ~ ;> . . . .~ i . l~ .  gal.dl~.~ . . . . . . . . . .  
_,.qez .±ces ,3,250"635"5232 Greig " Avenue, Fax: 1-800-335-8088250-635-3288 Terrace, B.C. (Next 1"o ....................... SAANt I 
I 
1999 F2504x4 S/C ,~-~ 
Whlte/Blue, 2357 5~ 18 ,8  8 8 
2002 Focus Sedan , ~  
Oreen, U2033 '1 3,188 
2001 F150 S/C 4x4 ~ '~-~ 
Black, 2.3747A s'~ 8,888 
1999 F150 S/C 4x4 ~ '¢~ 
White, 23615A s~ 6 ,888  
2002 Windslar LX , ~  l l  2002 Sport Trac ...~¢:;~ 
Red, U2028 '18,688 Red, 23879A s25 ,00  
2002 Tracker ,~¢/ ,~ 
Silver, 23824A ' 14 ,888  
1993 Timberline , .~ '~ 
Camper sl 
 ige, U20Z8 1,888 
Snowmobiles 
'9,888 
2002 Focus Wagon ,~"¢~,~ 
Green, U1997 S 13 ,488  
2001F150S/C4×4 ~'¢~ il 1991JeepYJ ,~ '¢~ 
Black, 23855A s23 '886  II White, 23715A $4,888 
2002 Cougar ,~"~ 
Red, 23850A s I 8,g88 
2001 Taurus Wagon ,~'~-~ 
Blue, 23749A s'~ ~,~8 
2000 Windstar SEL -~, .~ ,  
Green, 23591A s I ~ ,8~8 
1996 Dodge S/C4x4 ~ '~.~ 
Green, 23875A s 1 3 ,888  
,.; ~!. . 
2000 F150 S/C 4x4 ,~-4~ 
Black, 23687A s I g,888 
2002 Windstar base .~'¢~¢- 
White, U2039 '1 8,88.! 
1997 Chev 2500 ,~C~ 
S/C 4x4 .., 
Tan/Black, 23930A*|  9,888 
'3 Dodge Caravan ,~¢~ 
31ue, U2044A s4 ,88  8 
1994 Boat 
" Grey, UlgZGA '4 .888 .  
Neighbours' complai  [s lead 
man to give pet up for adoption 
By SARAH A, 
ZIMMERMAN 
A' SICKLY young dog was 
handed over to the Terrace 
Animal Shelter last week 
after repeated complaints 
from ne~ghbours alleging 
the dog was neglected and 
underfed. 
The dog spent most of 
its life at the Braun St 
home tied to a post by a 
chain.which Often wound 
itself so tight it measured 
less than three feet, says 
former aeighbour Angle 
McRae. 
" I 've never seen the 
dog off the chain," says 
McRae, adding she red the 
dog three times recently 
after seeing it with no food 
in its dish and attempting 
to eat'leaves from a near- 
by tree. "It ate it so fast - 
in less than 30 seconds- I 
thought it was going to be 
sick." 
McRae and another 
neighbour made repeated 
complaints to the animal 
shelter requesting the dog 
be removed, fearing it 
wouldn't make it through 
the winter. Complaints 
were filed first in April, 
then on Oct. 3, Oct. 29 and 
Oct. 30th. 
McRae is frustrated by 
how long it took to deal 
with the animal and is 
upset local bylaws don't 
permit animals to be re- 
moved from homes unless 
they've bitten a human 
being. 
"I don't have power like 
the SPCA can to walk in 
and say, 'l 'm taking this 
animal,'" says city bylaw 
enforcement officer Dave- 
McMurdo, adding he tries 
instead to work with pet 
owners to better their liv- 
ing conditions. 
In the two years he's 
been the bylaw officer he's 
seized just one dog that 
had bitten a person. Appre- 
hension is very rare. 
After three visits to the 
dog's owner the man deci- 
ded to give: the dog up for 
adoption Nov. 3. 
"On a couple of occa- 
sions I made it very clear 
to him I was not there to 
take his pet but if he was 
willing to give it to us I 
would take it," says Mc- 
Murdo. 
He credits the man for 
recognizing he wouldn't be 
able to care for his pet 
over the winter. The dog 
was taken to the Terrace 
Animal Slhelter and 
brought to =i veterinarian 
the next morning. 
It will be put up for 
adoption when it gains 
some weight. 
News In Brief 
F i re  tax  re l ie f  sought  
EMPLOYERS OF volunteer firefighters hould re- 
ceive some form of tax relief, says the Canadian 
Association of Fire Chiefs. 
In a brief to the federal finance committee con- 
cerning next year's budget, the association said a 
tax credit ot" $500 would help smaller fire depart- 
ments which depend upon volunteer firefighters. 
"Recruiting and retaining capable volunteer 
firefighting personnel is becoming progressively 
more difficult," the association wrote in the brief. 
"[The $500 tax credit] would less the financial bur- 
den for smaller businesses whose employees pro- 
tect their comrnuntt~es a members of the volun- 
teer fire services." 
Groups  get  money  
TWO NATIVE groups in the area are getting mgn- 
e2~ to better train their elected councils and admin- 
istrators. 
"Good governance mpowers citizens and 
strengthens their governments, leads to jobs, new 
business and economic growth," said federal Indi- 
an affairs minister in announcing $1.096 million for 
45 native bands. 
~e  Iskut..First;:~ation oLDease Lake gets 
$2~: '~ ' t i~  "~he ~ "  ~ ' f '~ l~a~ :~illag6-re- 
ceive $46,850, 
Cheaper  annua l  repor t  
THE SCHOOL board has decided to spend nearly 
$4,000 printing and distributing copies of an annual 
reporl that's a fraction of what the district used to 
spend. 
Coast Mountains chool trustee Lorrie Gowen of- 
fered to write, edit and design the annual report, 
which is expected to be distributed by late August 
2004. Gowen already voluntarily writes and pro- 
duces School Board News, a unonthly newsletter 
available at local schools and on the district's 
website, www.cmsd.bc.ca 
The district plans to produce 14,000 copies of 
the forthcoming annual report, the first in several 
years due to budget constraints. 
On Nov. 5 the board approved the printing cost of 
an estimated $2,932, plus up to $1,000 in distribu- 
tion costs. The district used to spend as much as 
$40,000 producing an annual report. 
/, • . 
MacKay s Funeral Servzce Ltd. 
Serving,,'Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
,_ Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 , 
I /~ r-un~ol ~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
~.~ ~raxtol~ 24 hour pager 
All Paderno Cookware 
I~~~E~ Paderno gad~lets, bakeware 
and access ~, 
THIS DOG will be looking for a new home once it 
puts on some weight. It's at the animal shelter. 




Wednesday,  November  19 ~ 
7:00  - 9 :00  p .m.  
In The 
Caledonia Gymnasium 
Parents will be able to pick up their 
child's report card and discuss their 
child's progress with their teachers. 
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Poverty, racism are fact0rs: 
in teenage sex, study says [ 
By SARAH A, 
ZIMMERMAN 
IF YOU ask teens in Ter- 
race what factors lead to 
high rates of teen preg- 
nancy and sexually trans- 
mitted infections here the 
answer is not as simple as 
you might first think. 
Decisions about sex are 
linked to factors ranging 
from self-esteem, poverty 
levels, alcohol and drug 
use to ethnicity, a resear- 
cher from the University of 
B.C. has found. 
"We definitely come 
from the perspective that 
sexual health is related to 
many different things," 
says Denielle Elliott, who 
first started interviewing 
teens here last summer. 
Terrace is one of three 
regions Elliott is visiting 
over three years, including 
Prince George and 100 
Mile House. It's part of a 
federally financed study to 
help design local strate- 
gies to reduce high rates of 
teen pregnancy and infec- 
tions. 
Elliott speaks to teens 
and adults about how the 
culture and environment in
a commumty influences 
the sexual behaviour of 
young people living in 
rural  areas. 
Statistics from the B.C. 
Centre of Disease Control 
in 2000 show the rate of 
teen pregnancy in the Ter- 
race area ranged from 26- 
32 per 1,000 10-19 year 
old people. It's the highest 
teen pregnancy rate of the 
three communities in the 
study. 
The former Northern In- 
terior Health Board which 
includes Prince George re- 
ported a teen pregnancy 
rate of 20.5-26 per 1,900 
DENIELLE  ELL IOTT and Kyla V ieweger ,  UBC researchers,  came to Terrace in 
June.  Elliott's returning next week to fol low up with area teens.  FILE PHOTO 
and 100 Mile House's Car- 
iboo Health Regmn saw 
that rate drops to 7.5-15.5 
per 1,000. 
Elliott conducted do- 
zens of interviews with 
teens in June discussing 
everything from sex to 
waht they do in their spare 
time. 
A major problem teens 
cited was having nothing 
to do - especially those 
young people who come 
from poor backgrounds. 
"If you talked to youth 
from more impoverished 
families they said there is 
nothing to do," Etliott 
says. "Almost all of them 
said, 'oh, I go to the Fri- 
day night swim,' it was 
something that was really 
important o them." 
P rograms o f fered 
through the Kermodei 
Friendship Centre gives 
aboriginal youth something 
to do as well, she said. 
Eiliott has met with 
teens in Terrace and 100 
Mile House, but has yet to 
go to Prince George. 
So far, the biggest dif- 
ference between 100 Mile 
and Terrace is an apparent 
divide between aboriginal 
and non-aboriginal teens. 
"Abor ig ina l  youth 
talked a lot about racism," 
she says about teens in 
Terrace, positing issues 
that affect that could be 
the economy and the per- 
ceived over-allocation of 
resources to aboriginal 
people over non-aborigi- 
nals. 
"100 Mile is as white 
as white can get except for 
Canim Lake," she says. 
"Racism just doesn't hap- 
pen 1in 100 Mile: You don't 
have kids say they hear ra- 
cist comments." 
While it's too early to 
say exactly what effect ra- 
cism and poverty have on 
sexual decisions, Elliott 
believes all the issues are 
linked to the higher teen 
pregnancy and sexually 
transmitted infection rates 
here compared to other re- 
gions. 
"I left Terrace thinking 
this .isn't about whether or 
not we have enough con- 
doms or sex education in 
schools," she says. "When 
everyone's getting educa- 
tion and knowledge and 
it's still happening there's 
something else going on." 
Elliott returns to Ter- 
race Nov. 16-21 to recon- 
nect with some of the 
young people she spoke to 
this summer. She will 
speak to more youth, con- 
duct formal interviews 
with area service providers 
and especially wants to 
speak to parents of teens 
between the ages of 13-19. 
Anyone interested in 
participating in the study 
is invited to contact Elliott 
at her toll-free number 1- 
877-327-7867. 
Police seek alleged groper 
POLICE are investigating Skeena Mall, says Staff aged 12-16- ran away, be not speak to the girls and 
claims by three local girls Sgt. Jas Basi. says. none ot them were injure , 
that they were groped by "Several hours later The man is described as just shaken up. 
an unknown man last week they were in the area. of Native, between 30-40 :=,Police are.asking~ any- 
while walking downtown. Lakelse Ave. and he years old wearing ripped one with information about 
The incident happened grabbed two of the girls by jeans, a grey sweater and this incident to contact 
the buttocks," Basi says. a knitted toque with ear- them at 638-7400. 
One of the girls kicked flaps which hang down to 
the mah in the groin and the shoulders. 
the trio - made up of girls Police-say the man did 
Terrace & District Community Services Society 
would like to say 
to 
Terrace Totem Ford 
for the loan of your Ford courtesy van to 
safely transport our employees home following 
our recent Employee Recognition evening. 
YOUR GENEROSITY IS GREATLY APPRECIATED. 
at 9 p.m. Nov. 6 on 
Lakelse Ave. near the 
Subway restaurant, say po- 
lice. 
The girls said they first 
noticed the man following 
them earlier in the day 
when they were at the 
www.hawkair.ca 
,t, 
Call vault local travel agent 
4643 Park Avenue, Terrace SOMETHING 
ForamitedlimealparUclpatinaDai,yQueenrestauranls.©2OO3AM. O.O.Cotp.. DIFFERENT 
Mpls., M N. Price Valid on specified sizes only. See slate for details, d O I r U q u e e n .  ¢ o m 
: .•  :" :i ~ ,  : • • ; , 
Did you know, more than 175 open-heart surgeries are performed 
each year at e£,'s Children's HospitaL and 20 percent of these 
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2905 Kenney Street, Terrace 
Your authorized 
Bogle Depot 
Return all your depos# 
beverage containers! 
Ph/Fax- 635-3779 
Mon-Fn. 9:30am - 6:00pm 
Saturday Noon- 6:00pm 
Closed Sundays 
got traction? 
Save up to s lO0 !* 
6@OD~EAR 
Wrangler Ultra Grip 
Light Truck Winter Radial 
Save son easel OU of four 
GOOD~EAR 
Eagle Ultra Grip 
High Performance Winter Radial 
Save so,, onset ..6',. O U of tour 
'~  de~n may ~ I~ ox=tt/o~ |uslvmd. 
GO~Df~E4R 
Ultra Grip Ice 
Performance Winter Radial 
Save  s60  °~etor tou  , /~  
GOOO~E.AR 
Ufir0 Grip 
Winter Radial Pinned for Studs 
Save s60 I"sroe r 
Fortera HL Wrangler MIR Aquatred 3 
Rugged Style for Luxury SUVs Premium Off-Road Redid Oul~tanding Wet/Dry Traction 
Save slO0 Save Slt~t~ onset onset orrour I ug  offour Save $80 offour 
: ~ ,~ ~;  ~.:all-season ~ai~ngei tiis Or Dun op:Rad a RoVer RV :: :! ' ..... :~ ~i,; ~: : ,:'~: ~,:.~ :.~..!: ~ :L . :~  ~, r~l. u~rem~ ii:,i) 
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AlRMl rewardmiles[ 
WITH COUPON AND A MINIMUM 
$100.00 PURCHASE" 
, Limit of one bonus offer per visit. * Coupon must be presented at time of pur- 
chase., AIR MILEP coupons cannot be combined with any other discount offer 
or AIR MILES ~ coupon offer, including Customer Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. 
Not valid at Safeway Liquor Stores. Coupon effective at your participating 
8afeway Stores, Coupon expires Nov, 15, 2003, Excludes all Gift Cards. Other 
exclusions apply. Please see in.store for complete list of Exclusions. 
ourbest,, o z 
VALID UNTIL SATURDAY NOVEMBER'15 ,2003 : 
 250 BONGS 
AIRMILESrewardmiles[ 
WITH COUPON AND A MINIMUM 
$200.00 PURCHASE' 
, Limit of one bonus offer per visit., Coupon must be presented at time of pur. 
chase., AIR MILES ¢ coupons cannot be combined with any other discount offer 
or AiR MILES ~ coupon offer, including Customer Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. 
Not valid at Safeway Liquor Stores. Coupon effective at your participating 
Safeway Stores, Coupon expires Nov, 15, 2003, Excludes all Gift Cards. Other 
exclusions apply. Please see in-store for complete list of Exclusions. 
olllll!l!!llq!!!ll I 
~,,,. Tr.~.m~ o~ ~R MILES Netm~ Tm'ing B.V. tMd under kense ~ Let~ Mm~m~ C,~,  C~'~ 
Safeway SELECT 
Soft Drinks 
Assorted varieties. 12 x 355 mE, Plus deposit and/or enviro i 
levy where applicable, LIMIT FOUR- Combined varieties, J 
Household imit- regular prices apply to over limit prices, 
i¢;;(~:ii!i i! i ii 
: iii )~ 
:.;.;:;: ..... 
::EiEEilF(iE:I:;" 
L )iii;.:ii:: : i~  
ii i!ili!iii!iii~i '~~ 
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:::.: 
Christie Snacking Crackers~ ' 
Or Toppables 454 g. 
Gourmet Meat Sh0ppe Chicken Wings 
: ~ 
...... ~' ....... T!T% 
Garlic Bread in Foil Bag 
450 g. Just Ileat and Serve, 
~<;,').8 :;'(;?)iE~) I 1: :' 
I, 
Safeway Sausage Sticks 
Deli Ready to go Platters Chinese Mandarins 
Choose from Seafood Dip, Seven Layer Dip, ,~ '~,  
Vegetables with Dip or Fruit with Dip, /,OTd~BIIJL,.., Imported. 5 lb. Box. 
i:% ;)i~il;~:ii ':  :i ~'/ ,, 
Pizza Buns 
Package of 6. 
: ! ' . ,  >. ~. 
Lay's Potato Chips 
Assorted varieles. 245 to 260 g. 
Fuji Fine Pix A210 Digital Camera 
" 3.2 Mega Pixd. • 3x ~U~,U Zoom. J t t~%/M'~aL .  
' 3.2 D J~ Zoom.,  Movie Recording. 
PRICE8 EFFECTI~ TFIi8 TFIUHSDAY, FHIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLYV. 
• . . .  ~ .  , .  . . . . . .  . :. . :  . . .  , , , .  , . . , . , ; ,  :~ . ,~7 . -~.~C -~ :: • i . 
,l sales lo reiail qL)anliiev Some items m~ not be availz, bVealalsto~' . / : . .  , - '  , i , '  ,S,!~:-; ;! / ," . ' I  ' . '  ~ ' 
!~ii!!i~!~ :¸ ! 
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BUSINESS Rzvi w 
Hundreds line up 
for WaI-Mart jobs 
MASSIVE numbers of people from Terrace and around 
the northwest are applying for jobs at WaI-Mart. 
Recruiters for the big box store, which opens here in 
the new year, said they had processed more than 1,200 
applicants by last weekend. 
It was their first week of pre-screening prospective 
employees at their hiring centre at the Best Western 
Terrace Inn. 
That screening continues this week and possibly into 
a third week after that. 
Selected applicants will then be called back. for more 
detailed interviews before managers select he up to 250 
full- and part-time mployees for the new Terrace store. 
Northwesterners chining in to apply included people 
from Kitimat, the Nass Valley and Kitwanga. 
The recruiting group includes eight Wal-Mart em- 
ployees from the chain's Whitehorse store and six more 
from Prince George. 
Each group of prospective workers got an orientation 
on WaI-Mart and its philosophy that culminated in a 






HAWKAIR Aviation will 
soon start flying into Sand- 
spit on the Queen Char- 
lotte Islands. 
Daily flights from Van- 
couver are planned except 
Saturdays, with more pos- 
sible for the busier summer 
season. 
"Serving Sandspit with 
our Prince Rupert-based 
aircraft fits well in'to our 
existing schedule," said 
chief operating officer Rod 
Hayward, adding the air- 
line wants to be set for in- 
creased economic activity 
on the north coast. 
Learn about 
tax credits 
BUSINESS owners here 
will get a chance to learn 
about a federal-provincial 
program that provides tax 
credits based on develop- 
ment expenditures. 
Businesses that spend 
time or money creating 
new products, processes or 
improving competitiveness 
may be eligible for a 35 
per cent federal tax credit, 
plus another 10 per cent 
from the province. 
Mansur Suleman of the 
Canada Customs and Re- 
venue Agency will explain 
more on Thursday Nov. 13 
at a chamber of commerce 
luncheon. 
The program provides 
federal tax credits of more 
than $1.4 billion. More}._ 
than 11,000 companies use 
the credits each year, but 
only one Terrace business 
has applied so far in 2003. 
Call Betty Barton at 
635-6244 or the chamber 
office for more intb. 
Bottle 
depot opens 
THE OWNERS of the 
Prince Rupert bottle depot 
have expanded into Ter- 
race with the Terrace Re- 
turn-it Centre. 
As is the case with their 
Prince Rupert operation, 
the one in Terrace is an 
authorized Encorp return 
centre. Encorp is a group 
of beverage companies 
which have joined their re- 
cycling efforts. 
"If you can open it and 
drink it, other than milk, 
then we take it," explains 
depot owner Ida Verzyl. 
She and her husband 
have had the Rupert bottle 
depot in Prince Rupert for 
six and a half years, em- 
ploying up to four people. 
There will be two full 
time and one part t ime 
person at the depot here. 
It's at 2905 Kenney, kitty 
corner to the New Skeena 
sawmill and right beside 
the Esso card lock. 
IAN HALL, who will be the store manager of Terrace's WaI-Mart, gives an or- 
ientation to a new group of prospective store employees. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
Terrace mid-range in business tax hit 
TERRACE is marginally lighten'- previous year, the federation said. industrial taxpayers leaves council 
ing its property tax load on local 
businesses, although a watchdog 
group says there's  still much 
room for improvement. 
The Canadian Federation of Inde- 
pendent Business each year com- 
pares the property tax rates busines- 
ses pay versus residential taxpayers 
across the province. 
Terrace businesses pay 2.48 times 
more tax than the equivalent value 
residential property. 
That's a reduction of 0.09 over the 
m 
Vancouver, where businesses pay 
4.34 times more than homeowners, is 
near the top of the scale. At the bot- 
tom end are Gold River and Tahsis, 
where businesses and residential tax 
rates are nearly equal. 
Prince George, with a business 
rate 1.65 times higher than residen- 
tial, is the lowest larger city in B.C. 
Mayor Jack Talstra said Terrace 
is always in the top half of such 
rankings. 
"They always cream us," he said, 
noting the city's shortage of major 
forced to rely on business more hea- 
vily than it would like. 
Council has laid off staff and 
made signficant budget cuts in re- 
cent years to keep property taxes re- 
latively stable. 
The federation's stats show Prince 
Rupert and Smithers have slightly 
higher business-to-residential tax ra- 
tios than Terrace. Kitimat has a 
much higher ratio, with business 
there paying 3.63 times the residen- 
tial rate. 
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ford.ca 
With our winter Gold package, 
your vehicle will be more than ready to face our rough winters! 
~;~:,~!,~:°~:"~ • Motorc ra f t  o i l  i..G::::",, ~., :i, : --~ :., 
,,ii,:: ,:~/!, :. • TOD U p. - Power 
:7~!:9!;ii'::':~.i~!.: :"! : ; i :  " : -Brake  • 
~ .......... ~'~'~~v °~ . . . . .  ' ..... - Winds ,  
• Oil change up to, 5 litres of • Lubricate chassis/hinges/locks 
Motorcraft ~ 5W30 engine oil • Tires checked and inflated (if required) 
~, ; I  4 : ; l+ ,~r  ~:~ I ~ I I ~ 1"; a"D '~÷+~rtn  +, ' ,c4" :an~ e~nn~ ; : :  
With FORD Fast Lane there is no appointment necessary. For fast service and great quality, 
you can count on FORD Fast Lane. So drop by anytime until November 30 th and we'll help you 
THE CQLD!I 
*At participating Fast Lanes only. Please see your Fast Lane Manager for details, Additional charge may apply for Motorcraft 5W20 and all premium grade oils,, 
Motorcraft oil filter installed based on availabilit7 for your make and model of vehicle. Environmental charges may apply. Taxes not included. Offer applies to most cars and light trucks, Offer expires November 30, 2003. 
NWCC Anthropology 203 and Geography 111 
students and facnhy, the Na na kila Institute, and 
Elder Cecil Paul are hosting this Fund Raising 
Event. 
Fund Raising Event will include the World Premier 
Tour of the National Film Board's video, "Totem: 
The Return of the G'psgolox Pole". In 1929, the 
Haisla people returned from a fishing trip to find 
the G'psgolox Pole severed at its base and gone. 
This beautiful and prOvocative documentary t aces 
the journey of the Haisla to reclaim the mortuary 
pole. 
The Kiva - located at Northwest Community 
College, Waap Amgam Building, 5331 McConnell 
Avenue, Terrace 
Tuesday, November 18/2003 @ 7:30pro 
The Na na kila Institute, a non-profit charitable 
society working for the Haisla Nation, is raising 
money to bring home the G'psgo!ox Pole, one of its 
most culturally significant treasures, front a 
museum in Sweden. 
Admission isfree, T-shirts and other items for sale. 
! f 
Black ice on corner 
cause of accidents 
EMERGENCY services workers are warn- 
ing motorists to .beware of black ice on 
area highways after two accidents last 
week, 
Police, ambulance and fire crews were 
called to a single vehicle accident about 
42 kilometres east of Terrace Nov. 3 after 
a pick-up truck hit black ice going into a 
corner, sending it across and off the high-' 
way and into a ditch, 
As emergency crews arrived at the 
scene, a.nother vehicle also lost control 
on the same shaded corner of the high- 
way, police say. It crossed the highway, 
rolled over and came to a rest on its tires 
not far from the first vehicle. 
"We live in the mountains and you 
have to reduce your speed. You can't 
drive like iris the middle of summer,'" 
says Terrace fire chief Randy Smith. 
"Just because it looks bare and dry it can 
change :any second," 
Both accidents happened before noon 
on a clear day - an indication that the 
weather can be deceiving when it comes 
to predicting road conditions, 
The occupants of the truck were able 
to get out of the vehicle on their own but 
Terrace Fire Rescue had to used the Jaws 
of Life to free the two occupants of the 
car. They were taken to Mills Memorial 
Hospital for treatment of minor injuries. 
Smith says it's time for motorists to 
trade in the summer or all season tires for 
winter tires. 
"After the first snowfall is not the time 
to change your tires," Smith says, adding 
motorists also need to drive to road con- 
ditions and expect the unexpected at this 
time of the year. 
AMBULANCE and firefighters are joined by Canada Post workers after a letter 
carrier was struck in an intersection Nov. 6. RCMP say bright sun blinded the 
driver of the pickup, The letter carrier suffered minor njuries. 
Postie injured because of bright sun 
BRIGHT SUN shining i.n the eyes of a 10- 
cal driver is being blamed for an accident 
in which a letter carrier was struck by a 
truck as she crossed a downtown street. 
The Nov. 6 accident happened at 10:40 
a.m. as the woman, in her fifties, was 
walking north across Lakelse Ave. at the 
intersection of Kalum St. 
A s, puthbou[)d Cheyr.olet pick-up truck~, 
turnin'g ie'l~t"'o~'-i0 La'lcelse Ave. hit the 
woman. Police say no charges against he 
driver are being considered at this time. 
"I think in the true sense of the word it 
was an honest accident," says RCMP 
Const. James Bos. "It appears to be the 
sun sitting low in the sky making people's 
vision difficult." 
B.C. Ambulance crews and Terrace 
fire fighters secured the woman on a 
• spine._board at the...scene befoce.~.sl~e_w.a~ 
transported to Mills Memorial Hospital 
where she was treated for minor injuries. 
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TERRACE FIRE and rescue crews used the Jaws of Life to free the two occu- 
pants of this vehicle after it hit a patch of black ice 42 kilometres east of Ter- 
race on Nov, 3. Drivers are being warned to watch for black ice. The occupants 
had minor injuries. PHOTO COURTESY TERRACE FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
A message broughtto you by BC Hydro and The Terrace Standard 
WILL YOUR NEW HOME HAVE, 
THESE POWER SMART SAVINGS? 
Buying a home that is energy-efficient helps you save money year after year. 
From lighting, heating and appliances to ventilation and window systems. Energy- 
efficient products not only make homes more comfortable to live in; they reduce 
energy costs, ensure the value of your home is returned and are good for the 
environment. Whe~ looking for a new home, be sure to ask the following questions: 
1. Does the home have Corn pact Fluorescent light bulbs? 
2. Does the homehave ENERGY STAR ® labeled appliances? 
3. Does the home have a programmable thermostat? 
4. Does the home have ENERGY STAR ® labelled bathroom fans? 
5, Does the home have Iow-e windows? 
You'll find one or more of the energy-efficient products listed above in a new 
home development hat has Power Smart packages: If you're planning to buy a 
home then be sure to look for a development hat has Power Smart 
~ ~  packages of energy-efficient products, For more information 
~:,~ ,....'=-....,.....~ visit www.bchydro.corn or ca11..604 31-9 63. 
.~. . . . .  ~,~:,,, ~ %  
,:.,~.:~, .~..,,.., ,~ ,~ -~-u - -u  
~7~;~L . . . . . . . . . . .  - -~-  P-,WER.SMRRT, 
:.: ~ ; . /~l , J  www.bchydro.com 
NOTICE OF 
AHHUAL GEHERAL MEETIHG 
Terrace Curling Association 
The Annual General Meeting of 
The Terrace Curling Association will 
take place on 
Sunday, November 23, 2003 
The meeting will be called to order a t  
3:30 p.m. Every voting member of the 
Association is encouraged to attend 
and participate. Agenda items will 
include, but is not limited to, the 
presentation of the 2003-04 budget, 
the audited 2002-03 year end 
financial statements and a number of 
proposed changes to our constitution. 
Contact the Club at 635-5583 or 
David D. Hull at 638-1327 for 
information. 
PLEASE NOTE AND GOVERN 
YOURSELF ACCORDINGLY 
CITY OF TERRACE 
is seeking nominations 
to 
THE ORDER OF TERRACE 2003 
The Order of Terrace is given to select individuals in 
recognition of outstanding contributions to the well-being 
of the City of Terrace, and to recognize significant 
achievement and service to the community in a wide 
variety of fields, including (but not limited to) business and 
entrepreneurs, arts and entertainment, science and 
academics, health and education, sports and youth 
ieadersMp, volunteer and community service, and 
charitable donations. 
If you know someone that you feel should be considered 
for the Order of Terrace, please submit their nomination 
(in confidence) before November 21, 2003* to 
' The Order of Terrace 
Mayor and Council 
3215 Eby Slreet 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X8 
NoT nation forms and criteria information may be picked 
up at City Hall, or by calling Denise Fisher at 638-47'22, '
or online at www.cily.terrace.bc.ca ' 
*Nominations can be made at any time of Ihe year, however Ihe 
City Would like to honour these reclpients of The Orde r of Ter~'ace 
in conjunclion with its 75111 Anniversary celebrations. 
*Offer qood at participating Polaris dealers and subject to product availability. See participating Polaris dealers for complete program and 
finance offer details and eligible models. Not available to principals and employees of Polaris, racers, government or rental fleets and model 
year 2004 Snow Check Select buyers. Polaris recommends that all snowmobile riders take a training course. Do not attempt maneuvers 
beyond your capability, Always wear a helmet and other safety apparel. Never drink and ride, Free 2nd year warranty is subject to a $50 
deductible per repair visit during monlhs 13 - 24 of the coverage. All finance offers are subject tocredit approval on the Polaris StarC'ard 
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KEITH MCARA,  left, from the Royal Canadian Legion and Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital's Cholly Boland examine one of two hospital rooms for children which 
have been repainted to make them more appealing• This room has taken on a 
safari motif thanks to Gail Turner-Sears and Marg Skead. -,,-. i  
Rooms spruced up 
I T 'S  NO secret: hospital walls are usually prep work. 
pretty drab, and the patient rooms at They patched and primed the walls in 
Mills Memorial Hospital are no cxcep- both rooms - a bigger job than it might ..... 
tion. sound..Over the years, .hospital beds had 
Painted in dull, institutional colours gouged some fairly substantial dents in 
like beige or grey, it's enough to make a the walls. 
sick patient feel worse - especially if Now, gleaming under fresh coats of 
you're a child, bright paint, the once-drab, pitted walls 
Fortunately, somebody at the Royal are as good as new. 
Canadian Legion decided it was time for The paint job itself is being left up to 
a facelift at Mills Memorial, where two the experts - 'visual artis.ts Lynn Nord- 
rooms used for pediatric patients are go- strom and Gail Turner Sears. 
in.g from blah to beautiful. Nordstrom is painting room No. 205 
"I just thought that the kids needed into a vibrant, undersea fantasy, complete 
something nicer to look at," said legion with cartoon-friendly creatures like fishes, 
member Keith McAra,'who is spearhead- and a whale. 
ing the repainting project. "It's bad Turner-Sears, with the help of Marg 
enough being in the hospital." Skead, has turned dingy old room No. 215 
Hospital administration and nursing into a vivid African safari. A tall giraffe 
staff agreed.•So when McAra and Branch towers over a black and white-striped ze- 
13 offered to repaint two rooms for child bra on a bright blue wall. A lanky monkey 
patients, the hospital said yes - even painted against an orange wall swings 
though the rooms are temporarily out of playfully from a curtain rod. 
commission. And it turns out the transformation 
While Mi l l s  doesn't have a separate may just be the beginning. 
pediatric ward, "These, we hope, will be The Kinsmen Club of Terrace is join- 
kept more or less for children, if they can ing forces with the legion to repaint two 
do it," McAra said. more rooms. "We're hoping other organi- 
He and two other legion members, zations might jump in and do the same," . . . .  
John Dewacht and Doug Misfeldt, did the McAra smiles. 
More people have epilepsy than 
M.S., Muscular Dystrophy and 
Cerebral Palsy combined. 
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Bring +.,our Ford + ' ~+'~ 
re, hide in to any •, /•"  
Ford Qu;flity C:tre ~mice X~ ~i(.~C 
Center and you'll get a ~ X~ 
report card on !,'our vehicle 
that looks like this: 
~ -  requirt,'s illliediate i \ a t tent io t~ 
YELLOW LIGHT- future Warning 
~ -  pass 
Whether e,'e're testing your lires, batte~; 
coolJltg system or engine, a green lighi is 
alwal,s good news. And yot, r vdlide +,',ill be 
inspected only by Ford-re, tined technidans. 
Qtldily Care AnlO ,~Mce. 
At your local B~ Ford Dealer. 
We real); really knox+,' your Ford. 
Winter Check-UpOffer: ,4a++* 
• Multi-Point Vehicle Inspection with 
a report card for your vehicle 
• Tire Rotation 
• Oil & Filter change. 
Up to 5L of Premium Motorcraft Oil 
and a Premium Motorcraft Oil Filter 
tires.L°°king for new ~ 
Then save yourself the runaround 
and come see us today. We have 
some of the best selection of tire 
brands around. 
JLIIWllOYALI 
* Diesel and ual rear ' ,~  +mhicles ~ra. Emmmmlaf dislmal I~ may apply. See Qualll~ Cam D~a+~ f~"details, ome ¢~d+t,ons a p#l. IM1et m+ sell for less, m~ ~m~es 0m 31, 2003. 
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reopens - for now 
THE DOORS of the Terrace Women's Re- 
source Centre are once again open, albeit with 
fewer operating hours than before. 
The centre, located at 4542 Park Ave., has 
been temporarily closed for the past couple of 
months. 
Last week the 'centre announced it's now 
open three days a week, with current drop in 
hours offered on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and 
Thursdays from 1:30-4:30 p.m. 
,Women and girls are welcome to come by 
for information or assistance on almost any 
topic, says new coordinator Brenda Ramsay, 
who's joined by Darlene Westerman of The 
Family Place. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre is 
now run by a new society, according to the 
Fall 2003 edition of Tamarack, the centre's 
long-standing newsletter. 
The society held an envisioning day with 
members Nov. 1 to gather input on the big 
'funding challenges the centre will meet early 
next year. 
Both the women's centre and The Family 
Place are facing significant funding reductions. 
Women are invited to come share your 
ideas for projects to help the women's centre 
• stay open after it loses its core funding March 
31, 2004. 
Ramsay, who describes her job as "finding 
• funding", says the women's centre's doors will 
close permanently unless alternate sources of 
revenue can be found. 
Feel the beat 
STARTING this Sunday, Nov. 16, the Terrace 
Art Gallery is hostirig evening drumming ses- 
sions on alternating Sundays. 
Beginners and experienced rummers are 
• welcome to join master percussionist Cody 
Skog on alternating Sundays for lessons in 
hand drumming. There will be a few extra 
drums for people who don't have one but 
would like to try. The lessons start at 7 p.m. 
There is a small drop in fee. To register, call 
Laura at the gallery at 638-8884. 
Never enough 
IF IT'S WORTH having, it's worth hanging on 
to. A Kitimat resident named Adrian Trysse- 
naar has been collecting since his youth. 
What's more, he knows a collection is never 
complete - there's always one more piece that 
you are looking for. 
He's amassed a mountain of treasure. Some 
of it is now on view at the Kitimat Centennial 
Museum as part of a new exhibit running to 
Nov. 29. 
The portion of Tryssenaar's collection on 
display highlights his interest in Coca Cola, 
pop bottles, B.C. bottles, canning jars, tele- 
phones and radios, music memorabilia nd 
kerosene lanterns. 
The museum is open Monday to Friday 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturdays from noon 
to 5 p.m. 
~i+i~; i : : :  .',i . ~ w~ ~, , .  . . . .  ~:: . .  
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FOOD COLLECTORS: left to right (back 
row) Gabriel DaPonte, Tayler Harrison, 
Jessica Harrison, Keith Johnston. Front: 
Lovene Operana, Jarrett Harrison and 
Joshua Raposa. Missing is Katrina Frie- 
sen. 
No tricks here 
WHEN YOU hear a knock on your door on 
Halloween, you expect the words, "Trick or 
treat" will soon follow. 
Not so for people opening the door to child- 
ren from the Seventh Day Adventist Church. 
About 20 children and teens went door-to- 
door Oct. 31 collecting cans for the food bank 
and not candy for themselves. 
Local residents were asked for a donation of 
a non-perishable food item. 
Still, most people couldn't break with tradi- 
tion and handed out candy, too. 
It's something the church does each Hallo- 
ween as a way to encourage children to think 
about people who are less fortunate, but this is 
the first year the teens took the initiative, pair- 
ing up with younger tots and accompanying 
them on their rounds. 
The church community decided to donate 
the proceeds from the Halloween food drive to 
the Terrace Churches Food Bank. 
IN THE CLASSIC fairy tale, Cinderella, the 
King's son has fallen in love with a beautiful 
mystery lady. 
When she vanishes after the ball at mid- 
night, his only clue is a dainty glass slipper 
that will only fit his one, true love. 
How fitting then, that organizers of the 
TLT's recent "Cinderella" word contest should 
end up having to search for the winning con- 
testant using the barest of clues. 
Once the Oct. 31 entry deadline passed, or- 
ganizers opened up the mailbox at the McColl 
Playhouse to find vandals had struck. 
The envelope of the winning had been da- 
maged by fire - likely from a lit firecracker 
being thrown through the mail slot. 
"It turned up as a rather burned offering," 
contest organizer Jan Stone said. "It was 
singed and scorched." 
The contestant's name and address could 
not be read. The only legible letters from the 
entrant's name and address were a J and a U, 
a MIT, part of a phone number, and the letters 
Supersizing a fairy tale 
Terrace Little Theatre's anniversary production, Cinderella, is big - real big 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
THE UPCOMING production of 
Cinderella just might change the 
way you think about theatre. 
There is nothing humdrum 
about this play - it is a non-stop, 
acti0n-packed, slapstick two and 
half hours of folly, music and 
laughs, says director Chris Stone. 
"There's no doubt in my mind 
that this is something for the fa- 
mily," Stone says. "It's a musical 
comedy with the emphasis on co- 
medy - it's fun." 
Cinderella, which is being pro- 
duced in honour of the Terrace 
Little Theatre's 50th anniversary 
and the city of Terrace's 75th, 
promises to be larger than life. 
A painstakingly choreographed, 
physically demanding play for its 
actors, the production is meant o 
keep the audience on its toes. 
"It's expected to a degree - 
without going to the extreme -
that the audience might boo when 
the ugly sisters come on stage or 
cheer when Cinderella does," 
Stone says. 
"In fact, people on the stage 
will speak to the audience and go 
among the audience to a certain 
degree." 
"That includes Dobbin, a stub- WHERE'S HER FELLA? dulie Jacobs plays the title role in Cinderella. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
born horse played by Carla Man- 
tie and Jaclyn Clifford, who may dames, whom he affectionately about the play is big. will lose count. 
need a pat or two from audience calls the ugly sisters. It's being staged at the R.E.M. To date, the cast and crew 
members at times. "It all follows the traditional Lee theatre instead of the McColl have logged more than 400 hours 
It also includes interaction be- story of Cinderella and the ugly Playhouse to accommodate its of rehearsal time over three 
tween the evil step-sisters played sisters and the terrible deeds they cast, set and the Terrace Symph- months, with more to come this 
uproariously by Bruce Martindale do to her," he says, adding panto- ony Orchestra. week. 
and Patrick Mclntyre. mime refers to the theatrical There are 19 parts, 28 actors One of the challenges of put, 
"It's all very traditional English genre of musical comedy and has including the chorus, bit parts and ting on a production like this is 
pantomime - there is always a nothing to do with mime. celebrity guests, more than 75 coordinating what goes on behind 
dame, a dame is a man who dres- Cinderella is one of the TLT's props, several gigantic set pieces, the scenes as much as out front. 
ses as a woman," Stone says; biggest budget plays in quite more than a dozen :songs and. so Continued on Page B3 
In this case there are two some time. In fact, everything many /set changes the audience 
Scorched entry leads to word wiz 
KAL. be given a free child's ticket to the show plus ; 
"From that information, we were able to a backstage pass so they can meet the actor of 
find the winner," Stone said, adding the their choice following the performance. 
"KAL" in the address looked like "Kalum Meanwhile, there is another lingering myst- 
Street," a helpful clue. cry stemming from the Cinderella contest. .) 
It turns out the entry belonged to Julia Mit- The entry with "far more" correct words 
chell, a legal secretary who was able to pro- than anyone lse's was handed in anonymous- . 
vide a duplicate copy of her entry when con- ly. 
test organizers tracked her down. She or he simply wrote they loved playing 
Mitchell, who spelled 258 acceptable Scrabble and thatthe prize should be gi~,en to 
words, has won a family pass to see the show, someone lse. 
playing Nov. 21-22 at the R.E.M. Lee theatre; "They just did it for the fun if it," Stone 
The word contest was designed to promote said, adding other people wrote saying how 
its upcoming anniversary presentation, Cinder- much they enjoyed the contest. 
ella, a broadly comic extravaganza modelled "A very sincere thanks from the TLT for all 
on the British pantomim~ tradition, of those people who took the time and trouble 
People were asked to spell as many words to enter. We hope that they had fun doing it." 
as possible using the letters in the name, Cin, Stone was in charge of judging the entries, 
derella, a job that started to capture her imagination. 
Most entries hovered around the 160-to 175 She even began waking up in the morning with 
word mark - no small achievement, new words. 
Organizers were thrilled that children also "It became a bit of an obsession," she 
tried their hand at the word puzzle. Three will laughs. 
Pumpkin flingers lay siege to gun club 
By JEFF NAGEL more frequently than its 
GOOEY ORANGE splats. 
Triumphant smiles. And 
inlpressive medieval tech- 
nology. 
It all came together 
Sunday Nov. 2 at the an- 
nual Pumpkin Fling, where 
kids of all ages took enor- 
mous pleasure in launch- 
ing spent Halloween 
pumpkins into the sky. 
Four siege weapons 
were the star performers at 
the event in Thornhill at 
the rod and gun club. 
Last year's winner, Pos- 
sum Lodge, was back de- 
monstrating some of the 
hidden talents of our local 
medical community with a 
massive slingshot contrap- 
tion powered by several 
lengths of rubber surgical 
tubing. 
The Skeena Valley Ro- 
tary Club was also back 
with their enormous trebu- 
chet. Many sand bags on a 
counterweight powered a 
long pole throwing arm 
that flung pumpkins down- 
range. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
entry this year came from 
the downtown Terrace Ro- weight. 
PATRICK ATKINSON-BRUCE fires the cannon at the pumpkin fling. 
tarians, who built a much 
smaller and more efficient 
wooden trebuchet with a 
compact lead counter- 
It performed best with 
smaller projectiles - and 
would have operated an- 
competitor. 
Its throwing arm could 
be dragged into position by 
just two Rotarians, while 
the much larger Skeena 
Valley model had to be 
armed by putting a pickup 
truck into reverse and pull- 
ing a rope back several 
feet. 
Then there was the ser- 
ious ordnance. 
Black powder enthu- 
siasts with the North West 
Charcoal Burners thrilled 
the crowd by blasting their 
cannon at a lone pumpkin 
up against the backstop. 
With cries of "Fire in the 
hole" onlookers would 
cover their ears ahead o f  
the stunning thump, Am' 
munition consisted of beer 
cans filled with concrete. 
In all 100 pumpkins 
were hurled by the 'assor- 
ted flingers who paid $2 
per pumpkin. 
You can see al l  the 
photos on the Ter race  
eval times. But in pure Standard  website at 
speed of firing, the e!egant www.terracestandard.com, 
machine could be reloaded Click the Pumpkin Fl ing 
much faster and lob orange photo gallery l ink at the 
projectiles downrange far left side of the page, 
gerous ly  within arrow 
range  if these were medi- 
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Clubs & pubs 
GATOR'S PUB: Are you ready to party all 
night long? Come on out and dance to the 
music of our hot, new DJs. Nightly specials. 
Wednesday night free pool, Thursday Is DVD 
night. Friday and Saturday, Hot Dance. Check 
out our new look! 
Admission by donation. 
l Hail to the Fish Headsl Dr. Fishy is hosting 
a CD release party for Red Fish B/ue and a 
benefit for the Child Development Centre. At 
7:30 p,m, Saturday, Nov, 15 at the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country Club. Tickets are li- 
mited. Available at the North Store. 
[] Sound River Coffeehouse, featuring Deja 
Voodoo, Roger Carling Kelly, Dieter Marder, 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Theresa Marie sings Friday Paul Sametz, Jack Cooke. Friday; Nov. 21 at 
evenings. Watch your  favourite sports pro- the Kiva. Starts at 8 p,m,, doors open at 7:30 
grams on a large screen TV, p.m. Sponsored by the Terrace Musicians As- 
GEORGES PUB: Mid Nits Run Nov. 13-15. sociation. Call 635-1319 for lnfo. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night 
club. No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college 
n,..t ..urs.a. He, o,  o..O..nco Local theat re  
day and Saturday. Karaoke contest Sunday 
and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays: jam 
sessions with Frank and Friends, Moonshine 
and Copper Mountain. Participant prize meat 
draw starts at 4 p.m. All members welcome; 
bring a guest. Lounge opens at 3 p.m. 
Concer ts  
[] Thornhill Junior Secondary Dessert Con- 
cert Friday, Nov. 14 at the Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club, at 7:30 p,m. Featuring 
band students. Tickets at the door. This Is a 
fundraising event to cover travel expenses to 
a national music festival in Montreal. 
[] Coffee House at Cafenara Friday, Nov. 14. 
An evening of mus'ic and song. Presented by 
the Terrace Arts Council and the Northwest 
Singers. Performers include: Catherine John- 
son, Scott Northridge, Corey and Nita Funk, 
Tim Keenan, Michael Bruce and Karla Hennig. 
• CindereUa, Terrace Little Theatre presents 
its 50th  anniversary production. A hilarious 
romp through the story of the princess who 
rises from the ashes with a Terrace 75th an- 
niversary twistl Nov. 23. and 22 at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. For info call 638-1215. 
II Northwest First Nations Theatre Collective 
holds auditions for Penny Gummerson's play, 
Wawatay. Roles for one woman (30-45) and 
two men (30:45). Nov. 24 and 25 7:30 p,m. 
at the McColl Playhouse 3625 Kalum Street. 
No experience necessary. We'll train youl For 
more info call Marianne: 635-2942. 
Visual arts  
[] The Terrace Art Gallery presents ",..and 
the fish you rode in on." Watercolours by 
Dyan Myhr and pottery by Dan Condom 
Opening night reception Nov. 1 at 7 p.m. 
Lower gallery: Blatherings, a collection of 
mixed media works by Kara Myhr, Joey Lun- 
drigan and Trina Myhr. 
• The Terrace Art Gallery is open Wednesday 
and Thursday from noon-4 p.m., and Friday 
from noon-6 p.m. and Saturdays from noon 
to 4 p.m. Sundays from 1-4 p.m. Call 638- 
8884. 
• The Art Gallery hosts hand drumming 
workshops with Cody Skog on alternating 
Sundays, starting Nov. 16. Drop in, starting 
at 7 p.m. Beginners and are welcome. Extra 
drums on hand if you want to try it out. To 
register, call 638-8884. 
Movies  
• Etre et Avoir, the final film In the Travelling 
Picture Show's fall tour. Presented Monday, 
Nov. 24 at the Tillicum Twin Theatres. A do- 
cumentary about a remarkable one-room 
school house in rural France, where teacher 
and headmaster Georges Lopez is about to 
retire. Showtime at 7:15 p.m. Sponsored by 
the Terrace and District Multicultural Asso- 
ciation on alternating Mondays. 
• The War Bride, a movie about an English 
woman who marries a Canadian soldier, 
spending the Second World War in northern 
Alberta. Wednesday, Nov. 26 at 7 p.m, Pre- 
sented through the Toronto Film Circuit, a 
series sponsored by the Terrace Arts Council. 
5 
I i Laat year nearly 800 million containers ] 
ware kept out of BC landfilie and recyoled. 1 
www.encorp.cs , 
, j 
2 HITS,,, SHOWING FRL TO THURS,, NOV. 14.20,,, SEPARATE ADMISSION 
LOONEY TUNES 
BACK IN ACTION 
STARRING STEVE MARTIN 
7:00 P.M. • GENERAL 
MATINEE SUNDAY 2 P.M. 
MATRIX REVOLUTIONS 
HELD OVER! 
NIGHTLY 9:00 P.M, • 14A 
USE MOVIE CASH 
The Terrace Standard offers the Community Calenda r as a public service 
to its readers and community organizations,This column is intended for 
non-profit organizations and events::wlthout,an admission charge :  Space 
permitting, items w i l l  run two  weeks I before each event.i Deadline I s !  51  
COMMUNITY EvENTs LISTINGS 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 12  
Nov. 27 and Friday, Nov, 28 from 1-5 p.m., and 
on Saturday, Nov. 29 from 9 a.m. to noon at 
the Salvation Army Church, 4643 Walsh Ave. ~ . • Youth Oppo,tunltles presents a workshop on youth exchange programs from 4-5 p.m. at . our office at 4530 Lakelse Ave. Call 635-3812. THURSDAY, NOV. 13 
• Cancer support •group for family and friends 
~ ~ %  leashecl or  fenced-in i re.eats, at the: Canadian~Cancer Society,,Re-, 
Source'(3entre at '207-4"6-50 Lazeiie Ave "at-7 ~(  awa f rom our  
~.  Y p,m. The next meeting is Nov 27 Cal Crag 
-~ ~.%.~ mal l  poxes an • " ' ~ Y : , . ~  ~ at 635-0049 or Rose Mane at 635-6985. 
~ ~ . f  Wednesdays  and 
~ ~ ; '  Saturdays sa your  S..A~hRrDsAt~NO ~ 3.S 
~ ' ~ ~ ¢ ' ~ ¢  news-a -er  carr ier  azaar, Sacred Heart Parish 
~ ~ f '  ~ ~ from 10 a.m. to 2 p,m. At the Veritas School 
can ae l lver  aur  G S r u • " ~ ' ~ /  Y ym, 4836 ta me Ave. 
. . . . .  paper.  
~" , TUESDAY, NOV. 18 
" ' ~ ' "  ' . . . . . . . . .  i':':':';':': 
New Vision for Coastal Forestry 
Part 1 Cont/nued... 
Vision #5- Successful Resolution of Land Use Issues- The coastal industry 
of the future will have a diverse tenure bose and land use plans that 
reconcile competing demands on BC's land base. 
Vision #6- World-Class Safety Performance- The future coastal industry 
will be free of all injuries and falalitles. 
Vision #7- More Full-Time, Stable Jobs • There is ptential to increase 
employment inall areas of the forest sector through Ihese visions. With 
these new, stable p?. si/ions, people will be able to support their families. 
Vision #8- Workers leaving the industry are treated with dignity and 
respect- A successful transitlon to the new industry will assist people 
leaving the industry, either throu.qh retirement or to pursue ot~er 
opportunities. Significant funding wig'be needed to create and maintain a
sounds ocial safety net for affected workers. 
Vision #9- Mare Opportunilies for Small Business- The n~ industry will 
reward entrepreneurial initiatives inCoastal communities. 
Vision #10. forest Policies Ihal Bendit all Brilish Columbians• A healthy 
industry, will provide more revenue to the government and protect funding 
for health care, educallon and other social programs. 
To review the enlire Vision Paper, go to www.interfor.com 
<http://www.interfor.com> and click on "Embracing a New Vision: 
Rebuilding C's Coastal Forest Industry (pdf 2.1MB) 
Join us at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
November 15 - Benefit Concert for the Homeless 
Featuring local First Nations Artists 
• 6:00 p.m. 
Tickets $15.00 and a non perishable food item 
November 21, 22 - Terrace Little Theatre presents 
CINDERELLA; a Pantomime for the Entire Family 
-8:00 p,m, : ~ : :  : ::: : 
Special Matinee Performance: Nov: 22 ~2:00 p.rn, 
Tickets $12.00, in advance $14.00 - at the door 
Children- $8.00-in advance ~L$10100 - at the door 
Tickets available at Uniglobe TraVel 
December 5, 6-  Caledonia Fine Arts presents 
The Music Man i;; 
• 8:00 p.m, 
Special Matinee Performance- Dec. 6- 1:00 p.m. 
Tickets available from Misty River Books 
and Caledonia office 











• Celiac Support Group meets Tuesday, Nov. 
18 at the Skeena Health Unit auditorium at 7 
p.m. Call Shirley at 635-7568. 
• Terrace Toastmasters holds its next meet- 
ing Nov. 18 at 7:30 p.m. at the Telemedia 
building (rear entrance) New members are al- 
ways welcome. Call Bob at 638-923 or Rolf at 
635.6911 for more information. 
• The Northwest B.C. Schizophrenia Society 
holds its monthly support group meeting at 
7:30 p.m. Nov. 18 at #102- 4450 Grieg Ave. 
The society meets on the third Tuesday of the 
month (except July, August and December). 
NOVEMBER 18-20 
• Travel the Information Highway from 1-3 
p,m, at InterConnect at 4530 Lakelse Ave. A 6- 
hour series on how to use the Internet in your 
job search, Learn where to find job openings, 
access employer information, identify career 
and job search resources, and learn how to 
send your resume by email. Call 635-7995, 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19 
• Do your Christmas Shopping earlyl Come to 
the Canadian Women in Timber 13th Annual 
Christmas Bazaar Nov. 19 from 5-9 p.m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West banquet rooms, 
• Parent-teacher night at Caledonia Second- 
ary School. Wednesday, Nov. 19 from 7•9 p.m. 
in the school gym; Parents will be able to pick 
up their child's report card and discuss their 
child's progress with their teacher, 
THURSDAY, NOV. 20 
• Good Food Box distribution day. Pick up 
your pre-ordered Good Food Box at the depots 
from 6-7 p.m. 
FRIDAY, NOV. 21 
• Open House for the Kermode Friendship Soc- 
iety's Aboriginal Head Start program. From 
noon to 3 p.m. For information, call 635-4907, 
SATURDAY, NOV. 22 
• St. Matthew's Anglican Church annual Tea 
and Bazaar Sat. Nov, 22 from 2-4 p,m, at 
4506 Lakelse Ave. 
Centennial Christian School Christmas Arts 
and Crafts Sale Saturday, Nov. 22 'from 9:30 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Call the school at 635-6173 or 
Maria at 635-7531 to reserve a table, 
NOVEMBER 20-23 
• Ten Thousand Villages international fair 
trade handicrafts sale. Nov, 20 (6-9 p,m.), 
Nov. 21 (9-5 p.m.), and Nov,22-23 (1-9 p,m,) at 
4652 Lazelle Ave. (next to the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Credit Union, Volunteers needed. Ca l l  
Lisa at 635-0762, 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 26 
• Interview Skllls from 4-5 p.m. at Youth Op- 
portunities, 4530 Lakelse Ave. Learn the Im- 
portant dos and don'ts for your next Job Inter- 
view. Call 635.38t2 . . . . . . . . . . .  
NOVEMBER 27-29 
• The Salvation Army will be taking applica. 
tlons for Christmas hampers on Thursday, 
Bring a piece of I.D, for themselves and for any 
dependents. For further information please 
call 635-1829 between 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 29 . . . . . . .  
[] Family Fun Day and Dlnnei,-at Centennial 
Christlan~Scfiool. Eg~'~on'e ~,elcom'e tO,join! ~h 
afternoon of family fun and great desserts. 
Stay for dinner, too. Tea room from 2-4 p.m,, 
games from 2-4:30 p.m.m and Dinner from 
4:30-6:30 p.m. Proceeds to the school's Boos- 
ter Club. Call 635-6173 for more information, 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
• Film Prince George presents Postcards from 
the North: the art of taking location pictures 
Monday, Dec. 1 from 9:30 a,m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Topics include taking a proper location photo, 
the impact of digital photography, and what 
makes a good and bad location. Preregister by 
Nov. 22. Call 250-649-3207. 
• Christmas Tea and Bazaar hosted by the 
U.C.W. of Knox United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Ave., Saturday, Dec. 6 from 2-4 p.m. Everyone 
welcomel 
• The Terrace Tourism Society will be present- 
ing the annual Kermode Christmas Parade on 
Saturday December 6, 2003 starting at 6 p.m. 
Mark it on your calendars so you don't miss 
this great family event full of lights and holi- 
day cheer. To participate, please contact Ter- 
race Tourism at 635-0832. 
PSAs 
Flu and Pneumococcal Vaccine drop-In clinics 
at the Health Unit Auditorium Nov. 12 and 14 
(8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.) Evening clinics from 
6'.30-8:30 p.m. Nov. 12. Vaccines free to any- 
one aged 65 and older. The Flu vaccine is free 
to people with chronic health illnesses, other- 
wise there is a $15 fee. At 3412 Kalum St. 
Terrace Churches Food Bank November distri- 
bution Monday Nov. 3.7 (last names starting 
from A-H), Nov. 18 (I-R), Nov. 19 (S-Z) and 
Nov. 20 (Anybody missed). At the food bank 
on 4647 Lazelle Ave. (rear entrance). 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre is now 
open. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 
3.'.30-4:30 p.m. At 4542 Park Ave. Call Brenda 
or  Darlene at 638-0228. 
Terrace First Nations Council of Women is 
seeking a place to call home. The council has 
been incorporated seven years as a non-profit 
society, It's run solely by volunteers who have 
offered numerous programs in our community 
throughout the years, Contact us at P.O box 
1224, Terrace, B,C,, V8G 1P7. 
Do you need a winter coat or other warm 
clothing? Come to the Salvation Army Thrift 
Shop and inquire about the Coats for Kids 
program, 
Crafting with Candlce: decorative lanterns. A 
workshop for children aged 6-10 at the Terrace 
Public Library Nov. 12 from 4-5 p,m. Free but 
preregister in person or by calling the library 
638-8177, 
November Is Diabetes Month. Canvassers will 
be going out door-to-door for donations to the 
Canadian Diabetes Association. Money is 
used for research, education and support to 
send children to a special camp for diabetic 
children. Let us all work together to find a 
cure for this dreadful disease, 
The Skeena Valley Snowmobile Club meets on 
the first Wednesday of the month downstairs 
at the Sandman Inn at 7:30 p.m, Everyone 
welcome, For Info, call Joyce at 635-7913. 
The Klnette Club of Terrace meets the second 
Wednesday of each month at the Kin Hut at 
6:30 p.m, We are an energetic group of women 
serving the community's greatest needs. Call 




Date & Time of Birth: 
October 30, 2003 at 8:29 a.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs. 4.5 oz. Sex: Male 




Date & Time of Birth: 
October 23, 2003 at 8:45 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 12 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Brutus & Kate McCarron 
Baby's Nmne: 
I~debJames 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 26, 2003 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: M:dE 
Parents: Gin/fie & Duncan Morris 
Baby brolber fiJr Sera 
Baby's Name: 
Nolen ICx~ik 
Date & Time of Blrtlu 
October 15, 2003 at 12:30 a.m. 
Weight: 5 lbs. 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Grog &JeannJne Knox 
Baby's Name: 
Robin Joseph isaak 
Date & Time of BIr'tb: 
October 27, 2003 at 1 I:16 a.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs. 10 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Ted & Lorrain Kendall 
Baby's Name: 
Owen Willi.-mt Ericson 
Date & Time of Birtlu 
OctobEr 24, 2003 at 10:40 p.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 3.5 oz. Sex: i,'de 
Parents: Eric & Usa Buck 
Baby brother for 
Christina & Shannon 
~!~iNorthern Drugs' Baby Club and 




TERRACE, B,C, , 
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It's a long way to Montreal 
Thornhill Jr.'s award-winning bands set sights on the nationals 
WHAT do you do if you,re 
an award-winning junior 
high school band and 
you've been invited to 
compete at the nationals 
for a seventh time? 
Easy - you start rehear- 
sals as soon as school 
starts. And you start fun- 
draising right away, so 
everyone who wants to can 
make thetrip. 
But what if your major 
source of revenue - charit- 
able bingo money - unex- 
pectedly dries up because 
the rules have changed? 
That's when you regro- 
up and figure out Plan B, 
as band students and sup- 
porters at Thornhill Junior 
SecOndary have done, ac- 
cording to band leader and 
instructor Michael Wen - 
who's tal~ing as many as 
45 students all the way to 
Montreal this May for Mu- 
sicfest 2004, 
Fortunately, the band 
has been approyed for a 
cultural exchange through 
Sevec, a federal program 
Wen heard about through 
Reynolds Secondary, the  
school that participated in 
a band exchange with 
Thomhill Jr. last year. 
Sevec will finance the 
exchange that twins 
BOYS IN THE BAND: Thornhill Jr. students take part in a recent rehearsal. 
Thornhill with a school in 
Ontario that will come to 
Terrace's Pacific North- 
west Music Festival in 
April. 
Thornhill Jr. will head 
east at the end of May, 
bringing students close en- 
ough to Montreal to take 
in the nationals, too. 
The exchange money is 
great news, but the school 
still has to raise about 
$25,000 to reduce travel 
expenses o everyone who 
wants to go on to Montreal 
can afford to go, 
Wen says Thornhill's 
band program enjoys the 
strong support of parents, 
who organize fundraising 
efforts for travel and other 
expenses. 
Parents can also take 
credit for lining up a Ca- 
nadian Tire gift card fun- 
draising program for the 
school's bands. Ten per 
cent of the cash value 
goes directly to the band. 
A major fundraiser 
takes place this Friday, 
when the school presents a
Dessert Concert at the 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club (See City 
Scene on Page B2 for fur- 
ther details). 
The Nov. 29 craft fair is 
another one of the band's 
key fundraising events of 
the year. 
~ERRA C E ~ 
From B1 
Changes are a challenge 
The play takes place in front of 
an inn, in a forest clearing, at the 
ball imd in a manor just to name a 
few scene settings - it's a big task 
for the 10 plus backstage workers 
to make the changes. 
"We have to manipulate all 
this so that it all comes together 
seamlessly," says Stone. 
"This is perhaps one of the big- 
gest challenges for  the director Chris Stone 
and the set designer." 
MOVING? 
2004 Property Assessment Notices 
will be mailedto all properly 
owners in British Columbia by 
December 31,2003 
If you still own properly and have 
recently moved,, please ensure that 
BC Assessment has your new 
mailing address. 
Please contact your local 
Assessment Office - Phone 
• 250-638-1116 or 1-800-990-1116 
Fax 250-638-0156 
100-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4E1 
B C ~  
- the reh l r ,  of the G'psgolox pole 
Showhzg 
November 18, 7-30pro 
At the KIVA 
Northwest Communi ty  College 
Supported by NWCC Student Union 
t l~o I Er  z.ff Im l  , , ,~A ~ _ . ,  ,,,.ha,. 
~ /  ~ ~  Orc.hes~ra 
Cinderella 
Saturday Only Matinee 
2pro 
~R.E.M.  LEE TH EATRE 
I 
~0 In  uuvav,uc '  
Tickets $14 at the door 
$12 in advance* 
* D .e  to vuttuP, there  L'; tto n/elfihc, r
di.~'cq, unt.list' lids im~duct/rm 
Ouro,,do,,,o,o~ou,,o,,, . . . . .  m|Emln 
Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazette Ave 
PITCH'IN/CANADA 
,WWwlp!tch jn:ca i 
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Accredited by the Private 
Post Secondary Education 
Commission 
200, 3400 30th Ave. 
Vernon, BE VIT 2E2 
(250) 558-3718 or 
1.800-'/01-8863 
OVCMT is now accepting applicants for 
the January 2004 start of: 
, One Year Spa Practitioner p ogram 
• Three Year Massage Therapy program 
Also offering: 
• Touch for Health Certificate program 
Level l - Oct. 25-26, 2003 -$275.00 
Level 2 - Nov. 29-30, 2003 -$275.00 
. Thai Massage- Level I 
December 3-7, 2003 - $450.00 
www,  ovcmt.¢om 
Want  A 
Phot¢  
Did you see a photo  in the 1 
you want  a copy  oP The Te~ 
Standard a long with 
Northern Photo  Ltd. 
now provides this service. 
Come into our  office locatec 
at 3210 Clinton Street and ir 
the photo of  your  choice an 
4"x6" 5"x7" Olhersl 
Phone 
Price includes prinling f~e h'orn Northern I 
purchasing [~e from I'he Terrace Slan~ 
All phologrophs are copyrighted to~ Terra 
(Note: 90% o[ photos taken are digital pholos 
of high quality ipeg. Black and white prints 
also available from black and while negatives.) 
northern photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4-4736 LakeJse Avenue 
STANDARD 
Ph: 638-7283 Fax: 638-8432 
You can get a FREE in f luenza vacc inat ion  if: 
:~'°.::~: ~ • You re over 65 years of age 
~:4 ~,, ~ ° You have a chronic illness 
If you ' re  in an at-r isk category ,  you can get your  
flu shot  at a local drop- in  cl inic:  
STEWART TERRACE Drop-in clinics 
Stewart Health Centre, North West Health Unit 
904 Brightwell St (in Auditorium) 
Appointmentrequire'd, cal l ' " ' : : '  .;.,:~3.4112.K.alum.S!reet. 2 : ".:;2 
250-636-2525 (please leave we~°nesoaE~°vern_oer^b .~ ^ ^ 
mess e ~:~uam- 4:~upm t~ ~:~upm- ~:aupm 
ag ) Friday, November 7 : 
Tuesday, November 18 . 8:30am - 4:30pm 
9:15am to 7:00pm Monday, November 10 
Thursday, November 20 8 30am - 4:30pm & 6:30pm - 8:30pm 
9:15 to 11:30am ;. : Wednesday, November 12 
: 8:30am - 4:30prn & 6:30pm - 8:30pm 
Friday, November 14 
' 8:30am - 4:30pro 





author i ty  
For more information, please visit www.northernhealth.ca 
p 
NORTHERN HEALTH 
author i ty  
in Recognition of 
OPERATING ROOM 
NURSES WEEK 
To All O•R. Nurses in the 
Northern Health Authority 
THANK YOU 
for your hard work, 
long hours and dedication 
¢ 
to our patients• 
Your skills and care 
are recognized- and 
greatly apprecmted. 
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Flu season is back. 
Influenza is a serious and contagious illness• 
Every year, thousands of British Columbians are hospitalized from the influenza 
virus (flu). While anyone can contract the flu, people Over the age!of 65 are at'the .... 
greatest risk of developing life-threatening complications. 
A flu shot is the best protection• 
Flu shots are proven to be 70-90% effective at preventing infection in healthy 
adults. That's why people who may spread the virus to those most at risk from 
the complications of flu are urged to get their flu shot every year. Because even 
if you're able to battle the flu virus on your own, those around you may not be 
so lucky. 
Free for those who need it most• 
Some people are considered "high risk" for contracting the flu or passing it on to 
others. The World Health Organization recommends that anyone considered high 
risk should be vaccinated. That's why the Government of British Columbia provides 
"',£bbt,,~,~.., : , k  ~, -~ • ~~: . . '~ ' :  ' ~.'-':~: ."4", ! : . . .  ';L:.',~.; ~,,~1;"}". 
ii! '''~' HOW TO REDUCE i il ! 
~-:.f. '~!;'i? THE RISK OF i~,~ 
GETTING THE FLU ;::~:: 
Get a flu shot. 
Wash your hands often, 
i~- especially during the 
:.~. winter months when the 
,_,-~ flu is most prevalent. 
~.~! 
• Keep your hands away 





free flu shots to health-care workers, seniors, adults, and children with chronic i• • Stop or minimize ,: 
illnesses and their families. ~. 
Myths about flu shots• !i!~;~i 
A flu shot will not give you the flu. The influenza vaccine does not contain live :, 
viruses. Many people believe flu shots weaken their immune system. This is also , 
untrue. The vaccine actually boosts your immune system and prepares it to fight ~,: 
the virus. For most people, side effects are minimal if any. ~:  
Protect yourself and the people around you• • 
Please get a flu shot this season. Not only will it protect you from getting sick, it will ~ 
also prevent others from being exposed to the influenza virus. All of which means 
fewer visits to the emergency room and/or hospital. In fact, influenza immunization 
contributed to about 1700 fewer hospitalizations for pneumonia and influenza in BC 
between 1999/2000 and 2000/2001. 
smoking. It irritates the :~ 
lining of your nose, i: 
sinuses, and lungs, !!:~ili 
making you more 
susceptible to thevirus. :.:~ 
Keep your immune . ., 
system healthy by eating 
a balanced diet and .... 
getting plenty of exercise. 
To arrange your flu shot, contact your doctor or public health unit. For more information, 










Health . . . . . . .  
Vancouver Island I 
Health 
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CLASS ACT: This Grade 9 social studies class at Skeena Jr. - all 35 students 
- posed for this photo with the Salvation Army's lan McDonough before load- 
ing hundreds of food items into two vans. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Food drive fills van 
IT!S ABOUT students doing their part to 
l!elp other people in the community. 
Patsy Chant's Grade 9 Socials class 
Collected more than 700 non perishable 
food items for the Salvation Army during 
a recent food drive. 
The second annual event offered up a 
pressing challenge for students at Skeena 
Junior Secondary each class competes 
to see which will collect the most food 
dUring a particular block. 
:Th iS  year's food drive resulted in about 
2,000 items for the.Salvation Army - far 
more  boxes than the Army's van could 
carry back to the Thrift Shop in one trip. 
A second van was pressed into service 
io transport the food. 
Schoo l  counsellor Ed Papais says the 
;dea for the food drive stemmed from a 
fundra!sing crisis that emerged for the 
School s athletics department. 
• B.C. School Sports phased out its fun- 
draising prize draw - a program sports 
teams in northern B.C. relied on to help 
cover travel costs, to games and tourna- 
ments, he says. 
The school decided to hold its own raf- 
fle instead. When one of the potential 
prize donors - Hawkair-  urged the school 
to organize a fundraiser that would also 
benefit the community, Papais came up 
with a food drive. 
"That spurred us on. Sometimes you 
just need a nudge," he says. 
This time, Skeena Jr.'s top two win- 
ning classes (runner-up was Marsha 
Cater's class) were treated to a pizza 
party for their efforts. 
"One student collected something like 
78 items, another student collected some- 
thing like 56 items and another collected 
47 or 48 - that's a lot of items," he said. 
Christmas Shoe box 
send-off day nears 
Gifts from Canada will wind up in 18 countries 
THOSE WANTING to par- 
: ticipate in Operation 
Christmas Child have until 
this Saturday to drop off 
their gift-filled shoe boxes. 
" Operation Christmas 
Child iS the world's largest 
ch i ld ren 's  Christmas pro- 
jec t ,  It's carried out by Sa- 
maritan's Purse, an inter- 
national Christian rel ief 
Organization. 
Participants can pick up 
'an  Official shoe box from 
Canada Safeway, or use 
One of their own, and fill it 
With a variety of items for 
e i ther  a boy or ,'t girl ac- 
~i cording to a specified age 
category, 
! Suggested gifts include 
small toys like Cars, rubber 
bal ls,  jump ropes, yo-yos 
and  stuffed animals; 
school supplies like pens, 
;. pencils and sharpener, wri- 
ting pads and solar calcu- 
lators; and even hygiene 
}.items like ~ toothbrushes or 
,Hair c!ips, watches, 
} ,p ic ture  books or T-shirts 
: ' are:other.suggestions. 
• Medicines, perishables, 
liquids and war-related 
:toys are not permitted.. 
You must include $5 to 
help cover shipping and 
other costs. 
Hand them in to Safe- 
way or the Alliance 
Church in Terrace by Sa- 
turday, Nov. 17. 
The shoe boxes will 
then be delivered to a dis- 
tribution point in Calgary 
before being sent off to 
children across the world. 
Last year, Canadians 
donated 740,000 shoe box 
booklet of the Christmas 
story: 
Samaritan's Purse foun- 
der Franklin Graham, son 
of evangelist Billy Gra- 
ham, says the children 
who receive the boxes also 
"learn about God's great- 
est gift: his son, Jesus 
Christ," a Samaritan's 
Purse brochure says. 
It says the shoe boxes 
"open doors for presenting 
the Good News of Jesus 
'Over 16,400 children responded to 
the invitation to make commitments to 
ChrisL ' 
gifts. 
This year, boxes from 
Canada will be distributed 
in 18 countries, including 
Argentina, Bolivia, Costa 
Rica, Mexico, Serbia, 
Togo, and Trinidad and 
Tobago. 
The shoe boxes are 
hand delivered by Samari- 
tan's Purse representatives 
who also offer some reli- 
gious literature at the 
same time, The Greatest 
Gift of All, a children's 
Christ - through personal 
witnessing, children's li- 
terature and evangelistic 
programs." 
In the Honduras last 
year, the distribution of 
shoe boxes was followed 
by evangelistic rallies that 
attracted 10-%000 children, 
the brochure continues. 
"Over 16,400 children 
responded to the invitation 
to make commitments to 
Christ," it states. 
FLONERS 
Flower & Gift Shoppe 
CUSTOMER APPECIATION DAY 
All day Friday and Saturday 
November  14'" and 15 th 
9ave 20 OFF EVERYTHING 
50 OFF 5ELECTEP ITEM5 
See our new in stock home decor lines. 
Shop now for Christmas! 







*Players are subject o change, 
~ ' ~ J B  E',.r. ......... ~l~l~ $20.00 each 
~! • ~ .,:'" T ICKE I~ AVAI I .ABLE  AT'.  
,:: ",:~: . . . . .  Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton, Terrace 
". ~ ,.:7~., 
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HEALTH & FITNESS 
Proceeds from the Coupon Book 
sales go to Achletic teams at 
Caledonia Secondary School. 
Only 400 bookswill besold. 
Books will be sold between 
November 15, 2003 and 




S I - IAMES 
MOUNTAIN 
Skiing at its Peak 
Bistro 
L'Ambiance 
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PORTS " 638-7283 
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ROB BROWN 
Wading Sticks 
l ~  ve been using wading staffs for years. 
My first was a folding model that 
Doug Webb found on the bottom of 
the Kispiox River. From its condition, 
it had been in the river long before it was found by 
Doug, who looked at its dilapidated condition then 
offered it to me. 
I took it unenthusiastically. Still, with a lanyard 
attached for convenience, it helped make hundreds 
of crossings more secure over the next few seasons, 
I can't remember where I misplaced it, but I prob- 
ably left it leaning against a tree and drove off. 
Shortly after losing it, I flew to Vancouver for 
that year's annual meeting of the Steelhead Society 
where I saw the Rolls Royce of wading staffs. It was 
a robust beauty built by veteran steelheader, Bob 
Taylor. The skeleton of Taylor's staff was a stout 
piece of plumber's pipe approximately five feet in 
length. After plugging one end with lead so that the 
finished staff would remain upright in the river, Bob 
had coated it with a number of layers of black shrink 
tubing then attached a brass clasp at the top end so 
that a lanyard might be tied or clipped to it. Above 
the clasp he had put a black bicycle grip and at the 
other end the tip of a crutch. 
There was a lot of experience and clear thought 
behind this pole. An angler could lean on this staff 
during a hard wade in a strong current, something 
you couldn't do with mysecond hand folding staff. I
obtained one and used it for all my river fishing until 
I was swept down the Clore and had to jettison the 
pole in order save myself. 
When all the insurance claims surrounding that 
mishap were settled, I persuaded Bob to come out 
of retirement and build me another. The day after I
received it, I drove down to the Kalum. Snow cov- 
ered both boat ramps and parking lots forcing me to 
park on the shoulder afthe highway. 
Fishing alone puts me in a meditative state. I 'm 
more prone to forgetting pieces of equipment at 
those times. In fact, I 've left so muchbehind after 
fishing trips, I 'm wondering if I should put those 
fluorescent orange cones around my pickup when I 
arrive at the river and pick them up when I 'm ready 
to go, the way that telephone linemen do. 
I drove home. The fishing had been good so I 
returned the next day and, realizing what it was at 
the last moment, drove over my new wading staff 
which I had left propped up against he truck when 
I drove off the day before, The staff retains a slight 
bend from that accident o this day. 
Next summer while fishing a murky Skeena, I
dropped the staff at my side, thinking it was clipped 
to my belt. It wasn't. I spent the next hour probing 
the dirty water with my feet before I spotted the gray 
tip and recovered the staff to which it was attached, 
Early this October I fished a spill near Simpson 
Creek. After that, I had lunch, pumped up the boat 
then drove off to launch it. The next day Terry 
Sexton and I were preparing to fish the Lakelse 
when I discovered my staff was not in its customary 
place behind the seat. I replayed the events of a day 
earlier and concluded that it must be at the pull-out 
above Simpson Creek. We drove there, my anxiety 
increasing with each kilometre. Sure enough, there 
was my staff lying beside the road in broad daylight, 
so visible with its new red banded handle grip that 
we spotted it from a hundred metres away. Yet, no- 
body had picked it up. 
Two days later Fred Philpott and I fished the 
Skeena, A week later, I was on the Lakeise again. I
reached behind the seat. No staff, I phoned Bill and 
Dave at Cedarvale. Theyhadn't seen it lying where 
I 'd parked. Then I remembered that Fred and I had 
stopped to look at the height of the Lakelse on our 
way home. That's where my staff had to be. 
It was dark, I phoned Dennis Cook for company 
and an extra pair of  eyes, eyes sharper than mine, 
and we set out, On the way, I sheepishly told Den- 
nis the story of how I'd left the staff leaning against 
my truck a week ago, 
We came to the turn around where I was sure I 'd 
left the staff. We scoured the spot with a flashlight. 
There was no staff, I turned the truck around, slip- 
ping it into four high to keep it moving on the wet 
leaves and there, some hundred feet further on, was 
my staff, where some good Samaritan had propped 
it, anticipating that its owner would return. 
I was elated: happy to have my staff back and 
happy that there are still good men out there whose 
empathy for ethers prompts them to do the right 
thing, 
Thanks whoever you are . . . .  
Tryout trials: 101 
A local ringette players gets a taste of wi'iat it takes to try out for the most 
elite r!ngette squad 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
WHEN Melissa Beaupre watched 
Team Canada win the 2002 Ringette 
World Championships he never 
imagined she'd be trying out to play 
for the country's elite squad. 
But last month Beaupre hopped 
on a bus and travelled for 28 hours to 
Medicine Hat.. Alberta for a regional 
evaluation camp - the first step to 
being selected for the national team. 
"I never thought I would have the 
chance but it's something I always 
wanted to to do," says Beaupre. 
"So when I got the letter there was 
nothing that was going to stop me 
from going." 
Three such try-outs have been 
held in western, central and Atlantic 
Canada. 
Team Canada head coach Lorrie 
Horne says the camps aren't just for 
try-outs but also to allow players to 
develop their skills. 
Many members from the 2002 
squad attend the regional camps 
giving the wannabe Team Canada 
players a taste of the level of 
dedication and skill that's required 
to play at that level. 
There were seven Team Canada 
players at the western try-outs and 
Beaupre was impressed with what 
she saw and heard. 
"They were really, really close 
and they had a lot of fun," she says. 
That closeness is something 
Horne says makes her team so 
strong."Our team is a family and 
their families support our family 
- parents, partners, grandparents," 
Home says. 
At 20 years old Melissa Beaupre 
is still very young compared to the 
players on the national team. 
The average age on the 2002 
national team was 25. The players 
are mostly career women - lawyers 
and doctors and many have 
children as well. 
Most of the players also come out 
of major urban centres - nine of the 
players on the current Team Canada 
play in Edmonton. 
in the country - and the world 
TERRACE'S Melissa Beaupre is one of more than 100 players from 
across thec0untry Vying for just 30 sots on the best ringette team in 
the world, SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
"They are elite athletes in every 
sense of the phrase," says Home. 
" I t 's  such and honour and a 
privilege to work with such a great 
group." 
It's a tough crew to break into for 
a girl from Terrace who hasn't had 
as much experience playing high 
~p. .m 
,~. - -~  a ia i , - . - - ,~ ,  ,---- '~t'.k.,~. , ' " 
THE TEAM celebrates its victory, CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
Pee Wee reps 
claim top spot 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
TERRACE'S Poe Wee reps took a Williams Lake hockey 
tournament by storm going undefeated in round robin play 
and clinching top spot out of eight teams. 
The team not only won all of its games but did so by some 
pretty lopsided scores - not bad for a team that has only 
played four games in the Skeena Valley League to date. A 
10 hour bus ride from Terrace did nothing to slow the squad 
down defeating Smithers 4.0 in its first match-up of the 
tournament, 
"After getting on the bus at 5:30 a,m, that morning and 
playing at 8 p.m. that night they played pretty good," says 
head coach Darcy MaileR. 
Chapen LeBlond and Kevin Haworth both picked up one 
goal in the effort with team captain Sahir Gill putting two 
between the posts, 
Next up Terrace whomped Prince George's B team 11-2 
with Gill picking up an outstanding double hat trick, LeBIond 
finding the net once more and Kyle Holtom and Spencer Bell 
each picking up two goals. 
The rout continued in the third round robin game with 
Terrace downing Quesnel's AAA squad 9-0, with ,back- 
up goalie Devynn Ames manning the net for the shut-out. 
LeBIond and Taylor Mallett each scored a hat trick with 
Haworth, Gill and Scott Simpson each putting one past 
Quesnel's goalie, 
The wins meant put Terrace in the final against powerhouse 
Dawson Creek, who also went undefeated in its pool, 
The game was tied at 4 after three periods thanks to ahat 
trick by courtesy of Sahir Gill and a goal from David Teems. 
level ringette. 
While she's played the game 
most of her life, living in Terrace 
has its limitations. Beaupre says it's 
tough to find teams where she feels 
she's being challenged. 
The evaluation camps was the 
first time in quite a while she's felt 
the rush of playing at the level she's 
capable of. 
"I could be agressive as I wanted, 
skate as hard as I wanted," she says. 
But she's also well aware 
that she's up against much more 
experience and some very stiff 
competition. If she doesn't make the 
cut this time around she just puts it 
into perspective. 
"I don't really think it's a big deal 
because a lot of them are a bit older 
like 25-27," she says. "I would just 
try-out again in two years." 
The regional camps aren't just to 
choose players for the 2004 World 
Cup team, but to identify potential 
players for the 2006 and 2008 
squads. 
The first round of tryouts will 
yield 51 players including goalies 
who will attend a centralized camp 
in the new year. The field will be 
narrowed down one more time 
before Home and her coaching 
staff pick the top 30 players in the 
country to attend the 2004 World 
Cup in Finland. 
The contest will be held on 
Canada's arch-rivals home turf. 
While the Canadian team has 
made a name for itself by winning 
the 2002 world championships and 
the 1996 world championships 
- they always seem to end up going 
head to head with Finland in every 
final. The 2000 championships 
saw Canada lose to Finland in a 
heartbreaking overtime period. 
Beaupre was glued to her 
television set when Team Canada 
clinched the gold medal in 2002 
while playing Finland in front of 
a sold-out house at Edmonton, 
Alberta's Agricom. 
It's a scenario Beaupre would be 
proud to be a part of. 
"I can't even imagine playing for 
that many people," she says. 
"Here we're lucky to get 20 
people to come out and watch." 
Beaupre will find out if she's 
made the first cut in the next few 
weeks. 
Cal knocked out of zones, 
Smithers lodges protest 
over.Kitimot victory 
zlYl~MERMAN 
together at the AA soccer 
zone playdowns. 
The Terrace squad took 
on Smithers in the first 
game of the tournament 
playing well in the first half 
but faltering in the second 
losing 2-0, says coach Nick 
Kollias. 
Next up was Kitimat. 
"Kitimat gave us a 
chance to beat hem because 
they didn't play well but we 
didn't either," Kollias said. 
The team was up by one. 
until five minutes remaining 
in the second when Kitimat 
came back to score. Terrace 
lost the game in penalty 
shots. 
"We have a good skilful 
team but to win the game 
you have to play both 
halves," Kollias said. "We 
didn't do that." 
Kitimat's Mount 
Elizabeth Senior Secondary 
went on to play Smithers 
- the number one ranked 
team in the northwest zone 
- and lost which meant with 
Terrace knocked out those 
two teams would play in the 
Nov, 2 championship game, 
Kitimat won the 
championship but in a 
strange turn of events tile 
Smithers coach launched 
a protest of the win to the 
B,C, Secondary School 
TERRACE couldn't pick up a much needed win to get 
to the zone finals, FILE PHOTO 
qualifications of the referee 
in the final game-a  Kitimat 
resident - and the seeding 
of the teams prior to the 
championshiPS. 
But last Friday the 
commissioner overseeing 
high school soccer in 
the province dismissed 
and no further deciding 
games would he played, 
"In my discussions and 
taking a look at the format 
used in the championships 
the format was acceptable," 
commissioner Don Moslin 
said, !'I felt the format that 
was used for the seeding of 
With one minute remaining in a four-on-four overtime period Soccer Comtnission, the protests of Smithers the Smithers teams was in 
Chapen LeBlond found hts mark Ivtn Terrace the wm ,,_ . . . . . . .  ' g ! 'g  ~ ' ,  .In its written protest SecondarySchools,athletic accordance wtth how we 
' The team played i/henomenau' says coach Mallett Smlti, g.~ ,,,.,~d~..,-J . . t  n,qv director Irene Howard, ' u.~.t,i ~,.ga. ' 
"llle Poe wees  take to home tee a amst Smlthers Nov 21 K ' ' g the win but the format of itimat s title of zone Kitimat will go to tile 
at 8 p.m, and Nov, 22 at 10 a,m, the championships, the champions remained valid Nov, 22-23 provincials, 
Over  
if!i! 
;l O. 000  
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updaCed da i ly  @ BC Newspaper  Group [ 
ACTION AD RATES 
638.7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Class i f ied  and  C lass i f ied  D isp lay  
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a s lat  ho l iday  fal ls 
on a Saturday;' ,  Sunday  or Monday ,  the  dead l ine  Is 
Thursday  at 4 p.m. for  all d lsDlav and c lass i f ied  ads ,  
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN T~rrpce Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Sl~nda,d & Advertiser) ~14.45'(Inc. os GST) 
3 weeks'(Standard & Advenlser) $26.7~*(m¢.l,Ts GST) 
*Additional words (over 20} 25~ FER WORD pLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$13.30 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS ($-36)excludlng oblluariee ........ . . . . . . . . .  $8 ,68  co l in  
OBITUARIES iNTEnN~POSTING(S.¢e00)+ ................................... $8 68 colin 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $15.54 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For reg iona l  coverage  place your  d i sp lay  ad in the  
weekend ed i t ion  of  the Weekend Adver t i ser .  
3 Announcements  
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 0-49 304 Appltancls RF.~ E~ATE 500-399 
3 A~nouncemenn 306 Automotive 506 Acrmg~Lats 
6 Anniven~ries 308 Building Services 512 C~blrm/Ce~a~s 
9 Birlhs 310 Catering 51B Commercial Buslnmum 
12 Birthdays 312 Car/~ln~r try 524 Comme~ial Property 
15 Church 314 Child Core 530 Condos 
18 Coming Events 316 Cleaning $36 ~uplex/Fourplex 
21 Congratulations 318 Conslt~ct~n S42 Forms/RouGher 
24 Engagement/We~lings 320 Drywall 548 For Sale or Rent 
30 In Memor~m 322 Education/Tutoring 554 HiauMm 
33 ~itoor;es 324 E~ec~ric 560 Lokln~c~ 
36 Thanks 326 Excavation 566 Mo~iTe~ 
328 Finance/Mortgage 572 Modular Horn4~ 
PERSONAL 50-99 330 Handyman 578 Open Houm 
55 Business Personals 332 Home Improvement 584 Out d 'town 
60 He~lth/bmaty" 334 Home 5uppod 590 RV silos 
65 Let & Found 336 He.use Sifting S96Townhamet 
70 Personals 338 fnvmlmenl 
75 Psychics 340 Janitorial PETS/FARM 600-699 
80 Singles 342 Landv:aping/Gardening 606 Boarding 
85 Travel/Tours/VomUon 344 Machine/w~,ding 612 Form Equipment 
346 M~=¢. Service= ' 618 Feed & Seed 
WANTED 100.149 34e Music Lessons 624 F~Ja/ProduaJ/Meat 
125 Wonted 350 Painting 630 H~m. 
352 Paving 636 I.ivldock 
MERCHANDISE 150-249 354 Pho~rophy 642 Peh 
155 A~l'~um 356 Pfun~b]ng 648 Tralbrs 
160 Apphances 356 Pools/Spas 
165 Arts & Cm~ 360 Roofing INDUSIRY 650-699 
362 S ing 660 Equ~prmnt 170 Auctions 36d Tav~Sr~ 670 Uogging/Tlmber 175 Budding Materials 
180 Comp~rs 366 Trucking 680 Machinery 
185 Consignmenh 366 Yard & Garden 690 Mlnlng 
190 Firearms 
195 Firewood RENTAL 400.499 RECREADONAL 700-749 
200 Free Give Away 404 Apartment~ 705 Alrcraft 
205 FumUum 408 Bachelor SuIM 710 AW's 
210 Garage Sales 412 Basement Suita ' 715Bo~ts/M~rlne 
215 Garden Equlpmemt 416 Cdolns/Coltages 720 Hom~boats 
220 Miscelfane~us 420 Comrnercial 725 Motoecycha 
225 Mudc 424 Condos 730 R~s 
230 Sportlng Goods 42e Dupbx/Four~!ex ' 735 Rentals 
235 Too~s 432 For Rent Or SoSI 740 Snowmobiles 
240 Trade Or Swap d36 Halls/Audilodurm ... 745 Trade/Swap 
440 Houun 
EMPLOY~VENT 250-299 444 Ml~ceUoneom AUTO~tOrlY~ 750-799 
254 Business OpporhJnlUe~ r id8/~iTe Home~ 756 Canopies 
258 Camera 452 Modular Home 762 Can 
262 ~care  456 Rooms 768 C~ssh:s 
266 Education 460 Room & Board 77d Pa~ 
270 HelpWanted 464 .~mion/Reliremenl 780 SU~es & 4x4's 
274 Pro~ssionat Accommodations 786 Trucks 
278 Skilled Tredm 468 shared Ac~ornmedations 792 Vans/Buses 
2e2 Tutoring 472 Storage 
286 Volunteers 476 Suite NOTICES/IIENDERS 600.849 
290 Work Wonted 480 To~ rld A¢¢om mo~'lion s 815 Legal Notices 
484 Tawnhames 830 Te~e~ 
SERVICES 300.399 488 Wanted To Renl 
302 Accounting 492 Wamhoums 
The Tenace Standard msorves the nght o dsssify ads under appropriate h adings and to set rates therefore and to determine pagelocalton. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advedisere that il is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, medial status and 
employment when placing 'For Rent:' ads Landlords can state a no-smoking preference, 
The Terrace Standard reserves Ihe right o revise, edit, classify or reject any edvedisemont and to relain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Servioe, end to repay the customer the sum paid for the advedinement and box rental, 
Box replies on 'Held tnstmotions ot picked up within 10 days of expinj of ao advedLsement will be dsstreyecl unless mailing instructions are recdved. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odginel documents o avoid I~ss. 
All claims of error, in advertisements must he received by the publisher within 30 days after the fimt publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesling space that he liability of the Terrace Standard In U]e event of failure to publish an eclvedissment aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrecl Ins, align for the ~odlon of the advertising space eccuoled by the incorrect or 
omifled item only, and that here shall be no liability Inany event greater then the amount paTd for such advedlsing. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION Credit bard No Expiry Date 
(3 V ISA  Q MASTERCARD 




16  17  
14.71 14 .98  
27 .02  27 .29  
16 .05  16 .32!  
28 .36  28 .62  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 





15 ,25  
27 .55  
16 .59  
28 .eg  
g 10  
14 15  
14.4E 19 g~,7~ 
15.52  15 .78  
27 .82  28 .0 .  ¢ 
16 .85  17 .12  
29 .16  29 .43  
For longer ad, ptonse use a separate ohoet 
STA= A Phone Fax RD 638-7283 638-8432 
70  Persona ls  85 Trave l /Tours /  
Vacat ion  I ' 
ADVERTISE your business or 
service directly to sportsmen 
and women in BC - 625,000 
copiesl You get guaranteed 
distribution to this large targ~t 
market in two government prir t 
magazines. P lease  call /nnt -  
marie at 1-800-661-6335. 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
,~  & HEALING CENTRE 
Sacred Gerden Herbology-specialized 
Teas, Bulk Herbs.Laurel Baflard, MscdPhd, 
Charlered Herbalist Shaman 
Herbalist Healings - Shamanict 
Crystal, Polarity, Reiki, Spiritual, 
Reflexology, Aromalherapy Massage, 
Qualified Practitioners, 
FOUND ONE moutain bike and 
one small BMX off Paquette in 
Thornhill. Call to identify. 250- 
638-8015 (45P2) 
l~tWlll .=o~=a~o~o.~=~,~ I 
I .=. I ~= I~r=:l; ,he r~me,'a,~lr=u ol  ~I 
]..-.~.~. -I r~ ol k~n ~ o=d; ond ~r mme/=kl,~ I 
' " '~  ' ~" =,=,~p,~=o,~ ~/C,==~,,,~. I 
* t~ ma/t;~=~ d ,,o~ so: I 
HEART end STROKE FOUNDATION ~ I 
OFB.C&Y1JI(ON .$ ^''~ I 
~.o.~:, ,=, .sc.vB~ ~ / I 
630-1966 "~" ' "  I 
KAL I  
is coming to Terrace 
November  26, 27 & 28 
To book a date with her 
please visit her on the web 
v~Nw.thekalipro ect.com 
Or  e-mail her at 
kali@thekaliproject.com 
Or  phone her at 
250-631-2510 
D.V.S. I know I made a lot of 
mistakes but isn't it possible 
you made some too? If so, we 
should talk. You know where I 
am if that flame still burns. From 
Mr. Blue. (46P3) 
SWM 36, fun outgoing. Loves 
kids and the outdoors. I am em- 
ployed and am looking for Miss 
Right. Must be active and out- 
going, pyode211@yahoo.com 
(44P3) 
~: i " . ;~  .1 ( - -~ . , .  ~ ,, ,~ I '~  ~, 
"~Ug~l r 'Forever  In Our Hearts 




about our Gold Card Club l
Great Corporate Rates ] 
l 
• We .k nd Team [ 
Pub Beer &W]ne Store J 
i I1' I
Wdham (BIll) Ransom Thain 
April 28,1926- September 20, 2003 . . . . . . .  
Born in Prince Rupert to Rose 8= George Th ' B ~ v e d  by b.ls_lovlng 71 
, wife Owenda (Jennifer), son Danny ( N o ~ . r s  Laur.ie, and Tommy, 
(Peter Yogt), Sister Mavis Haugan, R u s ~ n  Kat .  hLeen,(Raymo, n~! f~  
i J Turner~ eleven grandchildren, and many ~ e w s ,  Predece¢lsed by %~ I After a short stint in the army, BIll began his business career in Prince Rupert as a artoer in a garage and car dealership. In the early fifties, BIll moved to 
TerraP: and along with his brother George started the business of Thains' 
Trucking working on the roads at the Kifimat Townsite. Ready for o change in 
L 1980, Bill bought o boat and went to work as a fisherman, settling in a home 
on Digby Island which Bill and Gwenda totally renovated. In the eighties, they 
, moved south to Sechelt. 
i / Now thai you've readied Bill fought along baffle with Parklnsons' Dis.easeand passed away peacefu!ly. ~ 
the big on September 25, 2003 where his son Danny told of Bills zest for life and the ' 
5-0h ~ in St. Mary's Hospital, Family and friends gathered at his home for o memorial 
there's nowhere else 10 go ~ man interests he pursued, Written memories by his daughters Laurie and~ 
Tam~ty were read atthe scattering of the ashes on the beach at Sechelt Harbour. ~ :~l  ~ff~ ~/~J  ~ ' Y ° u ' v e  reached the top, Rest In Peace Bill ~ ~  ' --Your Loving Family. 
~ , ; i * :  ~, . . . . . . .  ,~i , 
ANTIQUE WALNUT dining 
THINKING ABOUT staying at a room table with five chairs 
B&B in British Columbia? Visit $750.00. Maple night tables. 
www.mondaytourism.com $70.00. Call 250-635-7066 
for links and colourphotos from (46P3) 
over 700 B&B's in BC. 
USE MOFFAT frldge and elec- 
tric range. Almond with black 
trim. Excellent condition. 
$750.00 for pair. Call 250-638- 
8904 (44P3) 
AUCTIOHS 
~iOUSEHOLD &OFFICE FURNITURE 
at 3031 KOFOED, TERRACE, B.C. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 15 TM at 10 A.M. 
PREVIEW: NOV. 14 TM ' 1"7 P,M. 
PARTIAL LIST: Refrigerator, Dryel 
So~a, Love Seat, Hide.a:Bed 
Dresser, Bedroom Suite, T~ 
Entertainment Stand, Vacuum 
Cleaners, Single Bed, Coin 
Collections, Hockey Cards, Knife 
Sets, Figurines, Fo0sbdl Game, Air 
Hockey Game, Snow Blower, Filing 
Cabinet, Office Desks & Chairs, 
i Filing Boxes, Cash Boxes, OfFice 
!Tables, Sale, Pal~er Shredder, 
Computer Scanner Digital Cameras, 
Digital Camcorder, Makita Cordless 
Drill, Air Compressor Jump Start, 
Plus Much, Much, More. 
h4 
~. 635.9452 F,,x: 635.4~ 
For full istings, visit our website: 
www.marjonauctions.com 
.,.:i~ .. :~!i~;.<':. 
i:~ . . . .  ":!::~:~ ~:~::!~:i~!!¢~ *. 
:i~:i!..'~:~:~ . . . . . .  ~< 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
P.O. Box 217,  Stewart,  B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635.7676 
' ' ' I 
i II . 
Dry  ~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
• SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES .SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS -SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
leBOILERS .CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES -REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL .ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• /dR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS -FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS -VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-1132 
FRIENDLY REMINDER FOR:SEPTIC TANK PROBLEMS... 
SAVEA LOT OF:MONEY BYFLUSHINGYOUR SEPTIC . 
i !i[ J , ..o cISEL Y RI" 
t'r  -MovINO 
q [l ~ ~ .... Yo'--~r MoVing Professionals Since i 997  
~ T~k g New 32 & 28 ft Tmil~ at Your Sendal 
3~ly~ • Across town or the country 
~ ~ • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
1.866-615-0002 H = / ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUN1 
615-0002 638'6969 
ru rn i lu re  Rcs lora l ion  And RelinlMdnQ I
:upho ls l c r inq  blnall i tem&:  I 
/IANS PIANOS 
NorthweH since 1980 
Piano Tuning 
Complete Rebuilding 
Regulating & Sales 
P" .cemf~ . . ,arm z uner  . z ecmlzcim~ 
J0s~ Co0smmns 
(250) 635-9275 
I bber Duclq Daycare 
Licensed Family Child c~re for 
~c~monthstoz2years  
~.~. . . ,~  -~.. Lode Hansen 
~ G'RAVE L "CRUSH 
• "TOP SOIL •SNOW PLOWING ' 
~ Terrace, B.C, 
Qulnlon Freeman ,oh freeman {25O) 635"2652 
B8 - The Terrace Standard , Wednesday, November 12, 2003 
f "'~ " , 1 l i e  
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy 
615-9286 
If,you are new t0 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~iffs and informat io > 
i m I =[II i t{I}~l {[1  i { !  | I~[ I ]  Rtlt~ I,'1 / 
WANTED: GOOD clear picture 
of Kermode Bear to be used for" 
commercial venture. Licensing 
arrangement or outright pur- 
chase. Please contact Box163, 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St., Terrace, B.C.VSG 5R2. Or 
send sample to bear@burns- 
lake.corn (45C3) 
Flooring Distributor NEEDS 
CASH FLOW Laminate - $.49 
sq/ft, Laminate tile - $.99 sq/ft, 
1X6" knotty fir- $.80 sq/ft, slate 
or granite from - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 
1/4" oak or maple pre fin - 
$3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" exotics pre- 
finished - $4.99 sq/ft, bamboo, 
prefinished - $3.99 sq/ft, 1-800- 
631-3342. 
FREE TO good home: pure 
bred Himalayan cat. Nuetured 
declawed, very affectionate. 
Call 250-615-4770 (45P1) 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- 
ICE Located in the downtown 
Hampton Inn & Suites Hotel. 
Concerts & sports. Shania, Bo- 
wie, Macy, Gray, Chilipeppers, 
Seahawks, Canucks. Hotel ac- 
commodations available. 1-800- 
920-0887 
4000 NEW Vinyl Windows. 
Over 60 different sizes to 
choose from. Great Pricesl 
Chilliwack location 1-800-546- 
8733. Surrey New & Used 
17861-64th Avenue, Surrey, 1- 
877-570-8733. 
FOUR WINTER tires with 14" 
rims. (5 on 100). Tire size Yo-  
kohma Guardex 195/70R14. 
Good tread, used only one win- 
ter. $400.00 Call 250-635-8823 
(45P1} 
SIX PERSON hot tub, 20 jets, 
six years old $6000.00. 
10,000BTU air conditioner, 
used once $450.00. Regency 
gas fireplace $1200.00. Natural 
gas Olson furnace $300.00. 
Call 250-638-1838 (43P3) 
LIMITED EDITION prints, 
Stephen Lyrnan and Bev 
Dolittle. Unframed. Excellent 
Christmas gifts. Call 250-692- 
7654 (46P3) 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDtH 
Assembling Products - Mail- 
ing/Processing Our Circulars - 
Copy/Mailing PC Disk Program. 
No Experience Neededl FREE 
into @ www.gifts-plus-online.com or 
send S.A.S.E. to: CRAFTS, 8- 
7777 Keele St., Dept 113, Ref # 
7-702, Concord, Ontario L4K 
1Y7. Call 705-726-6795 
ADVERTISE your business or 
service directly to sportsmen 
and women in BC - 625,000 
copiesl You get guaranteed 
distribution to this large, target 
market In two government print 
magazines. Please call Anne- 
marie at 1-800-661-6335. 
RETAIL STORE for sale, Deal- 
ing in Electronics, Batteries, 
Hobbies Toys, etc. Good Mall 
location. Note franchise. Sa- 
man Arm, BC $29,000.00 plus 
stock. Phone 250-832-0953, 
Fax: 250-832-7736. 
NO RECESSION HEREI Earn 
$20-$75 per hour on your com- 
puter, www.succeeding.com 1-
888-282-4405. 
i TEST DRIVE Unique opportunity oown and 
operate a2004 Pete with zero down. 
You must have a minimum ONE YEAR 
flat deck highway experience able and 
willing to run CANADA/USA and 
possess good references. 
Steve or Andre (800) 663-0099 
AT LAST - -  SOLUTIONS FOR 
WOMEN. 100% Natural Pro- 
ducts For PI~S, Menopause 
and More. Established Compa- 
ny. CommlssionsrBonuses/Re - 
sldual Income. We Train and 
Support. 1-888-873-0424, 
ABSOLUTELY FREE informa- 
tion on-line. Work from home 
$25-$75/hr pt, ft. Call 1-888- 
204-8473 www.dollargenera- 
tor.com(45p6) 
BUSINESS FOR sale. Vans 
News - Terrace, Excellent faml- 
ly business with growth poten- 
tial. Sedous Inquiries only. Gary 
or Sharon 250-847-2412 (43P3) 
SEASONAL BUSINESS, float- 
ing 30' cats, located on the 
Douglas Channel at MK Marina, 
Kitimat, B.C. Set up to seat 12 
people, Equipment: freezer, mi- 
crowave, stove, pizza oven, re- 
frigerated stainless sub table, 
stainless worktables with 
shelves, stainless cooking 
ware, There is also a spacious 
room upstairs which could be 
storage and/or office. Asking 
$39,000.00. Call 250.847-4331 
TRAIN TO work in The Com- 
puter Industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programer Analyst, Office Ad- 
• - ministrator. For Program or 
Student Loan Information from 
our CDI College Abbotsford 
Campus Call toll free today 1- 
888-421-7225. 
DISTANCE EDUCATION. Cer- 
tificate Program in Environmen- 
tal and Occupational Health is 
offered by computer-mediated 
learning. For information: Uni- 
versity of Victoria, Division of 
Continuing Studies, 250-721- 
8558. 
DISTANCE EDUCATION. Cer- 
tificate Program in Public Rela- 
tions is offered by computer- 
mediated learning]. For informa- 
tion contact: Untversity of Vic- 
toria, Division of Continuing 
Studies, www.uvcs.uvic.ca/pr/ 
250-721-6129. 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT operators 
and gravel truck driver for win- 
ter work. Fax resume to 250- 
787-9334. 
CLASS ONE driver required. 
Must be willing to do long h JI 
BC to Ontario, majority of w, k 
is BC/Alberta. 2 years Sul .=r 
"B" flat deck experience v :h 
general freight. Assigned units, 
direct deposit, benefit plan after 
6 mos. Pedormance bonus af- 
ter 3 mos. Wage is percentage 
of gross revenue & tarplng. 1- 
800-760-1420 7am-5pm. Mon- 
FrL 
A'rrN: WORK at Home. Real 
People, Real Success. We're 
ordinary people, we just follow 
an extraordinary system. We 
earn $2500-$5000+, 
www.SimplvChoose.com 
OWNER OPERATORS need- 
ed: to pull company owned chi- 
natop Super B's dedicated Van- 
couver, BC to Oregon runs. 
Home weekends, good reve- 
nue. Contact Randy or Fred for 
details 250-245-8848. 
CUSTOMER SERVICE Asso- 
ciates- Kamloops to work rotat- 
ing shifts. Requirements: ex- 
cellent customer service skills 
and Grade 12 or equivalent. 
We provide a competitive bene- 
fit package and a salary of 
$9.05/hr. Forward resume to: 
Email: kamloops.jobs 
@convergys.com Fax: (250) 
571.5870. 
CLASS ONE driver required for 
interior based company. 2 
years Super B flat deck experi- 
ence required on general 
freight. We offer performance 
based remuneraton, assic ed 
units, benefits, direct den ~it. 
Company operates pnm rily 
BC/BC-AB. Fax resume & 
abstract. 250-828-1490. 
Looking for a 
future in Media? 
The News Group In Vletorin 
requires two new dynamic 
Sales Representatives to Join 
our growing team. 
Ambitious, bard.working 
individuals who thrive in a 
fast.paced, eadline driven 
environment are encouraged 
to apply with resume to: 
James Manning, Publisher 
818 Broughton Street 
Victoria BC VBW 1E4 
(260) 381-3484 
A vehicle Is required for 
these positions 
',- Tea l - Jones  Group  
Sawmill in Surrey 








applicants will be 
considered. 
Send resumes by 
fax: (604) 587-8789, 
by emaih 
or by mail to: 
17897 Trigg 
Road, Surrey BC 
V4N 4M8. 
Give yourself an early Christmas present. 
Start your Avon business before November 24 
and receive FREE KIT, FREE SAMPLESr FREE 
BROCHURES! Earn prizes, discounts up to 
50%. Unlimited earning opportunityl 
Carl your representative or the 
District Manager in Terrace at 638-7969 
or tall-free 1-866-718-1895 




for an established 
territory. Permanent 
pIT to F/Z Call 
1-866- 764-8925 
'~Olsen  Grou p 
Is seeking fully qualified 
Heavy Duty mechanics 
for camp work. The 
company offers a top 
wage and benefits 
package. 
To become a member of 
our organization, fax or 




(No phone calls please) 
NORTHERN 8C CHRYSLER 
Dealership urgently requi'res 
Certified Automotive Technician 
& parts counter people. Top 
Wages, Good Benefit Package 
and Great Working Environ- 
ment. Call Matt or Tom 1-877- 
787-5220 
"Prince Rupert- 
B.C.'s Best Kept Secret" 
New Cruise Ship Terminal 
New Container Port 
Future Offshore Oil and Gas 
Growing Chryfler Oea!ership 
requsres a 
Service.t anager 
With strong c~esiie t0To~ 
#1 in Cu.~tomerSotisfodlon. 
Positi~'e attitude a must. 
Chrysler .~erviceand[0r 
parts experierke preferred. 
Please forward resume to: 
Rainbow Chrysler 
Dodge Jeep ltd. 
970 Saskatoon Avenue, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VBJ 4J2 
Altn. Brian Musgrave 
email: rainbowb@cilytel.net 
Phone: 2.50-624-8200 
Toll Free 1-877-624-8207 
Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police 
Terrace R.C.M.P. Victim Assistance Program 
Volunteer Victim Service Worker 
Terrace Victim Assistance Program (TV'AP) is presently accepting 
applications from people interested in becoming a Volunteer 
Victim Service Worker. 
VICTIM SERVICE WORKERS will cleat directly with Victims of 
Crime and Trauma by providing emotion:d support, referrals, 
court support and information. 
To Apply" :
• Candidates must be 19 years of age or older. 
• Be willing to make a minimum 1 year volunteer commitment 
post training. 
• Applicants must be mature, respqnsible, caring individuals, who 
possess trong inter-personal and listening skills and are able to 
work with people of various etlmic and economic backgrounds. 
• Complete training requirements including one on one and self 
study components 
• Have a willingness to commit to approximately 16 hours per 
month including weekend on-calL 
• Be able to undergo and maintain an extensive security 
screening. 
• Must possess avehicle and have a clean driving record 
Highly motivated Men and Women of all ethnic backgrounds are 
encouraged to apply. 
For more information contact Jan or Sherry @ 
638-7411 or pick up an applicfition package 
at file Temme RCMP detaciunent 
Deadline for applications November 15,200,3 
K: ) / t l l  nVU )¢  )Vt, l l ;  I I 
Shelter Support Worker  
: Ksan House Society' through the Terrace Emergency 
Shelter program provides hort term accommodation to
men and couples. Ksan House Society is seeking 
applications from dedicated individuals for the full time 
permanent position of Sheher Support Worker. 
Qual i f icat ions  requ i red :  
• Minimum Grade 12. 
• Diploma or Certificate in the field of social work or 
related field and/or extensive xperience in a similar 
environment. 
: Knowledge and understanding ofFirst Nations issues. 
Ability to work with homeless and/or transient 
individuals. 
• Considerable understanding of issues related to 
homelessness and poverty. 
Excellent interpersonal skills. 
i Strong communicatlon a d problem solving skills. 
The ability to deal with clients and community 
a~encies in a professional manner. 
T~he ability to handle stressful situations. 
: Knowledge of community resources. 
• Self motwation. 
Ability to work independently and as a lean,/member, 
: Valid First Aid Certificate, 
The position may entail some shift work including 
weekends. It is a unionized position with a full benefit 
package after successful completion of a probationary 
period. A satisfactory Criminal Record Check will 
be required. Please submit resume to Ksan House 
Society - TES Hiring Committee, 4724 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace B.C., by fax at: (250)_63%23.15 orby 
CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHT POSITIONS 
Premium Pellet Ltd. is currently seeking qualified/Certified 
Millwrights for their pellet manufacturing operations. Premium 
Pellet Is a high quality pellet manufacturing facility located in 
Vanderhoof, B.C., with an annual production of 170,000 tonnes. 
The Certified Millwright candidate must possess the following 
qualifications: 
EDUCATION: 
• Minimum Grade 12 Diploma 
• Relevant Post Secondary Education is an asset, 
• B.C. Certification of Qualification, is a requirement and 
Interprovincial Red Seal will be considered. 
EXPERIENCE: 
• Minimum two years experience with a Pellet Mill or related 
industry. 
• Sawmlll/planermill manufacturing experience, 
• Familiarity with Quality control and preventative maintenance 
programs a prerequisite. 
• Demonstrated ability to use industry control, optimization 
software. 
• Basic PC skill sets (data base/word 
processing/spreadsheets), 
PERSONALITY AND ABILITIES 
• Self motivated, good analytical skills, to be able to 
communicate ffectively in both written and verbal form and 
work as a team player to achieve manufacturing oals and 
objectives. 
• The candidate must be willing to work directly on the mill 
floor, repairing fabricating and Improving operations aswell 
as undertaking operational maintenance, end has direct 
inpul to the continual Improvement of production operations. 
• The candidate must be willing to work flexible hours/shifts 
and the position will report directly to the Plant Manager, 
Premium Pellet offers a competitive compensation and 
benefits package. Starting salary will be commensurate with 
Individual skillsets and experlenca levels. All applications are to 
be sent to the attention of the Plant Manager, and must be 
received bv November 28th/03. 
Applications can be forwarded by: 
Email: -~ g - "  - !  ;:-; =_ _ Fax', 567-2424 
Mail P.O. Box 125 
1241 Hwy16 West 
Vanderhoof, B.C, V0J 3AO 
PRINCE RUPERT GRAIN LTD. 
EXCITING CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
If you are an exceptional troubleshooter, have a 
superior' electrical/technical background and good 
communicat ion skills, here is an opportunity to work 
with a small team of  industrial control specialists and 
electricians in a world-class grain terminal. You will 
bring a minimum of 3 years direct exper ience with 
indtstrial control systems such  as PLC's (Allen:: 
Bradley), communicat ions networks I'C'S electroni~  
scales, VFD's and a variety of  sensing devices:laird 
actuators. " ii ;!i!:(i ~'..:II. ii
i~  Employment Opportunity 
Full Time Position 
2 Social W0rkers.Prince Rupert Office 
Nisga'a Child and Family Services 
Nisga'a Lisims Government is seeking applications from qualified 
individuals for the Social Worker position in our Prince Rupert 
Office. 
This position will be responsible to Nisga'a Child and Family 
Services In Prince Rupert. A pro~ram of Nisga'a LIsims 
Government Central Office. This position monitors services 
provided, supports the resource providers and liaisons with staff 
in providing child protection seMces. 
Duties: 
• Responsible for recruiting, developing and maintaining a 
range of resources and services in which to place Nisga'a 
Children in Cars 
• Provide guardianship function for Nisga'a Children 
• Must be able to work with Society groups and service groups 
(M.C.RD., R.C.M.R, Church, Alcohol & Drug Counsellors, 
Medical and Nursing Stations, School Officials, etc) 
• Must have the ability tO establish a network of services for 
Nisga'a in Terrace and Pdnce Rupert 
• Delegate authority Level 12/13 from Aboriginal Social Work 
matrix 
• Must be willing to work in Pdnce Rupert Corridor 
• Otherdutles as required 
Qualifications: 
• Must have Bachelor Social Work Degree (or equivalent) 
• Must have Minimum 1 year of child welfare field 
experience or 4 years in human services field 
• Must have valid BC's Ddvers License 
Preference Will be given to candidates with general knowledge of 
the Nisga'a culture and language and those who have experience 
with Nisga'a people. Preference will also be given to applicants 
who have Delegated authority. Must be available for extensive 
travel and training. Applicants are subject to criminal record 
check. 
The wage range for this salaried paid position is $40,098.47 to 
$53,t 84.34 dependent upon experience and qualifications. 
Please forward your resume, a list of references, and a 
photocopy of your valid driver's license to: 
Dena Robinson, Payroll/Human Resources Clerk 
Nisga'a Lisims Government 
PO Box 231 
New Aiyansh, BC 
V0J 1A0 
Fax: (250) 633-2367 
Emaih human.resource @nisqaa.net 
Closing Dale: Nov. 20, 2003 Prospective Interview Date: Nov. 26, 2003 
BUSINESS ANALYST 
16/37 Community Futures is seeking a business 
analyst located in Terrace, B.C.- 
THE POSITION: The Business Analyst will report 
directly to the Manager and will be primarily_ 
responsible for counselling clients in the areas of 
business planning, cash flow marketing and 
merchandising. The Analyst will assist with business 
proposals, loan applications, collection of accounts 
andall reports necessary for the clients and the 
office. 
QUALIFICATIONS: The person we seek must be 
hiqhly seIFmotivated, have excellent communication 
ski'lls, be creative and be able to relate to a diverse 
client.group. Applicants should have demonstrated 
experience in: 
• Financial management (which may have been 
obtained througl'; either education or experience), 
including planning and preparation of a full 
spectrum of financial statements; 
• Preparing business proposals; 
• Business counselling and the lending role; 
• Personal knowledge of business administration 
and financial management; 
• Computer skills in business software; 
• The ability to work with others and under the 
supervision of ¢: Manager and volunteer Board of 
Directors; 
• Time management, planning and self-supervision. 
PREFERRED QUALIFICATION: Degree/diploma in 
discipline field. 
Knowledge of the 16/37 region would be a definite 
asset. A valid drivers' licence and a reliable vehicle 
are required as travel is necessary. 
The position offers a comparative salary based 
upon education and experience. 
Applications must be received.by 4:00 pm on 
Friday. November 21,2003. Applications should be 
addressed to: 
General Manager 
16/37 Community Futures 
204- 4630 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace BC VBG 1 $6 
ONLY SHORT USTED APPUcANTS WILL BE NOTIFIEI). 
LICENSED COMMERCIAL 
TRANSPORT TECHNICIANS 
with BC Motor Vehicle Inspec- 
tion Certificate. Cat, Cummins 
or Detroit electronic engines ex- 
• perlence preferred. Competi- 
tive wage and benefit package. 
Submit resumes to: Service 
Manager, Frelghtiiner, 1867 
Versatile Drive, kamloops, BC, 
VIS 1C5. Email: service 
@ kamloopsfretghtliner.ca Fax: 
250-372-7429. 
Kemess Mine Recruitment 
Opportunities: (1) Plumb- 
er/Gasfitter (1) Heavy Duty Me- 
chanic Kemess Mine is a large 
open pit mine, located in north- 
central British Columbia. For a 
compete list of job qualifica- 
tions and experience criteria 
please go to our website 
www,northgateexploraUon.com. 
These position will work a two 
week in/two week out schedule. 
A chartered flight is available for 
these positions from either 
Prince George or Smlthers. 
Qualified candidates are Invited 
to send their resume to: Kern- 
ass Mine - Northgate Explora- 
tion Limited Emall: resume 
@kemess.com Fax: (604)881- 
8401 
A LEADING Southern Interior 
lumber manufacturing facility 
has an Immediate full time 
opening for an Interprovlnclal 
Journeyman Millwright. The 
successful applicant must be 
able to work graveyard ano 
weekend shifts. He must have 
experience in: 
* Optimil Double length Canter 
* Kockums Headrig 
* Uktah Gang , . . 
* Newnes opt m zeo Board 
Edger 
* Newnes Trimmer and Sorter 
" Auto Log Grade Reader 
Upon .successful completion of 
a 90 day probationary period, 
you will be offered a permanent 
position in a safe work environ- 
ment in an ISO 14001 certified 
mill driven by continuous im- 
provement. Only those to be in- 
terviewed will be contacted. 
Please fax your resume to: 
(250) 679-3545 Attention: Per- 
sonnel. 
QUINSAM COAL Corporation, 
a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Hillsborough Resources Limited 
(TSE-HLB) requires an 
Electrical General Foreman. 
Reporting to the Director of 
Maintenance and Equipment, 
you will be responsible for the 
planning and coordinating of all 
the maintenance activities of 
the  mine's underground and 
surface operations. You will en- 
sure all activities are carried out 
in a safe, efficient and cost ef- 
fective manor. You will asslsl 
with capital acquisitions and 
projects and expansion plans. 
You will possess an Electrical 
Engineering Degree and have a 
minimum :3 years supervisory 
experience in a coal mine. /~s 
the company is expanding inter- 
nationally, you will be fluent in 
Portuguese. The ability to 
teach electronics is a definite 
asset. 
Quinsam Coal offers a competi- 
tive salary and benefits pack- 
age. 
Please send resume to: Quirt- 
sam Coal Corporation, PC Box 
5000, Campbell River, BC, 
V9W 5C5. Email: marilyn.klotz 
@quinsam.com Fax 250-286- 
9727. 
BELL 11 LODGE (Hwy 37 
North) Requires experienced 
GUEST SERVICES AGENT 
and FRONT DESK CLERK for 
busy winter Heliskiing season. 
Must be multi-faceted. Comput- 
er and cash experience re- 
quired, 2nd language preferred. 
Full time and available imme- 
" diately, Fax resume 604-881- 
8330 or email manager@bell2- 
Iodqe.com (45P3) 
CERTIFIFIED PARTS TECHNI- 
CIAN. Experience with commer- 
cial tramp transport. Apply in 
person @ James Western Star 
8912-107 St., Fort St. John or 
fax resume to 250.635-1066 
(44P3) 
DEMONSTRATORS $9.50 
' :  houdy. Friday and Saturday 
days in Canada Safeway. Must 
be outgoing, with good sales 
. ability. Fax resume to 604-535- 
6443 or phone 604.535-7649 
(46P1) 
GREAT OPPORTUNITYtl] Na- 
tional Book company looking for 
energetic, self-starter IndividtJal 
to service schools and busi- 
nesses in your local area. In- 
ventory will be supplied, Re- 
quires van and access to.inter- 
net or fax, No experience nec- 
essary, Will train. 40-60K an- 
nual potential earnings. Don't 
miss this oppodunity. Call 1- 
604-415-3444 or visit Www.se- 
lect-books.com (46P1) 
HEAVY DUTY FIELD ME- 
CHANIC The successful applic- 
ant will be required to have a 
working knowledge of logging 
and road building equipment. 
Wages negotiable. Job to start 
November 24, 2003 and will 
continue for the winter season. 
Interested applicants please 
submit your resume to Tom 
Neufeld Trucking Ltd. at 250- 
845-3667. For more information 
please call Tom at 250-845- 
3249 or 250-845.3669 (45P3) 
LOG HARVESTING company 
hiring TRUCK DRIVERS and 
EQUIPMENT OPERATORS in 
the Ft. St. John area. Must be 
willing to stay in camp and work 
flexible hours. Contact John @ 
1-866-787-8990 or send re. 
sume to 250-787.8992 (44P4) 
MOUNT LAYTON HOTS- 
PRINGS is now accepting appli- 
cations for the position of 
RESTAURANT MANAGER and 
or cook. Experience as a short 
order cook as well as full course 
banquet Is necessary. Please 
drop off resume with a hand 
written cover letter and expect- 
ed rate of pay, or fax Art: Don- 
aid or Marlene @ 250.798- 
2478. (No phone calls please), 
(39TFN) 
MYSTERY SHOPPER needed 
in Smlthers end surrounding 
area. Apply online at: www.se- 
cretshopnet.com (45P1) 
322 Educat ion/  
Tutor ing 
. "  ~ , . 
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O'BRIEN ROAD and Bridge 
Maintenance Ltd. is currently 
taking applications in Port 
Clements for a PLOW TRUCK 
OPERATOR with a Class 1 li- 
cense and Air Brake Ticket, 
although applicants with a 
Class 3 license will be consid- 
ered. Please fax resume to 250- 
557-4306 or call 250-557-4282 
(44P3) 
PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS re- 
quired. Highway and log truck 
operators based out of Vander- 
hoof and Prince George B.C. 
We offer steady work, competi- 
tive rates, with benefit package. 
and regualr scheduled time off. 
Please fax resume with current 
abstract to 250-567-2212 or call 
Troy at 250-547-2422 for more 
info. (45BY3) 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY, 
LIFEGUARDS with NLS Certifi- 
cate, CPR Level C and Senior 
Rescucitation as well as SE- 
CURITY GUARDS with Bronze 
Cross, Bronze Medallion and 
CPR. Apply at Mount Layton 
Hot Springs or fax resume to 
250-798-2478. Attn: Donald or 
Marlene. I42TFN) 
274 Professional 
SPECIALIZED FOSTER home 
required in North Okana- 
gan/Shuswap for 12 year old fe- 
male with developmental dis- 
abilities, Severe behavioural 
challenges. Contact Susan. 
Phone or sen~ resume to: 
MCFD, Box 100, Stn. Main, Sal- 
mon Arm, BC V1E 4S4. 250- 
832-1718. 
BOUGHT A COMPUTER but 
need a little help getting start- 
ed? Need help with the basics? 
Don't let your investment go to 
waste. Give me a call and we'll 
get you surfing and emailing in 
no time. Call 250-635-3789 
(4353) 
QUALIFIED MATURE tutor. 
Will teach English or French in 
reading, writing or math. 
Grades 1-6 children or adults. 
$17/hr. Guaranteed results 
within 3-6 months. Will supply 
some teaching aids. Call 250- 
638-0775 (43P3) 
A-1 SIDING roofing and gutters. 
We install 5" continuous gutters 
in assorted colours. Best rate in 
town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
vinyl sidir~,', and roofing. 20% 
Se ,-~ ~count on labor. 250- 
~, ., i4 (43P3) 
EXPERIENCED CARPEN'I'ER 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience. Call Richard 
@250-638-8526(451)31 
i 
~ 404 Apar tments  FIVE TON flat deck for hire. 
Reasonable rates. Long and 
sho~ hauls. Call 250-615-5466 
(44P3) ;:; 440  HOuses  :i::] 
i HANDYMAN AVAILABLE for 
small repairs. Carpentry plumb- 
ing and millwrighting. Call even- 
ings 250-635-4395 $25/hr. 
(44P3) 
~ IBENOI /ATEB : 
• : 2 & 3:beclroorfi: m0bile :.: 
: ~homes ~ith.in~0lking\:.i~i, 
:;..dMan.ce"tQ]o~n.i~: :: .i 
-Furnished oi~:u'nfOrnLsh~d - i 




Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
STRUCTURED ACTIVITIES for 
children on fridays. Kids First 
Camp located at Kinhut. Offers 
a variety of acivities from 8:30 - 
3:30 for children ages 6-12. 
$24/day monthly, or $30 daily. 
Call 250-615-6345 (45P3) 
i Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Sk~ena CCRR is a program of Ihe Terrsce 
Woman's Resource S0dety 
and is funded by the Minis1~y of Community, 
A~0riginal snd W0men's Services 
GET BACK ON TRACKI BAD 
CREDIT? BILLS? UNEM- 
PLOYED? NEED MONEY? 
WE LENDII If you own your 
own home - you qualify. 1-877- 
987-1420. www,pioneerwest,com 
Member of the Better Business 
Bureau. 
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
• Consolidate debts 
• One Low Monthly Payment 
• Eliminate or Reduce Interest 
• Rebuild Your Credit Rating 
Credit Counselling Society of BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE 
1-888-527-8999 
NEED MONEY NOWI 
If you have equity in your 
home, we can help[ Can't 
prove income, slow credit, bank 
says nol Call Rick Graves at 
Rick Graves & Associates. 1- 
604.306-0891. 
$37,95/MONTH FOR a phone 
line. Reconnection with no cred- 
it check, No deposit. No one re- 
fused. Emalh talanger@lelus.net 
Call Need-A-Phone 1-866-444- 
3815 
NEW DELIVERY service in 
townl BK DELIVERY, Call 250.: 
635-4469 or cell 250-631-2307 
(44P3) 
Childsafe 
Nov 15 or Nov 29 * Sat • 8:30am-4:30pm 
$79 
SuperHost Fundamenlals $79 
Nov 15 • Sat • 9:00am-5:0Opm 
Forklift Operator Cedificafion (.rn,ed searing avallaUe) $250 
NOV 14-16 • Fri/Sat/Sun * 6-10/8-4/8-4 
Alrbrakes $220 
Nov 18-22 * Tue-Sat • 6:30-10:30pm/8-5pm 
Serving It Right $58 
Nov22 * Saf • 9:00am-12:00pm 
Transpodation of Dangerous Goods $79 
Nov 26 • Wed . 9:O0am-4:00pm 
Bob Ross Landscape O11 Painting $BO+gsl 
Nov 29 • Sat • 10:00am-4:0Opm 
OFA Level 3 $659 
Dec 1-12 • Mon-Fri • B:30am-4:30pm 
MS Outlook - Level I Express $99 
Dec2-~ • Tue/Thu * 7:00pnn-10:00pm 
Worksafe: Supervisor Safely /,:,,,~,~, .~::~ . . . .  ~Ty-?,i 
Dec3 * Wed • 8:30om-5:30pm =~..~-~.~.,~ %~-~;~ ~.I 
Dec6 Sot • 8:30om-4:30prn .I :~; . . . . . . . . . .  '~ ,~ ~- .,~. ,:.:. .,~,%:~':~, . .~: . 
Transportation Endorsement ~i:i:~:~ !~ ~ii;*~{~,'$ 99 
Dec 7 * Sun • 8:30am-5:30pm i~:~:, . ~,.~:~;;<, I, 
Take a closer look, 
i1|!1||11||||1|||11|||!|!11||||1||||111 
  arriage f o=e 
Where all of your printing needs are completed 
with fast service at reasonable prices. • 
WE ~PECIAgL . IZE  
IN 
Office Stationary - Business Cards 
Brochures - Flyers - Posters - Newsletters 
- Absolutely Anything on Paper ' 
, Ph: 635-1872 - Fax: 635-1868 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint.Fall and Winter interior, 
residential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bor discount. Professional quali- 
ty work. Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. References avail- 
able. Call Karl. 250-615-0199 
(45P31 
SKI SUN PEAKS RESORT BC. 
Visit our website at: 
www.sunpeaksreservations.com 
or call Sun Peaks Online at 1- 
888-578-8369. Hotels, condos 
& chalets. Ski in/ski out, hot 
tubs. Great Accommodation - 
Great Rates - Great Service 
NEW ONE AND TWO 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS, 
close to town, four appliances. 
Non-smokers, no pets. $550/mo 
Damage deposit required. No- 
vember 1/03. Call 250-635- 
1622 or 250-635-2250 (42TFN) 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, laundry 
facilities. Available immediately. 




1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Suweillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 








, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• On site management 
• No pets 
i ° References required 
To view coil 
638-1748 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thomhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250.635- 
2065(43P3) 
ONE, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available imme- 
diately. On-site management. 
References required. Call 250- 
635-6428 or 250-638-0015 or 
250-615-0345 • 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $350, 
$450, $550 Heat and hot water 
included. Recently painted, Se- 
cudty on premises. Please call 
250-638-0015 or 250-638-1749 
(32C.TFN) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments in various locations, 
negotiable rent. Utilities can be 
Included. Available Immediately. 
Phone 250-636-6611 (46P3) 
SMALL APARTMENT in four- 
plex in Thomhill. Ideal for single 
person or couple. To view 250- 
635-8288 (40P6) 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 B~roorn~otsl 
• $450permonth I 
Free hot water/recreation I 
• Close to school and hospital II 
, Secudty entrance •Starch01ce II
Call collect (2501877-6773 I 
SOUTHSIDE, TWO bedroom 
apartment, quiet, top floor, 
• wooded view. $500 including 
heat and light. Near bus stop 
and schools, Laundry faciliites. 
Available now. Call 250-635- 
2994 (46P3) 
THREE BEDROOM apartment. 
F/s, w/d and dishwasher. 
Minutes to downtown. Security 
deposit required and no pets. 
$650/month, $325 security de- 
posit. References required, Call 
250-635-5954. (45P3) 
CLINTON MANOR 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
Bachelor suites, 
I and 2 bedroom apts. 
Unfurnished and furnished. 
Close to swlml,.~-= pool & 
downtown. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED; 
%Phone 635-3475 
TWO AND three bedroom 
suites in Thornhill. Close to 
schools. $300-  $500/month. 
Fridge, stove. Contact Rob 250- 
638-7290 (43TFN) 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
available immediately. Security 
entrance, rec facilities, on-site 
management. No pets, no 
smoking. $475 mo+ security 
deposit. References required, 
Call 250-635.6824 (44P3) 
TWO BEDROOM apartments in 
quiet Thomhlll neighborhood, 
$400 per month. Damage de- 
posit $200. Phone 250-635- 
626B (46P3) 
TWO BEDROOM on rural 
Brauns Island, $400/mo. Pets 
welcome. Call 250-635-9102. 
(46P3) 
12005QFT BRIGHT two bed- 
room suite. Washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove. Lots of storage. 
Utilities and satellite included. 
Close to town, schools. Small 
pets negotiable. $650/mo. Call 
250-635-4956 (45P3) 
FRESHLY PAINTED one bed- 
room suite, bright, lots of room. 
incl., heat, hydro & cable, 
$475/mo. Call 250-638-8539. 
(45P3) 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Clean, bright, and quiet. 
Heat, light, cable included, Non- 
smoking. Suitable for one per- 
son. Available immediately. 
$450/mo. No pets. Call 250- 
638-6436 (46P3) 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite of house. Separate entrance. 
Fridge, stove included. Shared 
utilities extra. Non-smoker. No 
pets allowed. Suitable for single 
person only. $450/mo. Work 
reference required. Call 250- 
635-3789 (4653) 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, utilities included. Washer, 
dryer. Downtown location., no 
parties. Pets OK. $550/mo plus 
damage deposit. Available 
December 1st. Call 250-615- 
4770 (45P3) 
ONE BEDROOM CABIN in 
Thornhill. Electric heat, 
$375/mo. Available immediate- 
ly or the first of November. Call 
250-638-8052 or 250-635-2319 
(44P3) 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
CENTRAL DOWNTOWN Ter- 
race Psychological Consultants 
wishing to share modern three 
office plus Iobby/secretadal 
ai=ea (:0mplex With 'suitable co.: 
tenant. One or two offices avail- 
able immediately. Contact Peter 
250-635-6741 $250/mo per of- 
lice. (45P6) 
RETAIL SPACE for rent in 




4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Main f loor  1600 sq. ft. 
• & 525 sq, ft. 
Second f loor  580 sq. ft. 
& 960 sq.ft .  
Phone 635-3475 
TWO BEDROOM condo, close 
to WalMart and super store. 
Recently renovated. Available 
immediately. No smoking. Call 
250-624-5824 (44P3) 
TWO BEDROOM condominium 
4832 Lazelte.(Ioft bedroom/2nd 
bathroom). Tastefully renovat- 
ed, quiet end unit, Includes N/g 
window coverings, three ap- 
pliances, security entrance. 
Non-smoking mature adults, no 
pets, deposit. $650/month 
Available immediately. Call 
250-638-0240. (46P3) 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 
one bedroom 1/2 duplex, 
mature adult only. Prefer non 
smoker. Close to Curling rink 
and Bingo hall References 
required. Call 250-635-3042 
(45P3) 
EXECUTIVE THREE bedroom 
duplex, downtown, Two fire- 
places, two and a half baths, 
window coverings, five ap- 
pliances, covered carport, Avail- 
able November let. Phone 250- 
638-1885 for appl to view. 
$850/mo (44C3) 
LARGE THREE bedroom du- 
plex In upper Thornhill, F/s, 
w/d, blinds, fenced yard, fin- 
ished attic. Pets negotiable. 
Non-smokers ONLY, $675/mo.' 
(negotiable for 18mo+) plus 
dam. dep, Available Immediate- 
ly 01/03, Call 250-635.4368. 
(45P3) 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, high quality four plex, 
Near hospital and bus routes, 
Onsite caretakers, five ap- 
pliances, ng fireplace, mini star. 
age. No pets please, $685/mo, 
Call Allison at 250.635-6580 
(31CTFN) 
ONE BEDROOM ground level. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
gas fireplace, storage shed, 
Utilities and cable included. Up- 
per Thornhill. $600/month. Call 
250-635-3756 (44P3) 
ONE BEDROOM+ Duplex with 
laundry room. Washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove included. Quiet 
area. $450 per month, Call 250- 
635-6011. (44P3) 
SMALL TWO bedroom duplex, 
in Thornhill. Fridge, stove in- 
cluded. Electric heat, No pets. 
Security deposit. $385 per 
month. Call 250-638-7727 
(44P3) 
THREE BEDROOM duplex for 
rent. Located in upper Thornhlll 
on very large lot. 1 1/2 baths, 
storage room, carport. Includes 
fridge, stove and hook-ups for 
washer/dryer. $700/mo (negoti- 
able for' long term lease) Call 
250-635-6905 (TFN) 
TRI-PLEX for rent at 2715 Hall 
St. $615/Mo. Washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove. 1 1/2 baths. Big 
yard. Parking available. Well 
maintained three bedroom. Call 
250-635-0055 (45P3) 
TWO AND three bedroom units 
in Terrace and ThornhUl. $400 - 
$600 rent. Sorry no pets. Rental 
history required, Call 250-638- 
1648 (45P31 
TWO BEDROOM duplex close 
to schools in Thornhill. Electric 
heat. Fddge, stove, washer, 
dryer $450/mo. Call 250-635- 
9530 Available November 
(43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex in 
town. Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer. $550/mo plus utilities, 
Plus two bedroom basement in 
Thornhill, $400/mo + utilities, 
Call 250-615-6832 or 250-635- 
5992 (46P3) 
TWO/THREE BEDROOM 
DUPLEX SUITE. Natural gas 
heat. No washer/dryer but laun- 
dry available on premises Iocat- 
ed in Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park on Queensway, $325/mo 
No pets. References required. 
Call 250-635-1998 (41P6) 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tending Services available. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Three bedroom house Four ap- 
pliances, cable included .All 
utilites included. No pets. No 
parties. $650/mo. $425 damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-4642 
(45P3) 
CLEAN COZY three bedroom 
upper floor of house. W/d. 
Close to Skeena Mail and bus 
stop. $650/mo includes heat. 
Available Nov 1st. Call 250- 
635-6350 (44P3) 
FIVE BEDROOM house on 
large lot at 3508 King Ave in 
Thornhill. Ffidge, stove, washer, 
dryer, freezer. $650/mo. Call 
250-638-8639 (46P3) 
COZY TWO bedroom house in 
Copper Mountain area, on pub- 
lic and school bus route. Five 
appliances, pets negotiable, 
damage deposit and references 
required. $500/mo. Call 250- 
635-1112 (44P3) 
FIVE BEDROOM older home 
includes two bedroom base- 
ment suite, fridge, stove, laun- 
dry hookup, n/g and/or electric, 
no smoking, no pets, $800.00, 
Call 250-635-5081 (43P3) 
FIVE BEDROOM older home, 
Includes two bedroom base- 
merit suite, fridge, stove, laun- 
dry hookup, Natural gas and/or 
electric heat. No smoking. No 
pets. $800.mo, Call 250-635- 
5081 (43P3) 
HOUSE ON large fenced lot. 
Fruit trees, two bedrooms, 1 1/2 
baths, five appliances, blinds. 
Basement adaptable to 
bedroom, $650/mo References 
required. Call evenings or leave 
messafle 250.638-1553 (44P3) 
HOUSE WITH Two bedrooms 
plus study in Horseshoe area. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
Pets OK. Fenced back yard. 
N/g heat and fireplace. Avail- 
able Immediately. $600.mo. Call 
260-635.6352 (45P3) 
RENOVATED TWO bedroom, 
two bathroom house, Large rec 
room, Available Jan 1, Located 
on southslde. F/s Included, 
laundry room w/hookups, sun- 
deck, and workshop. $725/mo 
plus d.d. Call 250-635-4858 
(46P3) 
LARGE SPLIT level home with 
in.law suite at 4719 Tuck, 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
$900/mo. good references re- 
quired. Call 250.638-8639 
(44P3) 
LARGE THREE bedroom home 
on ten acres. Fddge/stove in- 
cluded. Finished basement. 
Utilities extra. Damage deposit 
and references required. 
$850/mo Call 250-960-8668 or 
250.560-5533 
LARGE WELL maintained 
small two bedroom house avail- 
able. Close to schools and 
town, Non-smokers, no pets. 
Call 250.635-5893 (44P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house 
$600/mo on Straume. Frldge, 
stove, Call 250-635-5139 
(43P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house 
close to town. Washer, dryer 
hookups, fridge, stove. Avail- 
able immediately 4737 Davis. 
$525/mo Call 250.638-7608. 
(46P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house in 
"i'hornhill. Fddge, stove includ- 
ed. Close to schools and bus 
route. $600/mo plus security 
deposit. References required. 
Available Dec 1st. Call 250- 
635-6181 (45P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house lo- 
cated at 4509 Grelg Ave. Hard- 
wood floor in living room, 
Fridge, stove, washer-dryer 
hookups. $600/mo. Call 250- 
638.8639 (44P3) 
THREE • BEDROOM house, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
carpod. Fenced yard. Close to 
downtown .and schools. $700 
too. Call 250-615-7278 (44P3) 
TWO BEDROOM log house on 
20 acres. Set up for horses. 
$800/mo available Nov 30, Call 
250-63B-0760 (43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM and one bed- 
room suite for rent. Close to 
Walmart and Canadian Whole- 
sale Club. For more Information 
please call 250-635-3208. No 
pets please, no smoking, drink- 
in.q or parties. (45P3) 
TWO I~EDROOM house close 
to school in Thornhlll, $400/mo 
Carl 250-635-4395 evenings. 
(44P3) 
UPPER HOUSE with three bed- 
rooms. 2405 Apple St. Separate 
entrance. Fddge, stove, wash- 
er, dryer. $750/mo. Utilities in- 
cluded. Non-smoking. Pets al- 
lowed. Available November 1st. 
Call 250-638-7608 (44P3) 
NEW 14X60' trailer in Thornhill 
Trailer Park. Available 
Immediately. Two bedrooms, 
one bathroom, large kitchen 
and living space. Includes five 
appliances. $600 per month. 
Call 250-639-2977 or 250-632- 
5514 (44P3) • ' .  
NEWLY RENOVATED three 
bedroom mobile home located 
on private lot. Available imme- 
diately. $650/mo To view phone 
250-638-1885 (44C3) 
ON BRAUN'S Island, close to 
bus stop, two bedrooms, wash- 
er, dryer, fridge, stove. Padlally 
furnished $400/mo. Pets wel- 
Come. Phone 250-615-0272 
(46P3) 
THREE BEDROOM 14' wide 
mobile in small park. Close to 
schools in Thornhill. Fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer, No pets. 
$500/mo. Two bedroom duplex 
in Thomhill., f/s, w/d. $400/mo 
Call 260-635-9530 (45P3) 
THREE BEDROOM mobile 
home in Pine Park. Washer, 
dryer, fridge, stove for $500 per 
month. Call evenings 250-635- 
8772 (39CTFN) 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove. 
$450/mo . Option rent to own 
Call 250.638.6969 (39CTFN) 
TWO BEDROOM trailers, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer 
hookups, pets ok, In town. Un. 
believable low prices. Call 250- 
638-7903 (43P3) 
TWO BEDROOM, two bath- 
room 14X70 trailer. Natural gas 
end wood heat on private lot in 
Jackpine Flats. Call 250-638- 
1476 (45P3) 
VERY CLEAN three bedroom 
trailer in Woodland Heights 
Trailer Park. F/s, w/d, n/g heat. 
Furnace and wood stove. 
$500/mo+ security deposit. 
Phone 250-635-2946 (45P3) 
ONE BEDROOM with kitchen 
facilities available for gentle- 
man. Call 250-635-5893 
(44P3) 
ROOM FOR RENT Share kitch- 
en, living room and laundry 
facilities. Close to downtown, 
use of laundry, kitchen and liv- 
ing room with cable TV. No par- 
ties, Call 250.638-Bg44 (38P3) 
WANTED: CHRISTIAN female 
to share two bedroom apart. 
mont. Park Manor, Call 250- 
638d717 Leave message, 
(45P3) 
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LAKELSE LAKE, Spacious two 
bedroom main floor suite, 
f,s,d/w. Utilities and satellite TV 
Included, Non.smoking, security 
deposit, small pet ok. referenc- 
es. $700. Available Dec 15. Call 
250-798.2503 or 250-615-2268 
(46P3) 
ONE BEDROOM ground level 
suite, Suitable for quiet, single, 
non-smoking, working person. 
No pets. References required. 
$550/mo plus $275 damage de- 
posit, Includes utilties. Available 
December 1st. Call 250-635- 
7367 (46P3) 
SUN PEAKS RESORT, BC. 
Top of the Mountain Accom. 3 
Mountains, 3500 ski able acres 
with 119 runs. Fully equipped. 
,1,2,3,4 bedroom condos & cha- 
lets. Fr. $99 up. Ski-in/out or 10 
rain max to lifts (walking). Hot 
tubs, saunas & jacuzzis. Stay 6 
nights & get the FIRST night 
FREEI (Some Restrictions Ap- 
ply) Lift Packages Available. 
www.topofthemountain.ca 
e-mail:sunpeaks @ direct.ca 
1.800-585-8834 
13005QFT. TOWNHOUSE Two 
huge bedrooms. Wall-wall clos- 
ets. Small den, crawlspace. 
Large deck, privacy fenced 
backyard. Five appliances (Incl 
b/i d/w) 1 1/2 baths. $700/mo, 
Available Dec. 1. (earlier occu- 
pancy negotiable) Call 250-638- 
1558 (46C3) 
THREE FLOORS three bed- 
rooms, 1 1/2 bathroom town- 
house. Includes fddge, stove 
and blinds. Utilities not includ- 
ed. Walking distance to down- 
town. Located on 2906 Molltor 
Ave in Terrace. Asking $650/mo 
plus security deposit. Call 250- 
635-0355 or 250-632-2261 
(45BR3) 
PAY HALF MONTH RENT for 
November, December, January. 
Three bedroom townhouses 
close to downtown and schools. 
F/s, w/d hookups, apartments 
with w/d available, Please call 
TERRACE MANOR 250-635- 
49B0(43p3) , 
• TWO BEDROO,M PRIVATE | 
GROUND LEVEL TOWNHOUSE 
I 
NEAR HOSPITAL & SCHOOLS 
Stove, Frldge, drapes included. 
washer/dryer hookups available. 
$550 per month 
AVAILABLE I/v~EDIATELY 
250 635-6689 
THREE STOREY, three bed- 
room townhouse beside 
schools and hospital, Available 
immediately. Rent free Ul Janu- 
ary 1st, 2004. Call 250-635- 
9467, (46P3) 
TOWNHOUSE/ HOUSE- 
/APARTMENT two or three 
bedrooms. Options vary on ap. 
pliances, blinds, fireplace, se- 
curity system and storage. 
Non-smokers, no pets. Walking 
distance from town. Available 
immediately. Call 250-638-0046 
or 250-635-4852 evenings. 
(45P3) 
WHISPER RIDGE "11 CHBA 
AWARDS" FOR THIS PRO- 
JECT Beautifully treed and val- 
ley views, 1-3 acre homesites. 
All services underground. 
Paved roads, 160 acre private 
park. (The Ranchlands) 8 miles 
to Vernon and 30 minutes to 
Silver Star Mountain, Lots from 
$105,000-$143,000. House 
packages available. 250.545- 
5472 www.whlsperridge.com 
.1.800-493-6133. 
MUST SEE home on ten acres 
Six bedrooms, three baths, fin- 
ished basement and two bay 
garage. Heated two bay 40/60 
shop with overhead doors. 4bay 
RV storage shed and much 
more. Asking $205,000.00. 
Phone 250-615-9339 (45P3) 
PARKING LOT MAIN- 
TENANCE BUSINESS FOR 
SALE Dump truck, Mechanical 
Vacuum sweeper & trailer, Gas 
leaf blowers & Brooms, Line 
painting & asphalt sealing 
equipment & Inventory. Excel- 
lent revonue Potential 250-615. 
8638 
SUCCESSFUL RETAIL busi- 
ness, with established cu~stomer 
base for sale. Owner wants to 
pursue other interests. Apply 
Box #948, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4R2 (41CTFN) 
4814 WARNER Ave., South- 
side house for sale. 4 +1 bed- 
rooms with basement. Great for 
a starter home or rental. Work 
needed. Some renos done. N/g 
heat. Storage shed. Quiet area. 
F/s. Asking $78,500.00 Call 
250-615-3104 (45P3) 
FIVE-SIX BEDROOM home on 
.74 acres, w/finished basement 
on quiet deadend street in 
Telkwa. Two balhs, sunken 
living room, skylight, five quality 
appliances, paved driveway, 
sundeck. Two sheds, Call 250- 
675-5515 (45P3) 
NINE YEAR old, two story, 
three bedroom home in quiet 
cul-de.sac. 2 1/2 bathrooms. 
Walk In closet and 5 applianc- 
es. Full crawl space and double 
'car garage. Garden shed and 
playhouse, On large lot. Close 
to Uplands, $174,900.00 Quick 
posesslon, For appointment call 
250.635-1133. (44P3) 
SOLIDLY BUILT three bed. 
room home needs a little TLC, 
large lot, good ncm']hborhood, 
southslde. Has self contained 
basement suite. $1401db0,00 
Call 260-635.5081 ('43P3) 
t 
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BEST SELLER 
I~,NII~ of Terrace 
congratulates 
Gordie Olson 
on being the 
"Top ProduceC 
for the month of October. In recognition of 
this accomplishment, Gord is pleased toad. 
make this month's donation to 1~,4,1m.~'+*m 
the MacKenzie Agnew Fund. o,,,,~o~,,,, ......, 
LOCATION - QUALITY - PRICE 
This home has it all! 
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Aflractive three level split home featuring vauhed ceilings 
and hardwood floors in the living/dining room with walkout 
bay windows and a new oak fireplace. Efficient kilchen 
with eat ng area and patio doors to fenced yard. There 
are four bedrooms, three baths, bright family room 
and lots of storage. Double garage. R.V. parking. 
, Vendor Motivated! 
~ R~A, II~ of Terrace 
Call She i la  Love  at 
635-3004 
NEW LISTING: GREAT FAMI- 
LY HOME in preferred location, 
spacious and comfortable four 
bedrooms upstairs, three bath- 
rooms, large eat-in kitchen, 
wood stove heats the entire 
house. Large secluded fenced 
in backyard Asking $179,000.00 
Call 250-635-2197 (45P3) 
PRICED TO SELL. Four bed- 
room 1100sqft, fully finished 
basement. 4912 Scott Ave. 
$125,000,00 OBO. Call 250- 
785-7592 (43P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house at 
4702 Graham Ave. New siding. 
floodng, windows, doors, deck, 
fence and roof. 1296 sqft. family 
room. living room European 
kitchen, laundry room• Enclosed 
dog run, mature fruit trees, two 
8X10 sheds in backyard. Asking 
$98,900• Call 250-635-1787 
(45P4) 
. . . . . . . .  T 
Intemalional Marketing 




MUST SELL. Older trailer MHP. 
Three bedroom plus addition. 
Five appliances. Wood and/or 
gas heat. Good condition. As is. 
$5000.00 OBO. Call 250-615- 
0191 (43P3) 
REDUCED PRICEI 1972 
Embassy mobile home, 12X58 
Includes two bedrooms, one 
bath, washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove, hardwood flooring, addi- 
tion and covered porch, shed. 
Nice and cozy. Paid $26,000.00 
asking $12,900.00 Call Can- 
dace 250-635-2232 (45P3) 
TWO BEDROOM trailer, large 
addition, fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer hookups. Located in 
ThornhlU. Asking $7000.00. Call 
250-635-1780 (46P3) 
NO DOWN PAYMENT for sale 
or trade for house. 14X70 SRI 
manufactured home. Two bed- 
room, two bathroom, n/g tire- 
place, f/s, w/d, built in dish- 
washer, microwave, and china 
cabinets, skylight. Master bed- 
room has full ensuite with Jacuz- 
zi tub. Two large decks, back 
deck has six person hot tub. 
Also includes 8X10 sided shed. 
Fenced yard In a quiet park. 
Can be moved. Asking $59,900 
(or assume mortgage of 
$380/month plus pad rent) For 
more information call 250-635- 
6477(44P3) 
RETIREMENT SALE on trail- 
ers. Prices low to clear. Fully fi- 
nanced. Call 250.638-7903 
(43P3) 
 63 TIPSI 
INVESTMENT: UNIQUE five 
unit townhouse, single storey, 
two bedrooms, sunken living 
rooms. Laundry and storage 
rooms, fenced patios. Near 
school and hospital. 'Excellent 
revenue $30 -$33.000 per 
year. Senior owners wish to 
move south. Serious. inquiries 
onlv. Call 250-635-6689 (44P3) 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Delivery 
available. Dave Crossan 250- 
567-2607. 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof, BC FCC financing. 
OAC 
YOUN BEEF for sale. Hormone 
free. Whole - front $1.50/Ib, 
hind $2.00/Ib, half $1.75/Ib. Call 
250.635-6790 (46P3) 
2000 748 Gl l  Skidder with vo- 
lume in the Fort St. John and 
• Fort Nelson area. Contact 
Bruce @ 1-866-787-8990 
(44P1) 
1998 670 Summit X low miles. 
Excellent condition. Comes with 
a saddlebag and Jerry can/oil 
and spare belt and cover. 
$3800.00 Phone 250-635-9484 
or 250-615-0495 (46P3) 
SNOWMOBILE AND ATV 
seats re.covered by Satellite Vi- 
nyl Fabrics end Canvas Works. 
4520 Johns Rd. Terrace, B.C. 
Call 250-635-4348 or 250-615- 
9924 (44P3) 
'1990 ACURA Integra. Power 
locks, windows. Sun roof. FWD. 
four winter tires on rims. 
$4750.00 OBO. Call 250-635- 
3761 (44P3) 
1993 MAZDA MX-6, 5speed, 
dark green a/c, cd, power steer- 
ing, locks and windows. Leather 
excellent condition. $8500. Call 
250-638.8402 (45P3) 
kr=rL0I:I ;11~ d= I: I:b] l d~4 (0] ~"i 
' Previous credit problems 
are no problem 
'We deliver to your door 
' $0 down plans available 
' Fast and friendly service 
' Over 400 vehicles in stock 
' First time buyers welcome 
Call Now 24 Hour Hotline 
1-888-921-2733 




10Hp SnoWblower J 
Mint C0ndiii0n 
..... 899:00 i  I 
1999 Yamaha 
Mini, Max, 700,141" Track, Pipes 
+5,500.00 
2003Yamaha l 
Kodiak 400A~0maliC 4x4 I 
I !7,99s;00 1 
2000 Yamaha 
Mountain Max, 700 
 5,995.00 
~! 995 V MAX!! ? 




s3 ,500 .00  
+2002 ArctiC!cat + 
570 Mt~(Cai 0niy~i 60mffe~ 
,4,99S ooi 
2002 Polaris 




BUY OR sell USEDCAR- 
SINBC.COM Cars, trucks, vans, 
sub's. Specialize in lease or fi- 
nance. 0 down payment, credit 
by phone. Put your items on our 
web site. $9.95 until you sell. 
toll free. 1-866-344-4044 ( 2P4) 
1988 FORD F-150 4X4 302 en- 
gine and auto transmission. 
Runs well. 4X4 works well. 
Many new parts. Frame twisted. 
$1000 OBO. Also 1978 Cadillac 
Coupe de Villa for parts. 425 
engine and automatic work well. 
$500 obo. Call 250-615-0037 
f45P3) 
1982 TOYOTA LAND Cruiser. 
Big diesel engine, snowplow. 
Some rust. Extra cruiser tar 
parts. Great snowplow, great 
hunting rig. $6000.00 plus GST. 
Call 250-692-7244 in Burns 
Lake. (43P4) 
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73.000km. 
$19.900.00 obo. Call 250-638- 
1831 
E IC  's BEST  BUY BC Newspaper  Graul: o p  
l i •is+is 
For more information, 
please contact: 
Please have your dog leashed ~...~-+..,~ 
Or fenced-in away from " ~  
your mail .boxes on 
Wednesdays and . " .m~~ 
Saturdayssoyournewspaper~ .... ' ,~ ' .  
carrier can deliver your'paper. 
1977 JEEP CJ with 8' hydraulic 
angle snow blade. $3500,00. 
Please call Randy @ 250-632- 
7722 (40P10) 
STA ARD 
3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B C 638 7283 
i 
1986 F-250 Extended Cab pick- 
up with canopy. Two wheel 
drive. 97,000kms. Original own- 
er, Excellent condition. Must be 
seen. Asking $6500+ Phone 
250-635-5459 (45P3) 
FOUR NEW Nordic Wintertrack 
tires on rims. P235/75R15. Ask- 
ing $90.00 each. Call 250-635- 
5719 after 5:00pro• (44P3) 
Help  br ing  





Re: The estate of 
MARTHA MARIE BURNETT 
Deceased formerly 0fTerrace, BC 
Credilors and others having claims 
against lhe estale of MARTHA 
MARIE BURNETT are hereby notified 
under seclion 38 of the Trustee Act 
that particulars oftheir claims hould 
be sent o the undersigned Executor 
at #200.4630 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1S6, on or 
before December 31, 2003, after 
which date the Executor will 
distribute the eslate among Ihe 
I parties entitled to it, having regard 
I only to the claims that have then ! 
I been received.- 
I Myrna Lay Davies, 
I Executor 
I Warner Bondstra Brown, 
I Solicitors 
NOTICE  OF PUBLIC  HEARING 
1-800.663-3208 
Notice is hef:eby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Tuesday ,  
November  25 ,  2003,  a t  the  offices of the Regiona l  District of  K i t lmat-  
St ik ine,  300  - 4545 Lazel le  Avenue,  Terrace, BC commenc ing  at  7 :00  pm 
to receive representation from all persons who deem their interests to be affected by 
the proposed bylaw: 
Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of Electoral Area C 
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 507,  2003 
In general terms, the purpose of the proposed bylaw is to rezone land described as 
Portion of the Fractional North-West 1/4 of District Lot 989, Range 5, Coast District, 
Except Plans 1 2470 and 4773, from the Low Density Rural (R2) Zone to the Resource 
Industrial (13) Zone• The land subjec! to rezoning is located adjacent to Highway 16 
East near the Copper River Road as mdicated on the sketch below. 
The rezoning is required to address a proposed log sod and merchandising yard 
including log storage, saw milling and associated activities: 
~ ! ~ . ~ . n ~  The public hearing on Bylaw No 507, 
988 2003, is to be held by Directors Bob 
~;?.:~;~;/>.~7 ^ /~ _/2 Cooper, Stew Chrlstensen and Les 
.:!'.~"  01. 989 Watmough or their designated alter- 
trict Board. A copy of the Board reso- 
~',? nares as delegates of the Regional Dis- 
~i~!i::~ , lution making the delegation and a .1 . . .  +y o, + +o+ +,. 
• inspected at the office of the Regional 
i'~ j:t ~1~;~ TO 1~, District of Kitimat-Stikine, 300.4545 
~!'~i" ~ ONING Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC between 
+ 17 Monday through Friday, except statu- 
'~.. Regional District of 
K l t lmat -S t lk lne  
Phone: (250) 615-61 O0 
/Bi =m 





Re: The eslate or 
ROSARIO RINO 
. also known as 
RINO ROSARIO 
Deceased formerly o[Terrace, BC 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the estate of ROSARIO RINO 
also known as RINO ROSARIO are 
hereby notified under section 38 of 
the Trustee Act that parliculars of 
their claims should be sent o the 
undersigned Executor at #200-4630 
Lazelle Avenue' Terrace/B.C., VSG ' 
1S6, on or before the December 3, 
2003, offer which date the Executor 
witJ distribute the estate among Ihe 
parties entitled Io it, having regard I 
only to the claims that have then I 
been received.- I 
Giuseppina Bernardo, I 
Executor I 
Warner Bandstra Brow'n, I 
olicitors J 
i 







In the matter of Major Works Contract 
EN2004TSTPR00t construction l 2.6 
kilometres offorestry oad in the vicin- 
ity ol Cheenis Creek. 
OWNER: Ministry of Forests, BC 
Timber Sales, 125 Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, Brlnsh Columbia, 
V~ 1Bg, Telephone: 250-624.7460, 
Facelmlle: 250-624-7479. 
CONTRACTOR: Far-Ko Contracting 
Ltd., P.O. Box 506, Terrace, British 
Columbia, VeG 4B5 
This is to certify that the work 
described therein has been 
SUBSTANTIALLY PERFORMED on 
October 22, 2003. This is in actor- 
dance with the Builders Lien Act of 
British Columbia - Deputy Minister 
{de2.127871}. 
For further information contact Robert 
Donald at (250) 624-7460 between 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday to 
Fdday. 
~ Centemnial Christian School /, 
"~- INVITES TENDERS FOR 
SNOW REMOVAL FOR THE 2003/2004 SEASON. 
Please phone Curtis Tuininga at 635-6173. 
Horthwest Regional Aiil]ort 
Tetrace-K]gmat 
NOTICE INVITING TENDERS FOR 
TREE CLEARING 
Sealed tenders will be accepted up to 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday, 
November 18, 2003, by the Airport Manager, Northwest Recjional 
Airport, Terrace-Kitimat, for the clearing and grubbing ad(ocent to 
the airport s main runway. This tender also includes the falling and 
disposa of stand ngt tuber under timbermark. The successful ten- I 
darer will be required t6 grub one{ remoye all stumps and logging 
debris to a designated location in +the cut area for burning. 
Grading to existingcontours is also necessary. 
A site visit will be conducted on November 14, 2003. Tender 
packages may be obtained From the Airport Manager, Northwest 
I Regional Airport, Terrace-Kitimat, RR#4, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V2. 
Robina Marlene DUNCAN this is your 
official notice that at 9:30 a.m. on 
November 20, 2003 at Prince Rupert 
CBPJTL~H Family Court at 100 Market Place, Prince 
OLUMBP~. Rupert, British Columbia, the Director of 
Child, Family and Community Services will 
make an application for a three monlh Temporary Custody 
Order, pursuant o Section 42.2(4)(b) of the Child, Family and 
Community Service Act in connection with your children, CAS 
born March 14, 1996, and ARS born May 17, 1997. 
You have the right Io be present and to be represented by 
legal counsel. Roblna Marlene DUNCAN, or anyone knowir~g 
her present whereabouts, please contact Pamela McARTHUR, 
Social Worker, Ministry of Children and Family Development, 
580-309 2nd Avenue West, Prince Rupert, British Columbia, 
VSJ 3T1. Telephone: (250) 624-7594 
COAST MOUNTAIN SCHOOL DIS'rRICT 82 
2003-2004 SHOW REMOVAL PROGRAM 
The School District invites quotes from area snow 
removal contractors For snow removal from Thornhill 
Primary, Thornhill Elementary and Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary parking lots and sidewalks and for 
sanding the same. , : 
For a list of schools and clearing expectations ~nd 
i'equirements, please ~ontact: ' . 
Mr. Pat Zinio i i 
Maintenance Department 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Phone (250) 638-4451 or Fax (250) 638..4471 
4p 14 00S Last date to subrm't wrTtten bids is ' .rn. an Nov. , 2 . 
I I 
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& DEADLINES 
The office is open Monday to Friday 
to receive advertisements, 
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To place your 
Community Classified :~: 
call this newspaper or : ~ ~= < Classifieds toll free 1-866-669-9222 Classifieds@bccommunitynews.com : 
www.cornmu nityclassifieds.ca 
~CH 2,~ MILLION 8C & YUKON READERS FOR $~09 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,44~ 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
THE AFFORDABLE 
LUXURY of lambskin. 
Quality lambskin slippers 
and other products 
hand-made in BC 
MONDAY - FR IDAY ~, the Sunshine Coast 
Slipper Factory. 
www.sllpperfactory.com. 
8:30 A .M. -  5:00 P.M. 1-800-499-1636. 
AUTO FINANCING 
SECOND CHANCE 
FINANCE. We say yes 
to poor credit and 
bankrupts. Select from 
For next over 450 cars-trucks, 
inser t ion  in the ': 4x4s- vans. Call Marty or 
lan 604-552-4554. 
l e r race  "- - "  btandard G U A R A N m E E D 
(W~nesd  d i t i  )a l l  APPROVAL. You work- aye  on you drive. Bad credit, 
adv  ment h to be no credit OK. Over 400 ert, se s ave 4x4s - vans ,~ cars 
• in the office by 4:00 p.m. available. Call 24 hrs 
1-888-921-2733. Call 
Friday. today-drive tomorrow! 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
A MAJOR FLOORING 
~ For insertion in the next WHOLESALER needs 
cash flow. Save up to 
'~  " - I Weekend Advertiser 50% on 100 choices of 
I . woodgrain laminate, 20 
Saturday edition) all choices ceramic tile-look 
laminate, 6" unfinished 
i advertisements have  to be rustic fir, 3 1/2 prefinlshed 
i:in the office by NOON hardwood in oak, maple, birch, brazilian walnut, 
Tiil~_s~t'lv_ : japanese cherry, and 
" - " " - - ! "  : ; , bamboo. Real wood 
<;  ~ ; :  floating floors oak, maple, 
. . . .  ~: bamboo, slate, and 
: I F  AHOL IDAY FALLS ON granite. Tons morel Call 
1-800-631-3342. 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, BUSINESS FOR SALE 
¢....r,^..........~...,...,..,...-., ~ o o o~ ~ u~ 
....... . . . .  : BUSINESS OF 20 years, 
~THE DEADLINE IS MOVED: includes Flower & Gift 
. . . . .  Shop, Lotto Centre, Sears 
:BACK ONE DAY (E.G. Catalogue & Applicance 
• Centre. Located in mall in 
THURSDAY AT 4:00  PM., beautiful BC, 1 1/2 hours 
from Whistler (gateway 
~ MONDAY AT NOON). to 2010 Olympics). 
;~  ~ i Business comes with 
full training. More info 
contact owner Nick 
250-256-4656, evenings 




. . . . .  ~. ~EXISTING LO C,,~T IO N.S~ 
AVAILABLE - TrueValue 
Hardware, V&S Options, 
Country Depot. No 
3 franchise fees - members 638 72  receive yearly dividends. I I  Ongoing field support. 
Call TruServ Canada 
today and be part of 
our team. Toll-free 






Private money available. 
Have you been rejected 
by your bank? Business 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WANTED HEAVY DUTY 
mechanic for shop in 
Northern Alberta. Call 
780-523-5288, ask for 
Rick or fax resume to 
HELP WANTED 
JOURNEYMAN OR 4TH 
year apprentice plumber 
required for permanent 
position with Tim Duke 
Plumbing & Heating on' 
Salt Spring Island. 
plan and 
analysis serwces. 
1-866-402-6464. 24 hrs. 
cash .flow 780-523-5910. Wage Medical/dental/insurance 
dependent on experience, available. Fax resume 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
INSURANCE AGENT - 
KELOWNA agency is 
currently accepting 
applications for 
experienced level i or II 
Agent. This position 
will be of particular 
interest to motivated 
individuals eeking a role 
in the growth of our 
operations. We offer a 
positive dynamic work 
environment, benefits 
plan and a superior 
compensation package. 
Please reply in writing to: 
Kelowna Valley Insurance 
Services Ltd. #134-1676 
Cooper Road, Kelowna, 
BC, V1Y 9N6. 
CAREER TRAINING 
BE AN INTERIOR 
DECORATOR with 
our unique home-study 
course. Call for 
your free brochure. 
1 -800-267-1829.  
www.sheffieldschool.ca. 
Sheffield School of 






• Diesel/gas. Turned down? 
Rates too high? Trade? 
We have money for you 
0-7%. Complimentary 
delivery. Apply today. 






YOUNG ADULT mystery 
shoppers needed. Must 
be of legal age In 
your province and 
possess valid picture ID. 
For details visit 
www.bsgcorp.com/projects. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4995.00 All 
new Super Lumbermate 
2000, larger capacities, 
more options. Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer 
of sawmills, edgers 
and skidders. Free 
information. 1-800-566- 
6899, ext. 400.OT 
CORAL CALCIUM 
"EXTRA" 100 capsules, 
530 mgs 100% pure 
marine coral calcium 
from Okinawa, Japan 
as endorsed and 
recommended by Robert 
Barefoot on T.V. 1-866- 
319-0708, Calgary; 
www.curecanada.com. 
NEED A COMPUTER? 
Don't have cash? The 
original IBM Pentium 4 
PC for $1 a dayl No $$$ 
downl Fast deliveryl Free 






Lennox Canada Inc. 
Lennox is seeking 
qualified demand service 
technicians for the 
Kelowna area. The 
successful candidate 
must have minimum 2 
years experience and 
hold a B-Gas ticket. 
We , offer ~ competitive 
, compensation, benefffS & 
stock purchase plan. 
Please submit your 
resume in confidence to: 
Wightman Mechanical 
Services. Attention: 
Charlie Potter. 1314 
St.Paul Street, Kelowna, 
BC, V1Y 2E1..Fax: 
(250) 762-5241. 
•-APARTMENT/CONDOMI 
NIUM MANAGER. Train 
to be an 
apartment/condominium 
manager. Many jobsl Job 








PAYDAY LOANS! Bad 
credit? No credit? 
No problem. Borrow 
up to $1000 until payday. 
Have a job? Get a 
loan guaranteedl 1 hour 
approval. 1-866-3- 




us firstl Your future 
revealed by your personal 
psychic. Sincere & 





spending large sums on 
legal fees, call The Family 
Law Centre to understand 
your rights & obligations. 
Our lawyers will present 
you with your options & 
offer smart & proven 
strategies to help reduce 
your legal fees, safeguard 
your assets & defend 
your child custody & 
access rights. Don't be a 




OVER 200 NEW and 
used mot0rhomes, diesel 
pushers, 5th wheels, 
trailers, van-conversions, 
truck campers. Total RV 
Centre RV Listing 
Service. Free pick-up 
Western Canada. 
Voyager RV, Hwy 97, 
Winfield, B.C. 1-800-668- 
1447, www.voyagerRV.ca 
SALES HELP WANTED 
A PROGRESSIVE 
COMPANY needs sales 
people to call on 
independent pharmacies. 
Those already calling on 
pharmacies preferred. 
Commission basis. Fax 
resume to 425-988-9336. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDING SALE 
"Final ClearanceP Priced 
to sell. Go direct/save, 
25 x 40, $6,900. 
30 x 40, $8,500~ 
35 x 50, $12,900. ~ 
40 x 80, $17,400. 
50 x 120, $35,500;  




Ril® Stroman ' since 
1979. Buy-sell-rent- 
exchange. Worldwide 






Diesel/gas, Turned down? 
Rates too high? Trade? 
We have money for you 
0-7%. Complimeniary 
delivery. Apply today. 






CABO SAN LUCAS. 
Mexico. Luxury condos, 
great Iocationl 1-5 
bedrooms just one block 
from beachl Canadian 
owned and operated. 
www.marinasolresort.com. 
Toll-free 1-866-389-6666. 
Discounts for Canadiansl 
WOOD HEATING 
BLAZE KING wood 
stoves, Efficiencies to 
82.5%. Thermostatically 
controlled, long burn 
times up to 40 hours. 
For nearest dealer, 
250-493-7444. Email 
vcsales@vip.net or 
wwWJ~lazeking:i~O~ ~,,-~, . ,;:, ..... 
ADD ON A wood furnace 
to your existing oil, gas or 
electric furnacel Save 
dollars this winter. 
For nearest dealer, 
250-493-7444. Email 
vcsales@vip.net or 
B12- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 1 2, 2003 
/ Rally tally 
CENTENNIAL Christia~ School's senior boys volleyball team came close but 
wasn't able to make it into the finals of the northwest zone boys 'A' volleyball 
championships last weekend, The team met second ranked Houston Christian 
School in the semi-finals but lost three in a row 21-25, 23-25 and 15-25. BtJlk- 
ley Valley Christian School, who host the provincial finals in two weeks in Smi- 
there, gets a bye to the B.C. champs, while Houston wins the northwest zone 
berth. Centennial Christian will apply for a wild card entry, but that decision 




To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or e- 
mail us at: tlewsroom 
@terracestandard.com 
Nov. 28-29 
• Pee Wee house tour- 
nament at the Terrace 
arena. 
Dec. 12 
• Pee Wee reps vs. 
Smithers 8 p.m. Bantam 
reps vs, Kitimat 10 p,m. 
Terrace arena. 
Dec. 13 
• Pee Wee reps vs. 
Smithers 10 a,m. Ban- 
tam reps vs. Kitimat 12 
noon. Terrace arena, 
Jan, 16 
• Pee Wee reps take on 
Kitimat 8 p.m. Midget 
reps vs, Prince Rupert 
10 p.m.. Terrace arena. 
Jan. 17 
• Pee Wee reps take on 
Kitimat 10 a.m. Midget 
reps vs. Prince Rupert 
12 noon. Terrace arena. 
Jan, 23 
• Bantam reps take on 
Prince Rupert 8 p.m. 
Midget reps vs. Kitimat 
10 p,m,, Terrace arena, 
Jan. 24 
• Bantam reps take on 
Prince Rupert 10 a.rn. 
Midget reps vs. Kitimat 
12 noon. Terrace arena. 
Jan. 30 
• Bantam reps take on 
Smithers 8 p.m. Terrace 
arena. 
Jan. 31 
• Bantam reps take on 
Smithers 10 a,m. Ter- 
race arena. 
:]r=l -,]1 ]1~[,.1 = ' -  
~ ®  
F/NISHING FI~E ! 
BC 's B EST B UY ~____..)8C Nc~ap~'r  Group 
For more Information, 
, , . , .co. , , , , .  STANDARD 
3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C, 638-7283 
Demons challenge oldtimers II Best Buy ads go on the in|ernet,~ www.bcdassified.( 
in char,ty game th,s Saturday r 
against some of the NHL's one-time super stars. Between the posts will be Richard "King" Brodeur 
The annual oldtimers hockey challenge is set to go at and Ron Hoggarth, a 23-year veteran NHL referee, will - - ¢,',~,,.'~;,¢ . . . . .  ' ~" '~" 
the Tamitik arena at 6 p.m. with five Terrace players be making the calls. : ~~'~, ,? ;  " " " ~ "~ ........... ~ ' "  
suiting up for the Demons. the line-up scheduled to take Other highlights of the evening include a laser show, = ,~.z- 
to the ice. legendary Lee Miserables singer Michael Burgess and n ,'~.~'~" 
Former hockey greats including Dave "Tiger" Wil- Claude Scott, "the happy trumpeter." n 
' ' COME ON DOWN...IT'S FREE! liams, Former Philly player Dale Hawerchuck, Gary Ny- The Oldtimers' Hockey Challenge comes to Kitimat s n 
land, Larry Melnyk and former Edmonton OilerGlenn TamitikarcnaNov. 15at6p.m. 'FREE G A M E  V O U C H E R  Anderso, will be lacing up the skates in the match. Tickets are available at the Terrace Standard at3210 m 
! 
Other former NHLers include Doug Bodger who Clinton St. for $20. Proceeds go to the Aluminum City = 
played for Pittsburgh, Buffalo, San Jose, New Jersey, Telethon and Terrace Fircfighters local 2685. 
This gem right, e is free, that's FREE! 
All Native qualifier deadline today , Use this voucher to redeem your free 3-up card ,o':~:F~ii ~,~ . . . . .  ~ ~ ~[ f . "~, .~ '  ....~ ,~.~l~'~.:;: . . that could win you an easy $200.00! Br ,ng.  \ \ i l i :~l~I i~:~";,~i u • • . . . .  ,~,~ . '(  ,.. -~,.,..,~',~'"~,. ~?~/ ,., .... . ..... : ,, ::,: : . • :: .,~:~ ~-;;~%0~%¢.~,~.; 
ANY TEAMS looking to Civic Centre in Prince Ru- Conrad Lewis says interest trip for the qualifier. . . . . . . . .  :them rote our  ::Saturday afternoon . . . . . . . . . . .  event and  . . . . . :: ~,,t ,,..'¢;~,'~"-,~t:~,,~:s~ ~,. ,_ 
take part in this year's All pert. in the tournament is Teams have until the , :  ' :  .: . . . .  ~.":. , .  : .  :~ .  ;::.~:,,. ' '¢~s~ ........... , exchange them for cards [or the free game: ~ :~ :~:~ ,:.:~ :~!~,~;k;~ 
Native Qualifying Tourna- The bottom three teams spreading to the eastern end of the day Nov. 12 to m: :-: "::: " ~i :..:: . , . , . . . . . .  . . . . . , . . . : :~  ....... ~ ~,~' : .=  
,nent (ANQT) have until from each division from provinces including pro- pay tl~o $300 registration "~ ' '  "~ ' "  ~ ..~:i:ii.y:.:::~:::~ 
the end of the day to sign last year's February tout'- spectivc senior teams tbrm fee and have rosters corn- 11. ,  .., 
up. namcnt are automatically Calgary, Alberta and Win- plctcd and submitted. ~:~:~!:~:!::, ....... ~:~:5~ Phone:  250-635-2411 
nual All Native Basketball the qualifier along witl, mediate team from White- Lewis at the All Native of- : :i:il/~ ....... Fax:  250"635-7882 
Tournament is set for Nov. any new teams, horse, Yukon is also cx- rice in Prince Rupert at ~::: ~ :q  ~k.:.,, -. a, Jackpot Into. Line Ext. 27 
19-22 at the Jim Ciconc All Native organizer petted to be making the 250627-8997. . :v i i i : : . :  :.~.~::~<~:~i~ ' . .  ~ ~'~.:. : : "%'~::. 4410 Legion Ave., Terrace, B.C, 
:; ~1  n ~.~ ).~ ~ ~ .~ ,...°°,,~,~.,,.- .n.,.,,, .... ~,, 
Ter race  Cur l ing  Assoc ia t ion  ~,:~::~,,',:,::~::,,:~- ~'-'-~::~:' ................ 
' Presents ~ Id:~(~:T~l~VL°llN:l~:ud:~(~T:1~l~vL°ll[~:l~ll]~:|~:i[~:Tl'l~vLell[~:l~q 
v.bcclassified.co 
Sunday H0vice Curling Clinics 
Always wanted 
~Tk.!J ~ ! ~ i  i~~ ~ 
to try curling? 
: i ~ W . ~ i  i ,i _ Starting 
Sunday, November 23 
" there will be a series of Sunday 
,,,o,~.,,~ .~ ,~,~ I"o Curling Clinics from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
u~srA~ c,o,,~'s ~s,~,~s~. This will be a great opportunity for 
Help us understand how to Send your tax deductible 
cuie it. AI! el you, donation gilt ,o: 8c. c,~0 ~ou,~d0. you to come out and try curling with 
~o~ ~o , .e~ ~ tie,, s~i,~ ,s0- top notch instruction. The fee is 
i=~0,m,,o,. ~=, sL.v=,,~'0uv~, $20.00 which will be credited toward 
(604)736-0645. "~,~';:';;,,'2~,.','I','~"/','~,~I,~?,~W' fiB, VaE 4A2. dues if you join a league in January 
~ ,.~O.Ol~,~oo.~o~t~,,,,~o.,,o,,~,,,~.,,..,.,...,,o,,..,,~,.~.,,,,,o,~, The lounge will be open at 2 p.m. 
Terrace Elks Lodge No. 425 
The Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace has assisted our lodge for many years 
and enabled us to assist many children and their families in our area. 
Our National Charitable Fund is the Elks And Royal Purple Fund For 
Children. Terrace Elks have contributed about $30,000 to this fund over 
the past two years but have also withdrawn about $28,000 this year 
for local assistance. These funds are for medical needs only.for children 
in our area. 
We also support the following: Our Speech and Hearing Center in 
Vancouver, B.C, Elks Children's Camps, Minor Hockey Team, Ball Team, 
Salvation Army, Citizens on Patrol, Child Development Center, Hospital 
Equipment, Elks Park, Free Swimming for Children on free days at the 
local pool, Hospice Society, Ambulance, Park Equipment, and one of 
our maln events, Sports Day in the Park. Last year we had almost 900 
children involved in this event. 
Our thanks to The Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace for their support, and it 
is through their support that we are ebb to continue to help those who 
are so much in need. 
I 
